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This report was written primarily for the use of the U. S. Strategic

Bombing Survey in the preparation of further reports of a more compre-

hensive nature. Any conclusions or opinions expressed in this report must be

considered as limited to the specific material covered and as subject to fur-

ther interpretation in the light of further studies conducted by the Survey.



FOREWORD

The United States Strategic Bombing Survey

was established by the Secretary of War on 3

November 1944, pursuant to a directive from
the late President Roosevelt. Its mission was to

conduct an impartial and expert study of the

effects of our aerial attack on Germany, to be

used in connection with air attacks on Japan

and to establish a basis for evaluating the im-

portance and potentialities of air power as an

instrument of military strategy for planning the

future development of the United States armed
forces and for determining future economic pol-

icies with respect to the national defense. A
summary report and some 200 supporting re-

ports containing the findings of the Survey in

Germany have been published.

On 15 August 1945, President Truman re-

quested that the Survey conduct a similar study

of the effects of all types of air attack in the

war against Japan, submitting reports in dupli-

cate to the Secretary of War and to the Secre-

tary of the Navy. The officers of the Survey

during its Japanese phase were:

Franklin D'Olier, Chairman.

Paul H. Nitze, Henry C. Alexander, Vice

Chairmen.

Harry L. Bowman,
J. Kenneth Galbraith,

Rensis Likert,

Frank A. McNamee, Jr.,

Fred Searls, Jr.,

Monroe E. Spaght,

Dr. Lewis R. Thompson,
Theodore P. Wright, Directors.

Walter Wilds, Secretary.

The Survey's complement provided for 300
civilians, 350 officers, and 500 enlisted men. The

military segment of the organization was drawn
from the Army to the extent of 60 percent,

and from the Navy to the extent of 40 percent.

Both the Army and the Navy gave the Survey
all possible assistance in furnishing men, sup-

plies, transport, and information. The Survey
operated from headquarters established in

Tokyo early in September 1945, with subhead-
quarters in Nagoya, Osaka, Hiroshima, and
Nagasaki, and with mobile teams operating in

other parts of Japan, the islands of the Pacific,

and the Asiatic mainland.

It was possible to reconstruct much of war-
time Japanese military planning and execution,

engagement by engagement, and campaign by
campaign, and to secure reasonably accurate

statistics on Japan's economy and war produc-

tion, plant by plant, and industry by industry.

In addition, studies were conducted on Japan's

over-all strategic plans and the background of

her entry into the war, the internal discussions

and negotiations leading to her acceptance of

unconditional surrender, the course of health

and morale among the civilian population, the

effectiveness of the Japanese civilian defense

organization, and the effects of the atomic

bombs. Separate reports will be issued covering

each phase of the study.

The Survey interrogated more than 700 Japa-

nese military, government, and industrial offi-

cials. It also recovered and translated many
documents which not only have been useful to

the Survey, but also will furnish data valuable

for other studies. Arrangements have been

made to turn over the Survey's files to the Cen-

tral Intelligence Group, through which they will

be available for further examination and dis-

tribution.



PREFACE

The study of the history of Japanese mer-

chant shipping presented problems of very

considerable difficulty, largely because of the

confusion and inadequacies of Japanese records.

Most of the Division's work was necessarily

devoted to culling out material of sufficient

quantity and validity to provide a reasonably

accurate description of this phase of the Japa-

nese war effort.

Statistics regarding the sinking of Japanese

merchant shipping are based on infomiation

collected in Japan. About fifty different lists,

reports, and other pieces of information were

obtained from Japanese Army, Navy, and civil-

ian sources in Tokyo and elsewhere in the em-
pire. Some of this information purported to

cover the whole question of the fate of their

merchant marine; some dealt with only certain

sections of the problem, geographically, chron-

ologically, or in accordance with other limits.

Not one of these lists is believed to be complete

or accurate within tlie limits it is alleged to

cover. However, the source material represents

a sufficiently broad cross section of informed

persons to give a comprehensive picture of what
happened to the Japanese merchant marine. All

of these pieces of information have been com-
pared, checked, evaluated, sliip by ship, and

substantiated wherever practicable by compari-

son with attack data from United States sources.

The governing policy in making this tabulation

of Japanese merchant ship losses has been to

develop an over-all picture of events sufficiently

complete and accurate to justify general con-

clusions on the subject. It is believed that this

has been done. It is believed that the statistics

in this report cover the fate of at least 9.5 per-

cent of the merchant tonnage under control of

the Japanese and that within that coverage the

figures are at least 95 percent accurate. Because

of the lack of time and the comparative un-

reliability of the data available, no attempt has

been made to survey, ship by ship, the losses of

shipping under 500 gross tons burden. However,

it is believed that this small shipping played a

relatively unimportant part in the workings of

Japan's war economy. (The order of importance

of steel shipping under 500 tons is shown in

the fact that it constituted only 3 percent of

the steel merchant tonnage available to Japan

on Pearl Harbor day, and that during the war

less than one-half of one percent of the steel

tonnage constructed in Japan was less than 500

tons). Full information on individual ship sink-

ings will be available by reference to reports of

the joint Army and Navy assessment commit-

tee, not yet completed, whose findings represent

a careful appraisal of all available data and are

mutually agreed to by all the services.

i
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CHAPTER I

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
No major power in the world was more de-

pendent upon ocean shipping than Japan. Her
entire economy in peace, and even more so in

war, depended upon shipping to provide the

basic materials for industry and to fill out the

supply of staples required to feed and clothe

her population. The munitions industries were
largely founded upon the basic iron and steel,

aluminum, and chemical industries, all of which

relied heavily upon imported raw materials-

iron ore, coking coal, scrap and pig iron, alu-

mina, phosphorite, etc. Although some basic in-

dustrial raw materials were available in the

home islands, they were largely of inferior

grade and inadequate output. In fuel alone,

Japan was reasonably self-sufficient for ordi-

nary industrial and domestic purposes because

of her large coal reserves and developed out-

put. But coal of coking quality was lacking and
the all-important oil to power her Navy, mer-
chant marine, and air force had largely to be

imported.

As a maritime nation with a large domestic

and foreign trade, as a great naval power, and
as an aspirant to conquest, Japan had devel-

oped a large and modern merchant marine.

With the active interest of the government, the

merchant fleet had been built up to 41/0 million

tons in 1937 and was carrying some 54 percent

of the nation's foreign commerce, in addition

to the entire volume of its large domestic and
colonial trade. Even so, Japan was short of

shipping; at the end of 1938 only three-tenths

of one percent of her merchant fleet was laid

up as compared with 3 percent of England's

and 10 percent of the United States merchant
fleet. Active shipbuilding in the modernization

and expansion of this fleet had given her a siz-

able and competent shipbuilding industry. The
fleet of large ocean-going vessels was supple-

mented by numerous smaller craft ubiquitously

engaged in the coasting trades between and
around the home islands. But as her shipping
was highly developed and her principal heavy
industry located to employ fuel and raw ma-
terials received by water, the railroad mileage
was small and the rail system was generally of

limited capacity. Only two main lines extended

the length of Honshu, keeping for the most
part close to the coastal margin. Only the line

from Tokyo southwest to the great ports of the

Inland Sea and the Shimonoseki ferries was
developed for heavy traffic. The few lateral

lines crossing the backbone of Honshu were of

most limited capacity and of minor importance.

On Hokkaido and Kyushu the system was one

of gathering lines feeding into the ports and
ferries. Only after the war began was direct

physical rail connection secured between Kyu-
shu and Honshu by construction of the Kan-
mon tunnels. In normal times the rail system
had a large predominance of passenger busi-

ness and its freight traffic was chiefly of the

short-haul variety largely ancillary to the coast-

wise and ocean movement. The highway system
was primitive and no important improved in-

tercity highways existed. Intercity truck and
bus transportation was completely undeveloped.

The disposition of fuel and other natural re-

sources in the home islands concentrated the

sources of bulky domestic traffic at the two
ends of the main island chain, i. e. on Kyushu
and Hokkaido, whereas the principal popula-

tion and industrialization was along the south-

east coast of Honshu from Tokyo southwest-

ward to the great ports of the Inland Sea.

Coastwise shipping and the two limited-capacity

main railroads were the life lines of the basic

domestic movement, particularly of fuel and
foodstuff's. These life lines proved to be exceed-

ingly vulnerable.

The series of events following closely upon
Pearl Harbor culminated in a vast expansion

of territory under the control of Japan, a wide
scattering of her armed forces in the field, and
the imposition of formidable problems of sup-

ply by ocean vessel. Simultaneously the country

faced the problem of exploiting at once the re-

sources of conquered territory, all separated by
ocean hauls from the main islands, in order to

take the place of the prewar import trade and
reestablish the raw materials and food bases

for the Japanese war economy. But Japan had
been gradually deprived of the use of foreign



shipping prior to Pearl Harbor and had taken

only 823,000 tons in her conquests. The Japa-

nese shipping situation was, therefore, tight at

the very beginning of the war, and it was
necessary to press the utilization of the mer-

chant fleet to the maximum. The fleet of ocean-

going steel ships, because of a vigorous con-

struction program, had expanded by this time

to some 6,000,000 tons, (of ships over 500 tons)

but nearly 4,100,000 of these were assigned to

the military in separate Army and Navy pools

leaving but 1,900,000 tons in the civilian ship-

ping pool. The rapid expansion of conquest and

the development of reverses at the periphery

prevented the expected return of vessels from
the military pools to civilian use. The three

pools continued to be separately operated. An
effort was made to have vessels in the military

pools load strategic materials on the return

voyage to home waters, but this was generally

unsuccessful and the amazing spectacle of ships

moving in ballast in opposite directions in the

face of a severe shortage of shipping continued

virtually throughout the war. Shipping was an

early target for Allied offensive power. Even
during the retreats through the Philippines,

Malaya, and the Indies, significant damage was
done by Allied air power and the submarines

soon began to harass Japanese shipping lanes

from Tokyo to Singapore, albeit in weak force

and scattered fashion. Nevertheless, despite all

of Japan's shipbuilding efforts and despite the

weakness of available Allied offensive forces

early in the war, the balance of shipping avail-

able to Japan began to decline as early as April

1942.

The Japanese were peculiarly and astonish-

ingly unprepared to convoy and protect their

merchant marine against attack whether by sea

or air. Merchant vessels were not armed at the

outset and guns were not available to arm more
than a portion of them. Those in the Navy pool

were first equipped, the Army attempted to use

field guns on deck, and dummy wooden guns

were used in some of the civilian fleet as a de-

ception. Few vessels were available for convoy

service and many of these were small short-

range craft of limited utility. Lacking the

means to convoy, the Japanese nevertheless

sent out unprotected vessels in groups and lost

heavily as a result. Strenuous efforts were made
to build up the convoying fleet, exposed routes

were consolidated with others that could be bet-

ter protected, and finally all important routes

were being operated on the convoy system. This

of course reduced the carrying capacity of the

fleet, for many convoy routes were roundabout,

vessels lost time awaiting the formation of con-

voys, fast ships were held down to the speed

of slower craft, and many a vessel wasted time

awaiting the refueling of short-range escort

craft protecting the convoy. Yet the system was
always of limited effectiveness because of the

shortage of escorts and their lack of proper de-

tecting and other equipment. Moreover a more
effective convoying effort might not have re-

duced the vulnerability of merchant shipping

to air attack.

Air activity against shipping began to in-

crease after our capture of Henderson field on

Guadalcanal as the United States effort passed

to the offensive and available forces, as well as

the exposure of the enemy, increased. The ship-

ping used in the attempted reinforcement of

the Solomons was largely sunk and the air

forces based on New Guinea commenced a.

steady attrition of near-by shipping. Submarine
activity expanded and this period of growing

effectiveness of our effort was punctuated by
the smashing carrier aircraft blow at Truk in

February 1944, when 186,000 tons of shipping,

bottled up by the presence of submarines, were
sunk in a two-day raid. By this time the sub-

marine force had so greatly expanded that no

route was secure from its attack. No ship was
safe south of Honshu. In the 16 months from

September 1943 to the end of 1944, our sub-

marines sent 3,000,000 tons of enemy merchant

shipping to the bottom.

The three montiis of the Philippine campaign

in late 1944 threw the administration of

the Japanese merchant marine into confusion.

Gradual losses over a prolonged period were ac-

centuated and so great was the reduction in

tonnage by this time that the old methods of

organization and operation became impractical.

Carrier aircraft struck heavy blows immedi-

ately prior to the Leyte landings and during

the early Japanese efforts to reinforce the Phil-

ippines. Concentrations of submarines around

Luzon were active and effective. The attempted

reinforcement was frustrated and, in three

months, the Japanese merchant marine lost

more than 1,300,000 tons of ships, or more



than one-third of its remaining fleet. Notwith-

standing intensified air activity, and particu-

larly the effective strikes of carrier air, 55 per-

cent of the ship tonnage lost during this period

was sunk by submarines.

As 1945 began, the thin remaining life line

of the Japanese Empire was a trickle of ships

moving from Formosa along the South China

coast to Indo-China and on to Malaya and the

Indies. Although the effort to run the gauntlet

of Allied attacks was great, a few ships got

through. For the most part the Japanese were
still secure in navigation of the Sea of Japan

and the Yellow Sea. As far as possible, inter-

island and import trade was routed to use the

shortest sea haul by shifting as soon as possible

to rail. Much of the coastwise traffic was mov-
ing all rail. The railroads were loaded close to

capacity but the decline in domestic inter-island

traffic roughly paralleled the decline in coast-

wise shipping capacity, thus avoiding the over-

burdening of rail lines. On the continent, too,

the railroads of North China and Korea were

being used to shorten ship hauls as much as

possible. Within six months the remaining sea

transport was reduced to chaos.

In mid-January carrier fleets undertook con-

centrated sweeps in the South China Sea sink-

ing 10 percent of Japan's remaining merchant

fleet. In March came the Okinawa campaign

and the discontinuance of further attempts to

operate convoys between Japan and Singapore.

Only the expected imminent occupation of For-

mosa or Okinawa accomplished this objective,

for Japan's needs for imports from the south

were so great that even the huge losses from
combined submarine and air activity could not

deter her from the attempt to force some ship-

ments through. The occupation of Iwo and Oki-

nawa contracted Japan's sea sphere to the Sea

of Japan, the Tsushima Straits, and the Yellow

Sea with a tenuous connection to Shanghai and

the Yangtze. March saw also the beginning of

the heavy city raids by B-29s which had no sig-

nificant effect upon shipping or upon the rail-

roads, though the traflSc upon the latter was
somewhat reduced because of the general pa-

ralysis of industry and commercial activity in

the affected cities.

Finally on 27 March the highly successful

mine-laying campaign of the B-29s com-

menced, completing the paralysis of shipping.

The Shimonoseki Straits were effectively mined,

imposing a virtual blockade upon movement
through this vital shipping gateway. Eventual-

ly all important Japanese and Korean seaports

on the Japan Sea and Korean Straits had been

mined. Over 670,000 tons of shipping were
sunk or disabled for the duration of the war by
mines and the remainder of the fleet was ren-

dered largely ineffective. Concurrently every

part of Japan's sea lanes came within reach of

active land-based aircraft. In July a carrier

strike against Hokkaido and the Tsugaru

Straits accounted for much tonnage and vir-

tually stopped the important movement via the

rail ferries to Honshu. As early as May sink-

ings and serious damages were at the rate of

11 percent a month, steel shipbuilding was but

30 percent of the peak and falling rapidly, wood
shipbuilding was down to 12 percent and fuel

available for the boats in service was but 10-20

percent of former quantities. The repair prob-

lem was serious with half a million tons of

damaged shipping in the yards and much addi-

tional damaged tonnage unable to reach re-

pair yards because of the mine blockade. By
July the disintegration was complete.

At the time of surrender Japan had but 1,-

800,000 gross tons of shipping afloat, 1,650,000

of which were in the Inner Zone. Only 650,000

tons of steel ships were serviceable within the

Inner Zone, or 12 percent of the fleet with

which she began the war. These ships had been

confined almost entirely to the trade between

Hokkaido, Korea, and the Japan Sea ports of

Honshu. Shipbuilding was almost at a stand-

still and in August total seaborne traffic in steel

ships was only 312,000 tons or 7.8 percent of

the peak movement of October 1942. The Allied

striking agents responsible for this remarkable

result, and their respective shares in vessel

sinkings are illustrated in Figure 1. This chart

is not to be interpreted too literally for it is

subject to a margin of error arising from in-

adequacy of data which may be on the order of

5 percent. Moreover, it refers only to sinkings

and in no way measures interdiction nor the in-

efficiencies in shipping utilization, for example,

where effective land-based patrol forced rerout-

ing of convoys and compelled shipping to mov6
over more circuitous courses.

The economic repercussions of the shipping

shortage began early and became drastic,
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THE DESTRUCTION OF THE JAMNCSE MERCHANT MARINE
BY VARIOUS ATTACKNG AGENTS

(SHIPS OVER 500 GROSS TONS ONLY)
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TOTALS

threatening the very life of the nation. Virtually

all industry suffered in some degree from the

loss of vital imports, many of them early in the

war. Imports of 16 major commodities for

which data are available fell from 20 million

metric tons in 1941 to 10 million in 1944 and
but 2.7 million in the first six months of 1945.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between ship-

ping available in the civilian pool, total freight

handled by these ships and total imports of the

16 major commodities. The total value of all

imports showed an almost steady decline de-

spite the decline in value of the yen in 1943.

Iron and steel as an industry basic to all war-
time industry enjoyed top priority throughout
most of the war period. But its dependence
upon imported coal and ore made it vulnerable

to the shipping attack, and all efforts to protect

it by shortening hauls, stockpiling, and greater

use of domestic coal and ores failed to prevent

a decline in output after 1943. Thus ingot steel

output fell from its peak of 700,000 tons in De-

cember 1943 to but 300,000 tons in June 1945

when its stocks were largely exhausted and the

prospect of further import disappeared.

The decline of iron ore imports from other

sources compelled an effort to step up ship-

ments down the Yangtze from the Tayeh mines.

This movement reached its peak in mid-1943.

At about this time the attacks of the Four-

teenth AF against river traffic on the upper
Yangtze, stopping daylight operation of big

ships above Nanking, reversed the trend of

Yangtze traffic, eliminated within approxi-

mately 3 months all the gain which the Japa-

nese had secured from this source, and ended

any hope of continued substantial imports from
this source. Thereafter, the continued attacks

of Fourteenth AF aircraft, augmented by
China-based B-29s, by bombing and mining in

the river and in the port of Shanghai caused

increasing ship losses ana contributed, together

with the general shortage of shipping and the

consequent efforts to develop nearer sources of
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ore in North China and Korea, to the steady de-

cline in importance of the Tayeh oi'e. Access to

one of the most significant sources of iron ore

supply had been effectively denied.

Although tanker sinkings were insignificant

until the carrier strike at Truk early in 1944

and did not rise consistently above new con-

struction until August 1944, oil imports passed

their peak after August 1943 and behaved er-

ratically but moved generally downward, there-

after. The advent of the convoy system with its

great sacrifice of eflficiency, the loss of Navy
tankers at Truk, the increasing tanker sinkings

in the fall of 1944, and the gradual constriction

of the route to the East Indies and Malaya
brought a fall in oil imports which produced a

desperate shortage of the vital fuel. Strenuous

eff"orts to force the movement produced peaks

of short duration, but after July 1944 the tanker

tonnage devoted to import declined precipi-

tously and by April 1945 the movement ceased.

The effect on Japan was immediate. Stocks had
long since been depleted and consumption was
on a hand to mouth basis. Even the oil supply

for the shipping industry, rated second only to

aviation fuel, began to dry up and a consider-

able tonnage, particularly of the smaller ves-

sels, was laid up for lack of it.

In most of the important industries not only

quantity but quality had to be sacrificed. Local

raw materials, often of astonishingly poor qual-

ity, were exploited in the attempt to substitute

for the loss of import capacity. The use of sec-

ondary scrap was pushed. Even direct muni-

tions suffered in quality when the ferro-alloys

became well-nigh unobtainable and when alu-

minum output had declined 76 percent in a

single year from the virtual stoppage of bauxite

import.

Finally the nation was sorely pressed for

food. Local production had declined, partly

from the loss of manpower and partly from the

shortage of imported fertilizers. Fishing de-

clined precipitously to less than half its prewar
volume from a variety of causes—requisition of

fishing vessels by the Navy, the increased haz-

ards and reduced areas open to the boats, the

shortage of fuel, the shortage of hemp for fish-

nets, etc. Never wholly self-sufficient in food

supplies, Japan, even on a reduced ration, was
still compelled to import large quantities of the

staple grains. The position became so acute

!c

ie

that in April 1945, it was decided to devote

virtually all of the small remaining shipping

capacity to the import of food and salt, sacrific-

ing the trickle of industrial raw materials that

had still been flowing in. In short Japan was, in

the spring of 1945, virtually isolated. The raw
materials basis of her economy had been cut

off. She could look forward only to gradual
starvation and increasing impotence.

Japan still had, however, a functioning rail-

road system which was physically intact. Un-
dermaintenance had set in, to be sure, but it

had not yet affected the smooth operation of the

system and had caused little decline in its peak
capacity. The few scattered attacks upon rail

facilities and the great raids upon the cities

had been mere pinpricks as far as the railroad

system was concerned. A few traffic inter-

ruptions of very temporary duration had oc-

curred. Line and yard capacity was essentially

unimpaired. Only the loading, unloading, and
collection and delivery systems in some of the

cities subjected to the great fire raids had been
disrupted. But in those locations the need for

such facilities had contemporaneously declined

as traffic demands fell with the burning of in-

dustrial and commercial plant and the exodus

of population. The railroads were still capable

of serving. Even the atom bomb attacks had but
temporary and minor effects upon railroad fa-

cilities and service. Only the carrier strike

against the ferries from Hokkaido was a sig

nificant blow against the railroad system as a
functioning unit. Interdiction of the railroad

system, had it been undertaken, would have de-

prived Japan of all significant transportation

and left the nation industrially and militarily

almost completely immobile.

CONCLUSIONS

The war against shipping was perhaps the

most decisive single factor in the collapse of the

Japanese economy and the logistic support of

Japanese military and naval power. Subma-
rines accounted for the majority of vessel sink-

ings and the greater part of the reduction in

tonnage which brought about the collapse of

the shipping services. Although submarines

were never available in sufficient numbers to

enforce a blockade, they were able steadily to;

reduce the tonnage afloat and to impose in-



creasing inefficiencies upon the operation of the

remaining tonnage.

The marked effectiveness of the submarine

operations was due to a variety of favorable

circumstances. The complete failure of the

Japanese to anticipate heavy submarine attacks

and to guard against them presented an open

and inviting field for such attacks. Belated ef-

forts to organize a convoy system were poorly

planned and executed, resulting in the very

marked sacrifice of performance. Technical

antisubmarine equipment was poor. Efforts to

arm merchant vessels for protection against

submarines were belated and inadequate. Mean-

while, excellent intelligence enabled our sub-

marines to find targets with increasing success

and efficiency. Finally the development of ef-

fective cooperation between the submarines and

the air arm permitted the results of continual

air patrol and search to be translated into ef-

fective submarine attack, where such attack

was the most appropriate method to employ. It

must be understood, however, that particularly

as the sea lanes contracted and more effective

escort was supplied, the task of the submarine

became hazardous and losses were considerable.

Early in the war combat vessels were the

priority target. Commercial shipping followed

and, when there was a choice between dry-cargo

vessels and tankers, submarines were expected

to prefer the tankers. But not until 1944 were

submarines specifically directed to seek out

tankers for destruction. Had submarines con-

centrated more effectively in the areas where

tankers were in predominant use after mid-

1942, oil imports probably could have been re-

duced sooner and the collapse of the fleet, the

air arm, merchant shipping and all other activ-

ities dependent upon oil fuel hastened. With the

lag required to shift the emphasis of shipbuild-

ing to tankers, Japan could never have caught

up even temporarily with the rate of sinkings

that might have been produced by such prefer-

ence. And the fuel shortage might have been

acute at the end of 1943 rather than a year

later (Appendix A).

Carrier-borne air attacks, when directed

against large concentrations of merchant ship-

ping, were by far the most devastating attacks

of all. They were, however, sporadic and not

part of a continuing program to neutralize

enemy shipping lanes. In general the responsi-

bilities of carrier air were presumed to lie else-

where and to relate more directly to naval oper-

ations. Even the raid on Truk was designed

more to seek out and destroy naval units than

to sink merchantmen. However, when carrier

air went into an area Japanese shipping there

was completely disorganized and outbound

movement virtually ceased for a time. Its range

from the carriers was limited, apparently from

200 to 300 miles from the take-off point, but its

bases were mobile and the strong carrier task

forces seem to have been able to operate with

relative impunity in the later stages of the war.

The concentrations of shipping against which

they operated so effectively were, of course, in

part produced by the activities of other arms.

It is possible that, subject to the limitations im-

posed by the threat of Japanese counteraction

with a portion of their fleet and carrier forces

still intact, carrier air might have been directed

earlier and more heavily against Japanese mer-

chant shipping. And since shipping was the

most important single key to the logistic basis

of the Japanese military and naval machine,

such a policy should have been enormously

profitable. For example, had carrier task forces

been able to cruise south of Java and Sumatra

in the latter part of 1943, carrier aircraft could

have caused devastation to Jap shipping in the

Java Sea and Singapore areas where large ton-

nages, particularly of tankers, were concen-

trated. Likewise a heavy blow by carrier air

against shipping in the Inland Sea during the

summer of 1944 would have netted tremendous

results. Either or both of these raids would

have seriously reduced the Japanese merchant

fleet and, in consequence, Japan's war-making

potential.

Land-based aircraft, both Army and Navy,

were able to and did undertake extensive and

sustained armed search of shipping lanes. They

not only disposed of tonnage by their own

action, but provided information of value to

other agencies in cooperative endeavors, includ-

ing the submarine forces. They were operating

against increasingly dispersed and smaller tar-

gets. Their contribution to sinkings of large ves-

sels was smaller than those of other principals.

Army land-based air committed to the inter-

diction of such Japanese shipping as was in-

volved in providing logistic support for the

perimeter garrison forces was highly effective.



The destruction of considerable tonnage in

Rabaul harbor and the successful interdiction

of this important port is an outstanding ex-

ample. In direct support of our offensive op-

erations, enemy shipping along the lines of

advance, including barges and all types of

smaller craft, were attacked and destroyed.

Since such operations comprised the predomi-

nant employment of Army air against shipping,

the principal reason for its failure to sink larger

numbers of large ships is apparent. Other mili-

tary objectives are said to have precluded the

assigning of more than a small effort (1.5 per-

cent of combat sorties) to antishipping strikes.

It is difficult to avoid a feeling that a full reali-

zation of the importance of merchant shipping

as a tai-get did not figure adequately in the ap-

praisal of relative target priorities. Certainly

the war against shipping would have been ex-

pedited had Army land-based air been available

for steady concentration against this target,

but the wisdom of such employment at the ex-

pense of other military objectives cannot be

assessed by this Division.

Land-based air was generally limited in its

coverage by the range of its aircraft and the

position of its bases in relation to the important
economic shipping lanes. Its capabilities stead-

ily increased throughout the war and as our
forces advanced through the Philippines toward
Japan, land-based air forces brought these vital

lanes under increasingly heavy attack. At the

cost of increased length of run and vessel turn-

around time, the Japanese progressively re-

routed their dwindling shipping until it became
impossible longer to escape the depredations of

air attack.

Considering the entire war, relatively few
lai'ge ships were sunk by land-based aircraft

further than 600 miles from their bases, but by
the time our forces had undertaken sustained

offensive action, armed search and strike mis-

sions were continuous over doul)le that range.

The Japanese upon interrogation generally pro-

fessed to discount the menace of land-based air

when based more than 600 miles distant from
lines of supply, nor did they discontinue ship-

ping operations over such routes because of the

presence of land-based air more than 600 miles

distant, although diversions were made wher-

ever possible to avoid the closer approach to air.

The willingness to commit shipping in the

face of severe losses reflects the desperate need
of the Japanese for strategic imports regard-

less of cost and the aura of unreality that sur-

rounded Japanese shipping planning. As a result

of these desperate measures taken by the Japa-

nese, complete interdiction of major shipping

lanes was not achieved by the limited land-based

air committed to this objective, although a
measure of interdiction was achieved and profit-

able reductions of Japanese shipping resulted.

Among the most significant contributions of

Army air in the strategic war against merchant
shipping was the mine-laying campaign con-

ducted by the B-29s. Prior to March 1945, mine-

laying by aircraft and submarine was limited

and not an important factor in the progress of

the war except in some local situations. Sink-

ings were few and no important blockade effect

was secured except in the Yantze. The B-29

mine-laying campaign was, however, a very suc-

cessful effort. Four desired effects were accom-

plished simultaneously, viz:

(1) The tonnage of merchant shipping in

operating condition was greatly re-

duced
;

(2) The use of ports previously protected

from submarine blockade was ren-

dered decidedly dangerous and the

Shimonoseki Straits, the most im-

portant shipping crossroads in Japan,

became virtually impassable;

(3) Access to repair yards was denied to

much damaged tonnage and all re-

pair facilities were congested beyond

their capacity

;

(4) The administration of shipping was
thrown into hopeless confusion.

It is believed that this campaign, begun earlier

and laid on with greater weight, would have re-

duced effective shipping nearly to the vanishing^

point. It would thus have produced a conditioni

of crisis in Japan sooner than actually occurred.

Recognition of its potentialities by the planners;

at a much earlier date would have been required

to establish the necessary priority, to train

crews, and to secure the production and ship-

ment of the necessary supply of mines in orderM

that the campaign might have commenced as'i

soon as possible after the B-29s were based
j

within range.

Failure to attack the railroad system as soon





as the foi'ce was available resulted in the loss

of a major opportunity. With her shipping so

seriously reduced, Japan depended almost en-

tirely upon her railroad system for transporta-

tion. The disposition and supply of her forces

to resist invasion must rely upon the railroads

;

the remaining industry must rely almost wholly

upon Japanese sources of fuel and raw material

which could be transported only by rail ; and the

distribution of food and elementary necessities

of life could not be accomplished without the

rails. The Japanese railroad system was, more-

over, one of the most vulnerable of any size to

be found anywhere. With its through movement

confined almost entirely to the two main lines

the length of Honshu, and the supply of bulk

traffic to these lines bottlenecked at the Kan-

mon tunnel on the south and the Hakodate and

Aomori ferries in the north, opportunities for

diversion and rerouting were almost nil. More-

over the bulk of the traffic had become long-

haul with the vii-tual demise of coastwise ship-

ping and traffic must use one or another of these

main lines for a substantial portion of their

length. Any serious interruption of either line

and especially of the high capacity Sanyo line,

west of Kobe, would have seriously reduced the

major flow of traffic from Kyushu northeast to

the industrial cities and the loss of both lines

would have paralyzed the flow. The less impor-

tant movement southwest from the northern tip

of Honshu could have been similarly paralyzed

by the cutting of both lines, for it was largely

through business. The main line between Tokyo

and the Kanmon was particularly open to at-

tack because at many points it hugged the coast

and its approximate location could be picked up

by radar by reference to coastal features even

under conditions of low visibility. All lines had

many structures, such as bridges, tunnels, cuts,

fills, and retaining walls which would have been

desii-able targets for carrier-borne dive bombers

or similar aircraft under visual conditions. The

Kanmon tunnels themselves, keys to the most

important coal and steel movement, were most

vulnerable. They were easy to pick up by radar

and required only destruction of tunnel mouths

and approaches for eff'ective neutralization. The

Honshu rail system, although it used some low-

grade Honshu coal, could not be fully worked

without considerable quantities of Kyushu and

Hokkaido coal.

A program, therefore, involving the success-

ful destruction of the Kanmon and the con-

temporary destruction of the rail ferries from
Hokkaido (as was actually done quite eff'ec-

tively by a carrier task force at a late date)

followed by half a dozen well-chosen line cuts

on the main routes would have disposed effec-

tively of the Japanese rail system as an eco-

nomic asset. The system had only extremely

limited recuperative powers. Neither plans nor

materials were in hand for replacing any major
structures. Not even bridge timber had been

assembled as a precaution against such attack.

And the material required could not be obtained

from the mills except after considerable lapse

of time. The objective of the program would be

to stop the flow over the main routes. Its accom-

plishment would require very little physical

destruction. Recuperation need not worry the

attacker, for no quick reaction was possible.

Had it begun, however, force was at hand to

bring it promptly to an end.

It appears that force was at hand within

range of the desirable targets by mid-April

1945. Reconnaissance could have been secured

during the previous months. One hundred dis-

patched sorties by B-29s with 800 tons of Azon
bombs should have been sufficient for a complete

program of line cuts, including the approaches

to the Kanmon tunnel, designed to cut all sig-

nificant main rail routes. The program would

require also the cooperation of a carrier raid

against the Hokkaido ferries of similar magni-

tude and effectiveness to the one actually em-

ployed, but it would have been preferable to

accomplish it at an earlier date. Alternatively

this operation against Japanese rail lines could

have been accomplished with 650 B-29 sorties

carrying 5,200 tons of ordinary genei'al-purpose

bombs or 1,740 carrier-based sorties carrying

1,300 tons. A combination of the two types of

attack might prove to be the most efficient. A
similar or somewhat greater eff'ort monthly

might have been required to maintain the inter-

diction. Figure 3 indicates a possible plan of

areas within which the necessary cuts might

have been spotted and the order of importance

of the several zones. It also spots the points in-

cluded in calculating these force requirements.

A table of force requirements (Figure 4) fol-

lows the map.

Such a decimation of the rail system could
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have seriously impeded military dispositions es-

sential for defense against invasion. It could

have paralyzed all economic traffic by rail, not

only by cutting the main routes, but also by
depriving the separated segments of the coal

needed even for local operations. Even the low

quality fuel available on Honshu could not have

been distributed where needed, and stocks in

the hands of most divisions of the railroad were
sufficient for but a few days operation. The res-

toration of the railroads would have become the

primary task of the day, but would have been

slow and confused because of the complete lack

of preparation to cope with such a situation.

Meanwhile Japan would have been paralyzed

and might have been ripe for surrender sooner

than was actually the case. It is difficult to real-

ize the profound and ramifying effects of a

nearly complete transportation tie-up. Such a

prolonged interruption of transport has not oc-

curred in the modern world. Judgment, there-

fore, differs as to the significance of the effects

which would have been produced upon the peo-

ple and upon the government and the rapidity

with which such effects would have been felt.

Had an invasion still appeared necessary, and
had some local railroad operation been restored

for military purposes, the air foi'ces available

could have plastered the entire limited rail sys-

tem during the several weeks immediately be-

fore the landings.

The employment of forces against oil targets

in accordance with the effective plan was largely

a duplication, from the economic point of view,

of results already assured by the success of the

shipping attack. The urban area attacks, while

duplicated in the same sense, accelerated the

economic decline and produced morale and polit-

ical repercussions of a type which would have

been secured more slowly by the continuing

strangulation of shipping. The weakest point

irt Japan's economic structure and the one which

was already most nearly disposed of was her

transportation. A combination of accelerated and

intensified assault against shipping by the

naval and air arms, coupled with the type of

railroad attack discussed above, should have

been ample to complete the destruction of the

nation's war-making potential.

Figure 4.—Force requirements—B-29 and carrier-based A/C

Target
No— type



been ample to complete the destruction of the

nation's wai'-making potential.

It is possible that the social and political ef-

fects of the transportation attack would have

been as effective in forcing a Japanese sur-

render as were the methods actually employed.

But this is a matter of conjecture. In any event

it appears that the railroad attacks could have

been well complemented by the city raids and

that both types of attack were operationally

feasible. The two types of effort conducted to-

gether might well have advanced the date of

surrender.

Our failure to adopt such a plan appears to

have been due to a faulty assessment of the

Japanese position, a failure to realize the full

effects that had been secured by the massacre

of shipping, and failure to recognize the vul-

nerability of the rail system or the effectiveness

of its neutralization in paralyzing the Japanese

economy and military potential.
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CHAPTER II

TRANSPORTATION IN THE PEACETIME

ECONOMY OF JAPAN

Importance of Overseas Shipments

Few countries in the world are more depend-

ent on shipping than Japan. The simple fact

that she is an island community where local de-

mands far exceed local production, implies con-

tinuous overseas shipment for the maintenance

of her economic life. In addition the multiple

island character of the country requires that

most of the domestic trade be waterborne. De-

pendence on the outside world is accentuated

by the extremely limited productivity of the

land and the unbalanced ratio existing between

resources and population.

The area of the islands comprising Japan
proper is 147,611 square miles. Fully 85 per-

cent, however, is in rugged forested mountains

and is relatively unproductive. In natural re-

sources Japan is the poorest of the great pow-

ers. In the products of forests and of the sea,

Japan has perhaps adequate resources for a

balanced economy, but in most of the agricul-

tural, animal, and mineral products there are

severe shortages.

Before the war Japan normally depended on

imports (including those from the colonies) for

20 percent of her total food supply on the basis

of caloric intake. Almost all of the sugar, and
more than half of the salt, soy beans, and corn

came from overseas. In addition, it was neces-

sary to ship in enormous quantities of rice

(about 20 percent of the total consumption)

and large percentages of the wheat and millet

requirements.

A relatively high degree of industrialization

added to the demand for overseas products. Ap-
proximately one-third of the raw materials of

industry were imported. Included in this cate-

gory were 100 percent of the cotton, wool,

rubber, phosphorite, sodium nitrate, potash,

bauxite and magnesite needs. In addition, over

half of the iron ore, coking coal, ferro-alloys,

scrap iron, petroleum, pulp, oils and fats, hides

and skins, industrial salt, lead, tin, jute and

hemp requirements represented inward ship-

ments. Substantial quantities of the paper, lum-

ber, coal, soda ash, ammonium sulphate, pig

iron, copper and zinc requirements were also

imported (Figure 5).

Although shipping space for large quantities

is not involved, the further dependence of in-

dustrial Japan on overseas materials is illus-

trated by her almost complete dependence on

foreign sources for such essentials as anti-

mony, nickel, quicksilver, mica, asbestos, shel-

lac and resin, quinine, and tanning materials.

In fact complete self-sufficiency in the raw ma-
terials of industry is found only in raw silk,

sulphur, fish oil, and a few minor products.

Likewise important was the dependence on

overseas export trade in Japan's peacetime

economy, although the manufactured export

goods were far less demanding on shipping

space than the bulky incoming raw materials of

industry. Many of the exports, however, repre-

sented reshipment of imported materials. This

was true of the largest single export, cotton

goods, and many of the lesser ones, such as

flour, refined sugar, rubber goods, metal manu-
factures, paper and rayon. Of the major ex-

ports, only silk and pottery were manufactured

from domestic raw materials and had not re-

quired water transportation at some period in

their production.

Figure 5.—Sources of raw materials, 1937

(percent 'of total)

Product



Japan's foreign trade figures normally loom
large among those of the world. Imports and

exports have shown a general upward trend

since the country was opened to foreign com-

merce in 1854. By 1937 the total trade had

reached 6,958,596,000 yen (about $2,000,000,-

000), an all-time high up to that year and a

figure that has since been exceeded only in 1940

(Figures 6 and 7). This total gave Japan sixth

place in world exports and fifth place in im-

ports for the year. Imports accounted for

3,783,177,000 and exports for 3,175,418,000 of

the total leaving an excess of imports over ex-

ports of 607,759,000 yen. This slightly unfavor-

able trade balance was the usual situation in

Japanese foreign trade until 1938.

Figure 6.—Foreign trade of Japan—1900-43

(In 1,000 yen)

Year



Netherlands Indies (Figure 11).

In contrast to the raw-material nature of

most of Japan's imports, exports consisted

largely of manufactured and semi - finished

goods. Outstanding were the textile and cloth-

ing products, with some metal manufactures,

processed foods, pottery, glassware, toys, and
wood products. Occupying first place in value

were cotton piece goods, followed by raw silk,

these two leading items accounting for 32.5 per-

cent of the annual value of exports (Figure

12).

Figure 9.—Japanese import trade, 1936

COMMODITIES

Figure 10.—Sources of Japanese foreign imports,

1929 and 1936

Product



Figure 12.—Japan's export trade, 1936

COMMODITIES



Figure 14.—Source.? of Japanese receipts from overseas

(including colonial)

Area



By far the most important item was coal

carried from Kyushu to Honshu and from Hok-
kaido to Honshu (Figures 51 and 52). From
northern Kyushu ports it flowed eastward to

Inland Sea ports, principally Osaka, and to Na-
goya, Shimizu and Tokyo Bay ports. Hokkaido
coal was shipped from Hakodate, Muroran, and
Kushiro to Tokyo Bay ports, and from Otaru
and Rumoe to the Japan Sea ports of Honshu,
principally Fushiki. Significant amounts of cok-

ing coal from Karafuto were shipped to Hok-
kaido and Honshu.

Karafuto was the source of other bulk prod-

ucts, principally fish meal, pulp, and paper,

that were shipped south to Honshu. Hokkaido
ports shipped, in addition to coal, large amounts
of paper, pulp, lumber, metal products and
foodstuffs, nearly all destined for Honshu ports.

Specific items included steel ingots, lead and
zinc, copper, manganese and chromite ores, and
sulphur. Hokkaido was the principal Japanese
source of wheat, beet sugar, and dairy products.

Large quantities of beans, about 1,000,000 tons

of potatoes, and several hundred tons of fresh

and canned fish products were also shipped

each year.

Shikoku's contributions to domestic trade in-

cluded cereals, salt, non-ferrous metals, espe-

cially copper, ferrous concentrates, fertilizer,

and limestone. Kyushu, in addition to coal,

shipped pig iron, rolled steel products, coke,

cement, refined metals, chemical products, soda,

and cereals. Okinawa was the source of all the

cane sugar produced in Japan proper, most of

which was shipped north to the main islands.

Originating on Honshu and shipped largely

intra-island, were coal, soda, and fertilizer

shipped to Ube, cereals from Japan Sea ports

to west coast population centers, oil from Ni-

gata and Funakawa to east coast industrial

centers, iron and steel from Hirohata and Ka-
maishi and limestone from Yoshizu.

Although many ports were involved in the

handling of the foreign and domestic trade de-

scribed above, the bulk of it passed through

relatively few. Of the 44 open ports in Japan
proper and Karafuto, 18 were comparatively

important in foreign trade. And of these, Kobe,

Yokohama, and Osaka handled 82.8 percent of

the total foreign trade of 1937 (Figure 16).

The coastwise trade was more widely distrib-

uted, but Osaka and Tokyo were outstanding in

volume handled.

Inland waterway traflSc was negligible, being
confined almost entirely to the networks of

river channels and canals found in the delta

cities, principally Tokyo and Osaka. Here barges
and sampans performed a delivery service.

Transition to a War Economy: Changes in the

Pattern of Imports

The demands of the China war and the prep-

aration for more serious war necessarily re-

sulted in a change in the character of Japan's

overseas trade, gradual at first, but rapid in

later years. On the import side there was less

emphasis on non-essential foods, luxury items,

textile raw materials, and other items for home
consumption and export. Imports of raw cot-

ton, wool, pulp, and wheat in 1940 were only

one half as great as those in 1936. There were
similar declines in the imports of other raw
materials, a large part of which was normally

processed in Japan and reshipped overseas.

Corresponding declines in the exports of these

commodities were apparent after the depletion

of stockpiles.

Off'setting these declines were increased de-

mands for machinery, especially machine tools,

motor vehicles, bearings, ores and metals, and
petroleum. Gearing for war meant that the

iron and steel industry, when confronted with

the huge demands of shipbuilding, production
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aircraft manufacture and in flares and incendi-

aries, both required large amounts of imported

raw materials. Salt, in addition to its uses as a

food and as a food preservative, was the basis

for many chemicals which in turn were es-

sential for the rapidly expanding industries of

petroleum refining, aluminum production, and

the manufacture of explosives. The domestic

petroleum industry was able to fill only one-

tenth of the needs for aviation gasoline, fuel oil

for the imperial fleet, and motor gasoline and

lubricants essential for motorized warfare.

These increases in demands for overseas

products met a succession of restrictions of

source areas beginning with the outbreak of

the European war in 1939. This event alone

meant the loss of most German products and

many of those originating in other belligerent

countries. In 1940 the United States and coun-

tries engaged in the European war imposed

export embargoes on many commodities needed

in Japan. Among the more serious losses ex-

perienced were petroleum from the United

States, copper from the United States, pig iron

from the United States and India, scrap iron

from the United States, non-ferrous metals

from Canada and rubber from British Malaya.

Japan's import trade changed accordingly.

In July 1941 Japanese credits were frozen in

American, British, French and Dutch areas re-

sulting in the further loss of important com-

modities including United States cotton, lumber

and pulp, Australian wool and iron ore, Cana-

dian lumber and pulp, Malayan iron ore and
Indo-Chinese coal.

The declaration of war on the United Nations

meant the virtual restriction of Japan's foreign

trade area to Northeastern Asia, a situation

enduring, however, only until the conquest of

areas to the south. In possible anticipation of

such a contingency, every effort had been made
to increase the productivity and versatility of

this area. As early as the spring of 1939, Japan

announced a plan of becoming self-sufficient

within the "yen bloc" by 1942 in iron and steel,

light metals, zinc, coal, soda, sulphate of am-
monia and pulp.

Self-Sufficiency Through the "Co-Prosperity Sphere"

During the conquest and occupation of the

southern ai'ea, plans for economic self-suf-

a ficiency within the Greater East Asia Co-Pros-

perity Sphere commanded much attention. The
Co-Prosperity Sphere was considered to include

Japan, Manchukuo, China, French Indo-China

and Siam, the countries within the sphere in

early 1942. In addition, the Netherlands East

Indies, the Philippines, Malaya, and Hong Kong
were countries "expected to participate in the

sphere." On the basis of average trade figures

for the period 1935-37, only 30 percent of the

export trade of the 8 countries, was confined to

the sphere, the remaining 70 percent being

destined for third countries. About 39 per-

cent of the imports of the 8 countries originated

in the sphere, 61 percent arriving from third

countries.

It was considered easily possible to attain

self-sufficiency in food-stuffs. Rice, the princi-

pal commodity, was produced with a slight

surplus. There were still greater degrees of

self-suflficiency in beans, sugar and many mis-

cellaneous foodstuff's. Of the principal com-

modities, only wheat showed a deficiency

(Figure 17).

Figure 17.—Self-sufficiency rate of selected commodities

in Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere'

(Based on average conditions 19.S5-37)

Commodity



In the important metallurgical industries

there was an adequate supply of iron ore and
coal but a shortage of pig iron, scrap iron and
steel requiring annual importation from third

countries of 660,000 metric tons of pig, 630,000

metric tons of scrap, and 660,000 metric tons

of steel. The aluminum industry was in a situa-

tion similar to that of the iron and steel in-

dustry with an ample supply of raw materials,

but with need for expanding refining facilities.

There was self-sufficiency in tungsten, anti-

mony and magnesite. Annual production of tin

was 13 times greater than the requirement,

but the ratio of self-sufficiency in copper, lead,

zinc and nickel was very low.

Petroleum supplies within the sphere were
not as abundant as coal, and self-sufficiency in

mineral oils was dependent on increased pro-

duction in the Netherlands East Indies and in

the Japanese synthetic industry.

In summary, the evaluation of potential self-

sufficiency in the Co-Prosperity Sphere con-

cluded that there would be little to worry about

in foodstuffs, difficulty in meeting fibre and
non-ferrous metal requirements, and serious

problems in disposing of certain agricultural

surpluses, namely rubber, beans and sugar.

Conquest of Southeastern Asia and the East
Indies gave Japan control of the bulk of the

world's supplies of rubber, tin, antimony, jute

and quinine, as well as vast supplies of pe-

troleum, iron ore, coal, phosphorite, bauxite,

sugar, corn, and rice. This storehouse of raw
materials, supplementing the materials and
manufacturing capacity of the Inner Zone, gave
Japan a position of strength in the waging of

war as long as sea transport to the south re-

mained unmolested.

During that period Japan drew heavily on
this area for bulk raw materials and many
critical items required in smaller quantities.

The general order of priority was as follows:

rice, bauxite, rubber, iron ore, tin, lead, tan-

bark, turpentine, resin, cowhide. On the basis

of tonnage the principal commodities were pe-

troleum from the Netherlands Indies, bauxite

from Malaya and the Netherlands Indies, rice

from Indo-China and Siam, iron ore from Ma-
laya and the Philippines, and coal from Indo-

China (Figure 18).



Figure 18 (2) .—Japavese imports of iron ore, lff.',0-/,5



Figure 18 (5) .—Japanese imports of scrap iron, 191,0-45



Figure 18 (8) .—Japanese imports of zinc, 19i0-i5



Figure 18 (11) .—Japanese imports of salt, 1940-i5



F'IGI'RE 18 (14) .—Japnneae imports of rice ami paddy, }/,{)n-/,.'>



CHAPTER III

PREWAR TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES

History of the Merchant Fleet

Japan was historically a maritime nation,

but during the two centuries prior to the ar-

rival of Commodore Perry the isolationism of

the Shoguns had stifled ocean navigation. It

was not until the Meiji Restoration after the

middle of the nineteenth century that Japan

took part in world trade. Her first efforts to

acquire a merchant marine were guided by foi'-

eign experts. Progress was slow. By 1870 Japan

had a merchant marine of only 25,000 tons.i In

the ensuing 40 years Japan's rapid progress

from maritime infancy to sixth place among
the maritime powers of the woi-ld with a mer-

chant fleet of 1,100,000 tons, carrying 40 per-

cent of her own trade in her own bottoms, was

a history of the dependence of Japanese im-

perial ambitions on shipping (Figure 19).

The conquest of Formosa in 1874, the Sino-

Japanese war in 1894, and the Russo-Japanese

war in 1904, each in its time, gave the Japanese

shipping industry a tremendous boost, as, like

all nations, Japan learned that in war she must

depend on her own merchant shipping, and con-

versely must have merchant shipping as a pre-

requisite to war.

The world shipping slump preceding World
War I reduced the natural demand for Japa-

nese shipping, but by this time the Japanese

government had learned its lesson and began

a program of fostering the merchant marine

which continued until the recent war. In 1909 a

(') Many vessels were used in fishins and inter-island trade
in Japan before the Restoration, but they were not "European-
style" ships. These small vessels were a Japanese variety of the
Oriental junk and were built of wood. As new steel ships were built,

after the European manner, they were called "kisen", literally

"steam vessel". Later on, with the advent of the internal combus-
tion enffine. the older, wooden. Japanese-style vessels bepan to be
equipped with power, and were called "kihansen", literally "powered
sailing vessel". In mole recent years, the sa'l was not always pro-

vided, but the term "kihansen" was retained to distineuish these

"Japanese-style" vessels, usually but not always built of wood, and
seldom exceedinK 250 cross tons burden, from the more modern
"European-style" kisen, usually but not always built of steel, some-
times as small as 50 tons, but usually over 500 tons. At the same
time the term "kisen." oriRinally meaninpr steamship only, came to

include all "European-style" shiris. whether projielled by steam or

Diesel. This unique Japanese distinction is preserved herein by using
the words "kisen" and "kihansen" to distinguish between steel.

European-style ships and wooden Japanese-style ships wherever con-

fusion mfirht exist. The word "ships", when used alone, refers to

kisen of over 500 pross tons.

Gross tonnace is a measure of a ship's size, and is calculated as the

number of hundred-cubic-foot units of space covered by the main
deck. Wherever not otherwise specified herein, tonnages piven are

gross tonnages.

selective subsidy program designed to increase

the number of new and larger ships in world

trade was inaugurated.

Figure 19.—History of the Japanese Merchant Marine
( In gross tons as registered in Japan and the Japanese Empire)

Year



continued. As a result of mergers NYK became
one of the world's greatest shipping companies.

In 1980 the size of the fleet crested at 4,300,000

tons and thereafter receded slightly under the

pressure of the world depression. During 1931

and 1932 the stress of world events produced

profound changes in Japanese shipping poli-

cies. Political repercussions of the Manchuria
Incident, the uncertainty of world trade, the

gold embargo, and fluctuations in foreign ex-

change, culminated in the depreciation of the

yen, long steady at 49- cents, to 29 cents in

1935. As freights were paid in foreign currency,

Japanese shipping gained tremendously; for

the same reason, Japanese exports increased 75
percent by volume. In this favorable market
the Japanese merchant marine, shocked into a

temporary recession in 1931, began the upturn
in 1933.

New government subsidies designed to en-

courage the scrapping of old ships and the

building of fast new motorships greatly im-

proved the quality and carrying capacity of the

Japanese fleet in the succeeding years, although

the gross tonnage did not increase much (Fig-

ure 20). With the great need for shipping re-

sulting from the ambitious industrial program
in Manchuria, Japan was able to keep her own
ships busy and had to rely on foreign ships for

the carriage of nearly half of her foreign trade.

History of the Railroad

Railway construction in Japan was initiated

in the year 1869 when the Japanese govern-
ment proposed construction of a trunk line be-

tween Tokyo and Kobe with branches to

Yokohama and Tsuruga, a Japanese seaport

north of Kyoto.

Since the state treasury was unable to finance

this proposed construction, an English offer to

furnish the required funds was accepted, and a

Figure 20. — Annual construction of fojir main cate-
gories of steel merchant ships in Japanese

shipyards, 1931-41
(In gross tons)

Year



lines. Numerous tunnels, bridges, retaining

walls, and steep grades are necessary.

Through railway traffic was carried on be-

tween the Japanese home islands of Hokkaido

and Honshu and Kyushu and Honshu via rail-

road ferry. Each of the four main industrial

ai-eas of Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka-Kobe-Kyoto,

and Moji-Shimonoseki has an exti-emely well

developed railway net within its immediate en-

virons. Beyond these urban areas however, the

railway facilities rapidly decline to two, or at

most three, trunk lines connecting these main

manufacturing centers with each other and

their principal sources of supply (Figure 21).

Most of the railroads in Japan are single-

tracked and steam operated. The notable ex-

ception to this is the Tbkaido main line and its

extension to Shimonoseki, the Sanyo main line.

This entire route is double tracked and the sec-

tions between Tokyo and Numazu, a distance of

78 miles, and between Kyoto and Akashi (which

is west of Kobe), a distance of 52 miles, are

electrified. While it may seem a paradox that

there is such emphasis on steam power, in a

country so abundantly supplied with hydroelec-

tric power, it must be understood that the

Army in Japap had not permitted extensive

electrification of the railway system out of fear

of increasing the vulnerability of the system to

attacks and breakdowns.

Normal Rail Traffic

The Japanese railroads before the war car-

ried about one-third of tlie tonnage of the coun-

try's domestic trade. As described above, the

geogi-aphical situation tended to encourage

water transport at the expense of the develop-

ment of land transport. As a result Japan's

railroads were unique among the systems of

the world for their dependence on passenger

traffic. Revenue from passenger traffic and pas-

senger train mileage consistently exceeded

revenue from freight and freight train mileage.

Freight consisted predominantly of bulk raw

materials carried largely on short hauls.

Freight arrived in the larger ports by vessel

and was moved by rail to industries located in

the interior. None of the traffic required long

hauls by rail. Railroad facilities were concen-

trated in the large ports, and industries located

a distance from the ports were fed by short rail

hauls from the docks, storage yards, and ware-

houses, contiguous to the unloading piers. Agri-

cultural and forest products of the interior were

rail-hauled short distances to the nearby coastal

ports. Mineral products constituted about one-

half of the total tonnage; coal alone about 38

percent. The 19 items listed in Figure 22 in-

clude about three-fourtlis of the tonnage. The

principal commodities fall into the following

classes

:

(1) Local raw materials transported from

production areas to consuming or processing

centers: coal, metal ores, limestone, pulp, lum-

bei-, charcoal, and firewood. This class repre-

sents by far the largest share of materials

carried by rail.

(2) Imported materials transported to con-

suming areas: mineral fertilizers and coal.

(3) Foodstuff's: agricultural products of the

interior transported to coastal cities—rice,

other grains, potatoes and soybeans, and fish

from seaports to interior consuming centers.
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(4) Finished i«-oducts transported from in-

dustrial centers to consuming areas: cement,

iron and steel, and synthetic fertilizers.

Freight traffic was most dense in the Na-
goya and Osaka divisions. The total freight car-

ried in 1936 and 1937 amounted to 89,342,111

tons, probably a little more than one-half the

waterborne domestic trade tonnage for the

period. Freight ton-kilometers for the same
year reached 15,656,579,602.

Highway Transportation and Roads

The Japanese highway system is primitive. Of
about 900,000 kilometers of roads of all kinds,

only about 9,000 kilometers are classed as

"major national highways." These are almost

entirely unsurfaced. A party of Survey per-

sonnel, traveling one of these typical "national

highways" across Honshu to Niigata by jeep,

required 12 hours to cover one 77-mile stretch.

Improved or paved roads are concentrated

largely around the industrial centers of Honshu
and the northern tip of Kyushu. Except in the

Tokyo-Yokohama and Kobe-Osaka areas there

are no inter-city trunk highways (Figure 23).

Trucking operations in Japan were almost

exclusively short haul operations. Bus traffic

moved over short distances only. In 1940 there

were 60,000 trucks and 23,000 buses, of wliich

only 37,000 and 14,000, respectively, were op-

erational. The motor division of the Imperial

Japanese Railways confined its work to pickup

and delivery of railroad freight.

The Effect of the Chinese War

The outbreak of the "China Incident" in 1937

found the Japanese merchant marine a flourish-

ing industry, busily engaged simultaneously in

carrying the home island commerce necessary

to tlie development of the industrial machine,

supplying the materials necessary to the devel-

opment of a new industrial growth in Man-
churia, and also participating heavily in all

kinds of world trade in all five oceans. In 1937

Japan carried 54 percent of her foreign trade

in her own ships.

Almost immediately a shipping shortage de-

veloped as a result of tonnage requisitioned by

the Army for their Chinese operations. The
degree of shortage varied from time to time in

the ensuing years, but the supply of shipping

available to Japanese for military and civilian

purposes never again equaled the demand. In

1937 a very far-reaching piece of legislation

was enacted: the emergency shipping control

law, the first step in government control of

shipping. While this legislation gave the Minis-

try of Transportation absolute authority over
all phases of shipping (ship transfers, prices,

construction, routes, freight, and charter rates)

this authority was not strongly exercised at

first. A committee of shipowners for "voluntary

joint action" for the benefit of the industry

was set up under the Ministry of Transporta-

tion. The initial regulatory action was entirely

in the form of consultation and cooperation to

forestall direct government control. Construc-

tion was increased to about a third of a million

tons a year.

An immediate effect of the "China Incident"

was the increased need for ships for "near-sea"

transportation, as contrasted with the increas-

ing pre-occupation in preceding years with

ships for world trade. The "near-sea" fleet was
increased during the first few years of the

Chinese war from two million to three and one-

half million tons, one-half million tons being

taken off world routes and the remaining one

million tons coming from the shipways of the

booming Japanese shipyards. Purchase of for-

eign sliips was encouraged. Many ships were
chartered abroad. The average amount of for-

eign sliipping under charter to Japanese opera-

tors increased from 390,000 tons in 1937 to

5.50,000 early in 1941. In spite of all these

efforts, the shipping shortage remained acute

and freight and charter rates rose irresistibly.

Succeeding committees fixed and constantly re-

vised standard freight and charter rates. By
1938, 85 years after the arrival of Commodore
Perry, Japan stood next to Britain and the

United States as the third maritime power in

the world.

By 1939 the developments of the Chinese

war resulted in the consolidation of all the var-

ious Japanese coastal operations in China into

one company, the Toa Company. The increasing

need for medium and small ships for "near-sea"

service resulted in a new subsidy policy foster-

ing the construction of small ships under 5,000

tons for servicing the expanding Japanese mili-

tary and industrial activity on the continent.

The intense shipping activity in Japan in this

period is clearly illustrated by the fact that at
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the end of 1938 only three-tenths of one per-

cent of Japan's merchant fleet was laid up as

compared with 3 percent for Britain and 10

percent for the United States. In 1939 Japan

carried 60 percent of her foreign trade in her

own ships. At this time, in order to stimulate

ship production and reduce construction costs,

a set of standard ship designs was adopted for

several sizes ranging from 500 to 6,500 tons.

New and ever more favorable shipbuilding sub-

sidy laws and government financing projects

were instituted.

The effect on the Japanese railroads of the

war in China was mainly felt in the great ex-

pansion of the industrial economy of the Japa-

nese home islands with the consequent increase

in production. This expansion was reflected in

increasing activity on the railroads without any

corresponding increase in physical plant or

track mileage. From 1936 to 1941 freight ton-

nage increased 55 percent ; freight ton-miles 83

percent; average length of haul 18 percent (to

122.8 miles). Meanwhile, partly because of

heavy military movements, passengers carried

increased 105 percent, and passenger-miles 111

percent. Total locomotives increased from

4,142 to 5,106, freight cars from 75,000 to 100,-

000 and passenger cars from 9,500 to 11,000.

The Japanese had long recognized the need

for a long-term expansion of their rail system

—an expansion which would keep pace with

their country's general economic development.

A part of this plan was the construction of the

Kanmon tunnel beneath the Shimonoseki

Straits, plans for a standard-guage railroad

from Tokyo to Shimonoseki, and the construc-

tion of a tunnel beneath Tsugaru Strait which

would connect Hokkaido and Honshu, as well as

a number of line extensions and the double-

tracking of certain existing lines. The Japanese

did not, however, expect the rapid increase in

freight developing during the war in China.

The freight load they had expected in the dis-

tant future was upon them in a few months.

War in Europe

The outbreak of World War II again removed
the bulk of foreign shipping from the Japanese

sphere, and Japan again experienced a near-

monopoly of Far Eastern markets. In three

months the total ship tonnage of all nations in

Far Eastern waters dropped from 4,500,000

tons to 3,200,000, the remainder being almost

entirely Japanese. In the spring of 1940 the

German invasion of Denmark and Norway re-

sulted in the removal by Britain of almost all

the few remaining Scandinavian ships in the

Far East. The urgent need for shipping in home
waters to service the home islands, supply the

war in China, and bring in strategic materials

from Southeast Asia and the Indies brought

about a tremendous curtailment of Japan's

"transoceanic" services. The radical clianges in

the disposition of her merchant mai'ine are here

illustrated

:

GROSS TONS OF SHIPPING



fluint ship construction, which had been on a

rapid upgrade since 1936, was considerably

liampei-ed by priorities given to naval building

;

only 200,000 tons were built in 1941.

The stiffening attitude of the United States,

becoming evident in more and more embargoes

on scrap, steel and war implements, encouraged

the Netherlands Indies to resist Japanese de-

mands, and negotiations similar to those pre-

ceding the virtual annexation of Indo-China

broke down in June. Simultaneously, partly be-

cause of the fear of the effects of ship control

legislation pending in the United States Con-

gress, but mainly on account of the shipping

shortage for "near-sea" operations, the Japa-

nese began canceling their few remaining for-

eign sailings and recalling the few ships they

had abroad. The shortage was so acute that the

government ordered all routing maintenance

and repair of ships deferred as long as possible

and not performed during the busy summer
months. In June the Army and Navy requisi-

tioned 80,000 tons of merchant shipping.

On 26 July 1941, the United States, followed

by the British Empire and the Dutch colonies,

froze all Japanese assets in their countries, and

all Japanese trade outside their own sphere

came to an end. No more oil, copper, iron, steel,

or aluminum were imported into Japan. The
chartering of foreign vessels fell off greatly,

and foreign vessels virtually ceased calling at

Japanese ports.

During the five months before Pearl Harbor
the preparations of the Army and Navy en-

tailed the requisitioning of great tonnages of

merchant ships. The approximate disposition of

the Japanese merchant fleet during 1941 was as

follows (in thousands of gross registered tons) :



Figure 2A.~Japanese



tive shipping departments of the two services,

were performing primarily a military function.

They carried troops and weapons in the occu-

pation of the conquered areas; they supplied

these troops in the field and moved them from
base to base as the campaigns developed, re-

turning to Japan when necessary for rein-

forcements, food and supplies. Sometimes, in

the case of ships returning from important

Army bases such as Singapore, which happened
also to be an important source of industrial raw
materials, these ships brought back civilian im-

ports. More often, especially in the case of ships

returning from purely military ports such as

Truk and Rabaul, the ships of the Army and

Navy returned empty to Japan in their great

hurry for more troops or supplies. Thus devel-

oped the paradox of a maritime nation, desper-

ately short of ships, waging a far-flung war
across the seas, but still permitting a condition

to exist where empty ships might frequently

pass each other going in opposite directions.

The stage was set for a crippling attack by the

Allied forces against the weakest link in the

Japanese organization for war: her merchant

marine.

The outbreak of the war with the United

States had no immediate effect on the traffic of

the Japanese railroads.
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CHAPTER IV

THE ATTACK ON TRANSPORTATION

Shipping attacks during the war in the Pa-

cific were executed by a variety of agents and

methods. The weight of attack laid on is shown

in Appendix E. The early prominence of the

submai-ine, operating from distant bases into

the heart of enemy territory is apparent, as is

its continued prominence as a major striking

agent against shipping. All of the air forces

that operated in the general Pacific theater

shared to a greater or less degree in the all-out

over-all attack on the enemy's ability to trans-

port men and material by sea. A great variety

of aircraft was applied to this task, and every

single plane in operation was potentially con-

cerned in it ; any aircraft, armed or unarmed,

regardless of the mission at hand, could at least

observe and report the presence of a Japanese

ship, or one that was suspected of being Japa-

nese. It should be emphasized, however, that

the controlling motive in the attention of air to

Japanese merchant shipping was the tactical

objective of interfering with the enemy's mili-

tary logistics rather than the strategic objec-

tive of reducing his war-making potential at

home. Hence the proportion of effort devoted

by air to the destruction of large vessels was

never great, whereas the submarine effort had

as a major objective the disposal of Jap mer-

chant tonnage wherever it could be found. It is

perhaps debatable whether a sharper realiza-

tion of the importance of reducing merchant

tonnage would not have suggested a more in-

tense and specialized employment of air against

it, but it is diflScult to appraise the availability

of air for this purpose in the face of current

tactical requirements of seemingly prior local

importance.

Some units of our air power were wholly con-

cerned with the detection and attack of enemy

ships, some made occasional all-out planned

attacks on such concentrations as were reported

in hostile harbors, near or distant ; some scoured

the areas adjacent to points of invasion for

limited periods prior to and during landings;

some either periodically or constantly concen-

trated on the isolation of by-passed enemy areas,

even to the extent of attacking surface craft as

small as canoes. More closely examined, the

methods of attack varied further, from the

high-altitude bombing of harbors by heavy

bombers to the glide and dive-bombing tactics

of marine and carrier aircraft ; the skip bomb-

ing and masthead-height attacks by low-alti-

tude bombers; the night radar rocket attacks

by mediums; the strafing, bombing and drop-

ping of gasoline tanks by fighters ; the strafing

of river barges and launches, the mining of

enemy waters.

The agents concerned were aircraft of prac-

tically all the friendly units from India to Aus-

tralia to Fiji to Hawaii to Alaska to China.

Some of these agents, such as the fleet air

wings, had enemy shipping as the top priority

target and objective constantly; others had it

only periodically.

However, it can generally be stated that

all aircraft capable of being effective in any

way against enemy shipping had it as their

highest priority as a target of opportunity,

other commitments peiTnitting.

Submarine action against shipping com-

menced immediately after Pearl Harbor. United

States submarines in the southwest Pacific im-

mediately engaged in resisting Japan's south-

ward advance; the majority of the central Pa-

cific submarines moved quickly to the focal

shipping lanes off the eastern and southern

coasts of Japan. Despite the limited force ini-

tially disposable, results were at once achieved

which developed gradually into a major threat

of Japanese merchant shipping. The submarine

alone, in the early stages of the war, was able

to reach major lanes of economic shipping and

strike them effectively.

Spheres of Action

The spheres of action of the various air

forces and their roles of action against enemy

shipping can, in general, be set forth simply

(Figure 26).

Northern Pacific.-In the northern Pacific a

small air force composed of the Eleventh AF
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and Fleet Air Wing 4 operated from tiie Aleu-

tians southwestward toward the Japanese main-

land. Their main antishipping actions were con-

tinual and extending search down tiie Kurile

chain and medium bomber shipping sweeps in

Paramusiiiru Sti-aits.

Ccnti-al Pacific—In the central Pacific the

Seventii AF, Fleet Air Wing 2 and marine avia-

tion units operated progressively tlirough the

Phoenix, Ellice, Gilbert and Marshall Islands to

the Palau group and the Marianas. The Seventh

thereafter went on to Okinawa and operated

against Japan. In the fall of 1944, B-29 units

of the Twentieth AF were deployed in the Mari-

anas and operated in this theater for the re-

mainder of the war. The main shipping action

of the central Pacific force in its course west-

ward was extended search in the direction of

projected new landings, constant attempt at iso-

lation of by-passed areas in the Gilberts and

Marslialls, and efforts to neutralize Jai^anese

shipping centers in the Marshalls, Carolines,

Bonins, and Volcanoes.

South and Southwest Pacific.—In the south

Pacific the Thirteenth AF went the long road

from Guadalcanal to the Philippines by way of

the Solomons, the Admiralties, northwest New
Guinea and Morotai. Fleet Air Wing 1 operated

in the south Pacific area until mid-1944; then,

after reforming, it went to the Marianas. The
Fifth AF and Fleet Air Wings 10 and 17, all

originating in Australia, were met by the Thir-

teenth in northwest New Guinea and Morotai

after swinging a dog leg through eastern New
Guinea and proceeding northwest along the

coast. While the Thirteenth (until almost the

end of the war) and Fleet Air Wings 10 and 17

stayed in the Philippines, the Fifth and Fleet

Air Wing 1 advanced to Okinawa and with the

Seventh saw action against the Jap homeland.

Royal Australian and Royal New Zealand air

force units operated with the Fifth and Thir-

teenth in the general southern area.

The Fifth and Thirteenth shared with the

fleet air wings, the Marines and the Allied units

in the reduction of shipping in the Solomons and

Bismarck areas, attacking convoys and small

shipping, and pounding the isolated shipping

centers in New Britain and New Ireland. Both

forces operated night low-altitude bombing

squadrons from the Solomons and Bismarck

areas to the Philippines, both attacked the Jap

shipping and supply centers in the Carolines

and the Palau group, and both scourged the

waters of tiie eastern Netherlands Indies. From
the Philippines they operated against ports

along tiie China and Indo-China coast. The Fifth

went on to Okinawa and operated as the tactical

air force with the Seventh against the Jap

mainland and the waters adjacent.

The fleet air wings operated night search and

attack aircraft (Black Cats) along the whole

route from the Admiralties to the Philippines

as bases advanced west and north during

the war, and conducted a great part of the

ever-extending daylight armed-reconnaissance

searches that finally left practically no part of

tlie western Pacific seas and harbors uncovered.

China-Burma.—From China the Fourteenth

AF, when the locations of their bases permit-

ted, bombed harbors along the Ciiina coast, and

mined waters near Hongkong, Takao, Haip-

hong, Canton and Shanghai, and in the Yangtze

river. They searched and attacked shipping in

the waters from the Gulf of Tonkin to the For-

mosa Straits, and carried on a continual cam-

paign against river shipping in the Yangtze.

Shipping attacks in the Burma theater by

the Tenth AF were directed mainly against har-

bor facilities and shipping ports along the west

Burma coast ; they mined harbors and rivers in

the same area.

XX Bomber Command operations in China-

Burma included a dozen or more attacks

from India-China bases on port facilities the

length of the Asiatic coast from Shanghai to

Singapore, and the mining of the waters near

Shanghai, Nanking, Singapore, Saigon and
Palembang during the period June 1944-

March 1945.

Carrier Aircraft.—Carrier aircraft included

shipping among their targets in such early raids

as those against the Gilberts and Marshalls in

early 1942, but aside from almost purely naval

operations and with the exception of a few iso-

lated raids during the remainder of 1942 and

most of 1943, their first major operations

against shipping took place in the Solomons and

Bismarck areas in late 1943 and early 1944. Be-

ginning with the Gilberts operation the reduc-

tion of enemy shipping in the areas of invasion

was always of high priority, as demonstrated

in the pre-Philippine attacks in September-

November 1944, when in three months the car-
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riers sank 460,000 tons of shipping. They struck

repeatedly at military shipping and supply cen-

ters tliroughout the Pacific, such as Truk, Yap,

Palau and Iwo Jima. Concurrent with landings

they carried out diversionary raids such as that

in January 1945, when at the time of the Lin-

gayen Gulf landings a large force penetrated the

South China Sea and made heavy shipping and

coastal attacks in those waters. Finally, they

carried their attack to the Jap homeland. The

important carrier attacks against shipping are

illustrated in Figures 28-43.

Marine Aviation.—The operations of Marine

aviation units against shipping, which took

place in practically every area of action in the

Pacific, were to a great extent localized against

the by-passed areas, and aimed at the continued

isolation of those areas by attack on small rein-

forcement and supply craft. The major part of

this action took place in the Solomons-Bismarck

region, where in the earlier period the targets

attacked included also the naval units and lai'ger

ships that then were to be found in those

waters. During the last nine months of the war
Marine medium bombers were active north of

the Philippines and in the Ryukyus area as

rocket-firing, night low-level searchers.

In the following account of the attack by all

of these agents on Japanese transportation in

the Pacific, tonnages mentioned will refer only

to shipping of over 500 gross tons.

The Attack in 1942

The first six months of the war were months
of withdrawal of Allied forces throughout the

Pacific, and such air operations as took place

against shipping, at least until the battle of the

Coral Sea, can hardly be considered as having

aft'ected more than insignificantly the Japanese

ability to transport men, material, and com-
mercial goods at will.

In the summer of 1942, the general prospect

of an oflfensive was somewhat more hopeful,

with Allied forces disposed around the perime-

ter of the Japanese-held Pacific. In China the

China Task Force (later the Fourteenth AF)
had begun operations ; the Tenth AF had flown

its first heavy bomber strikes against Jap bases

in Burma ; the Seventh AF had spread out into

south Pacific islands to contest new Jap land-

ings; the Eleventh AF was prepared to take

the offensive against Jap forces from the Aleu-

tians ; the Australian and Fifth Air Forces had
begun attacks on New Guinea and Rabaul ; the

Thirteenth AF and Marines were operating in

the south Pacific.

Such shipping as our air power was able to

attack was limited and was mainly that of re-

inforcement and supply to the enemy's forces

in the south Pacific. The few Allied aircraft of

types suitable for long-range attacks on ship-

ping were engaged in scouting or attack on
Japanese combat ships. Except as we were able,

in hardly efl'ective force, to challenge those of his

shipping routes that could be reached from our

China bases or from Darwin in northern

Australia, his commercial and raw material

shipping was unmolested by air attack. The
submarine alone was able to penetrate to major

economic shipping lanes but in the early part

of the year was as yet in too weak force to ac-

complish significant results. The months of May,
August and October were marked by especially

heavy sinkings by submarine (86,000, 76,000

and 119,000 tons reported) which were a prom-

ising prelude to the sustained heavy sinkings of

the following year.

Throughout the rest of 1942, air searches for

shipping continued from the perimeter of the

Japanese-dominated Pacific against those arte-

ries or units of supply and reinforcement that

could be reached by Allied air power.

In the north Pacific the Eleventh AF and

Fleet Air Wing 4 made searches in the vicinity

of Kiska and Attn endeavoring to prevent rein-

forcement and supply to those islands. These

forces accounted for about 35,000 tons of ship-

ping during this early period.

The Seventh AF and Fleet Air Wing 2 oper-

ating from Hawaii, Canton in the Phoenix Is-

lands, and later from Funafuti in the Ellice

group, continued their mission of reconnais-

sance of the sea approaches to the Hawaiian

Islands. In 1942 little shipping was found or

attacked in the central Pacific.

The Thirteenth AF, which prior to the Guad-

alcanal landings in August had searched the

lower Solomons, extended operations to the

northern Solomons during the balance of the

year; Fleet Air Wing 1 joined in these opera-

tions in the early part of the autumn. The fleet

air wing soon inaugurated the Black Cat opera-

tions, night, low-altitude, armed-search mis-

sions against shipping, using Catalinas. The dis-
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advantages of these aircraft—slow speed, lack of

maneuverability, and altitude limitations—were
turned to advantages in these night masthead-

height attacks. Over 200,000 tons of enemy
shipping wei-e destroyed by the combined Navy,

Army and Marine aircraft in the south Pacific

area in 1942.

The Fifth AF efforts against shipping were
mainly against Rabaul harbor, and against a

few targets in the Coral and Solomon seas and

in the Netherlands East Indies. The fall of 1942

saw about 30,000 tons sunk by aircraft in the

area. Carrier attacks on shipping were largely

those in connection with naval actions in the

Solomons. The Fourteenth AF attacks were
mostly restricted to those on river shipping in

the Yangtze, with a few sorties against harbors.

The number of submarines in the Pacific had
risen slowly during 1942, and by the end of the

year there were about 35 on patrol.

The Attack in 1943

By March 1943, submarines were available

in sufficient force to inflict steady losses upon
the enemy, averaging well above 100,000 tons

monthly during the remainder of the year, and
were threatening merchant tonnage in all ship-

ping areas. The effort against enemy shipping

by aerial power during 1943 gradually extended

westward in the central Pacific and northwest-

ward in the southern Pacific, bringing larger

areas under air attack, and for the first time

bringing some of the enemy's economic ship-

ping under scattered attack. In the north Pacific

during the first half of the year the greater

part of the effort was continued attack on Attu

and Kiska and the search of adjacent waters

for supply craft, and reconnaissance for possi-

ble Jap task forces. After Attu and Kiska were
occupied in June and August, search progressed

further southwest over the Kuriles. Most of the

effort expended by central Pacific air forces

continued to be sea search and reconnaissance

of Japanese bases within reach. In the south

Pacific, search of the Solomons area continued

in the attempt to prevent reinforcement of Jap
bases. The Fifth AF, as the campaign in the

Solomons progressed, increased its effort to

support that campaign by shipping strikes.

Early in March the first major test of its low-

level technique took place in a medium bomber
attack on a large convoy attempting to trans-

port reinforcements to the Lae Solomons area

of New Guinea. All eight merchant ships in the

convoy, nearly 30,000 tons, were sunk. In the

China theater, the Fourteenth, late in the spring

began regular sea sweeps and the bombing of

coastal shipping and docks, marking the first

appreciable air effort against the enemy's com-

mercial shipping lanes since the beginning of

our offensive.

The fall of 1943 was marked by the central

Solomons compaign and the beginning of the

northern Solomons campaign, the development

of the New Guinea campaign, and the landings

in the Gilbert Islands in November.

The air action against shipping was further

augmented at the beginning of this period by

the introduction of low-altitude heavy bombers
(LABs or "Snoopers") the use of which was
inaugurated in the south Pacific in August by

the Thirteenth AF, and adopted in September

by the Fifth and later by the Fourteenth. These

B-24s equipped with radar, soon were used ex-

tensively for night ship bombing and long-

range patrols. The Snoopers shared with the

fleet air wings' Black Cats in the isolation of

Rabaul by inhibiting fast shipping runs into

the harbor at night.

The shipping action of the Fifth and Thir-

teenth Air Forces was a series of attacks on

Rabaul Harbor, and attacks against supply

routes off north New Guinea and in the Nether-

lands East Indies. About 90,000 tons of large

ships were sunk by aircraft in this area in the

fall of 1943, as well as considerable numbers
of small vessels.

In support of the Gilberts' operation little

shipping, and that usually concentrations of

small ships in harbors, fell to the Seventh AF,
but in December a heavy shipping strike by

carrier aircraft against Kwajalein resulted in

over 20,000 tons sunk. During the fall. Fleet

Air Wing 2 took over most of the long-range

armed searches in the central Pacific.

The Fourteenth AF during the fall of 1943

liad started a program of regular sweeps from

the Gulf of Tonkin through the Formosa
Straits, in addition to preying on shipping in

the harbors along the south China coast. Apply-

ing skip-bombing tactics the Fourteenth thus

began the first major campaign against the

enemy's raw material supply lines. Up to the

end of the year about 35,000 tons of shipping
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were sunk along the south China coast, and

8,500 tons of large ships on the Yangtze. The

Tenth AF had begun the bombing of Burmese

ports.

Submarine attacks averaged 77 per month for

the first half of 1943, with the greatest num-

ber in the early months taking place in the Sol-

omons-Bismarck area; as summer approached,

attacks in that area decreased, and those

throughout the Carolines and along the coast

of Japan increased. In the latter six months of

the year, the monthly average attacks were

stepped up to almost a hundred, with a further

increase in activity in the southern Jap main-

land area and in the Carolines, in the Nether-

lands East Indies, and in the China coast area

from Hainan to Formosa to the Ryukyus. The

intensification of submarine effort is evidenced

by the huge total of some 1,360,000 tons of mer-

chant shipping sunk by this agent in the course

of the year.

Early 1944

The progress of the operations of the cen-

tral Pacific forces from over the Marshalls to

over the Palaus, Bonins and Volcanoes; of the

south and southwest Pacific forces from over

New Guinea and the Banda Sea to over the

Netherlands Indies, Borneo and the Philippines

;

and of the carrier-based aircraft from over the

eastern central Pacific and the south Pacific to

over the Philippines, Formosa and Okinawa,

greatly increased the vulnerability of Japanese

shipping to our air power during the year. Dur-

ing 1944, over 1,200,000 tons of shipping were

sunk by air power, more than twice the total

tonnage of 1942 and 1943.

In January 1944, search and reconnaissance

in the central Pacific progressed to the Mar-

shalls and the approaches from the Marshalls

and the eastern Carolines. Three planned anti-

shipping strikes were made against Kwajalein,

Maloeap and Wotje, with some success.

In the south Pacific both land- and carrier-

based aircraft were active in attacking shipping

around Bougainville, New Britain and New Ire-

land. Three heavy strikes against shipping at

Kavieng were made by the carriers early in the

month, and later the land-based aircraft made
four attacks on shipping in Rabaul harbor.

About 55,000 tons were destroyed in these

areas during the month, mostly by land-based

aircraft.

In the southwest Pacific, barges and luggers

received a large portion of the shipping attacks,

although constant search for Jap re-supply con-

voys continued, with LABs scouring the ship-

ping lanes.

During February 1944 the major action

against shipping was the first large carrier-

based attack, a two-day action against Truk in

which some 186,000 tons of shipping were de-

stroyed by dive-bombers and torpedo planes.

Search efforts by the fleet air wing were made
from Kwajalein by the middle of February;

regular sectors were extended 700 miles north

and west from that base. Shortly thereafter the

use of Eniwetok further extended the areas of

search. In the south Pacific, new bases north

of Rabaul put the Thirteenth in more advan-

tageous position for the continual isolation of

by-passed areas.

Sea sweeps from China continued, with the

searches extending from Saigon to the Philip-

pines as the enemy turned to convoy tactics

and moved his shipping from near-coastal wa-

ters to lanes farther out to sea. Tlie Fourteenth

AF sank over 15,000 tons of shipping along the

China coast during February.

In the south Pacific an intensive effort was

made by all air units to make the isolation of

the entire Solomons-Bismarck area complete,

but little shipping was found ; the larger vessels

had been driven from the Solomons-Bismarck

area.

At the end of March, the carrier forces made
the then deepest penetration of enemy defenses

with a heavy attack on Palau. The attack took

place after the entrance channels had been

mined to immobilize Jap forces, and was de-

signed in part to destroy merchant shipping

there. About 87,000 tons of shipping were sunk

in the attack.

April 1944 marked the first land-based at-

tacks on the Marianas from the newly-developed

Marshalls. In the south Pacific, bases in the Ad-

miralties for the Thirteenth AF and the fleet

air wings bettered control of the Bismarck Sea

and the approaches to Rabaul and Kavieng, and

enabled strikes against shipping and supply

centers in the Carolines. The Hollandia land-

ings were made late in the month.

In May, mediums of the north Pacific force

began low-altitude sweeps against shipping in

the Paramushiru Straits ; these operations were
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to continue intermittently for the duration. In

the central Pacific, patrols as far west as the

Marianas and north to Wake continued to yield

little enemy shipping. The carrier-based aircraft

found the same situation existing during strikes

at Marcus and Wake, and in the course of an
extended sweep 400 miles north of Marcus.

South Pacific antishipping activities consisted

principally of productive barge hunts by fighter

aircraft and long-range searches in connection

with the Hollandia landings. Late in the month
searches were begun from Wake by PB4Ys
over the areas west and north of the new base.

During May the use of LABs was introduced

into the China theater; previously only day-

light sweeps had been carried out. The early

success of these radar-equipped B-24s led to an
attempt to bring about an effective blockade of

the Formosa Straits; out of 243 sorties in the

period June-November, 122 contacts were re-

ported. Continued antishipping activity by
mediums during the same period was mainly

sweeps in the vicinity of Hainan ; by the fighters,

large scale attacks on river shipping. The Four-

teenth AF accounted for nearly 36,000 tons

sunk during the period. The monsoon season

ended a period of about six months during

which some 80 missions had been directed by

the Burma forces against seaports, mainly along

the west coast of Burma; sea sweeps in the

same area had been almost completely non-

productive.

The first six months of submarine activity in

1944 saw further increase over 1943 in both

number of days on patrol (average 619) and
number of attacks (average 115). Especially

notable were an increase in activity in the

Netherlands East Indies, a falling off during

the spring throughout the Carolines, and the

beginning in May of a considerable number of

attacks in the Philippines and the south China
Sea areas. The rate of sinkings more than

doubled as compared with the first six months
of 1943 and reached a peak of nearly 265,000

tons in May.

June 1944—the Marianas

Action in the Pacific ocean area in June cen-

tered on the campaign to capture the Marianas.

In the central Pacific practically all activity

was in preparation for, or in the execution of,

this operation. Daily searches were maintained
as far west as Saipan. After D-day seaplanes

from Saipan searched still farther to the west.

Just prior to the movement of our forces west-

ward for the assault, the range and scope of the

searches were increased to cover the entire ap-

proach route, while from New Guinea they ex-

tended northwest almost to the Philippines, and
north to the Yap-Palau area.

In the southwest Pacific, activities were
largely concentrated on the completion of the

Biak campaign and the continual blockade and
neutralization of enemy forces in New Guinea
and the Bismarck archipelago. A considerable

effort was also put forth in attacking the barge
and small shipping traffic in the Schouten
Islands; later the attack moved on to the Hal-

maheras and Celebes, where luggers and barges
were being constructed.

The carriers' participation in the Marianas'

campaign covered an area stretching from
Guam to the Volcanoes, and 500 miles west of

the Marianas. The action included shipping

strikes in which over 65,000 tons were sunk.

In July, while the completion of the Marianas
conquest was underway, search and reconnais-

sance planes began missions over the Bonins

and Volcanoes, with the primary mission of

harassing shipping. In the southwest, daily

searches were made regularly from Green, Emi-
rau, Manus and Biak in such a way as to cover

the area generally south of a line from Truk,

through Yap, Palau and the northern tip of

Mindanao. These were augmented by searches

out of Darwin covering the Arafura and Banda
Seas.

The carrier-based aircraft besides continuing

support in the Marianas, attacked the Bonins

and Volcanoes and, in greater strength, Palau

toward the end of the month of July.

Early in August the carrier planes again at-

tacked shipping in the Bonins and Volcanoes,

sinking almost 23,000 tons, while the PB4Ys
continued their operations against those islands

from Saipan. During the summer, aircraft from
the Marshalls and Gilberts had been continuing

the effort to neutralize the eastern mandates,

and planes from the southwest had attacked

Woleai, Palau, and Yap; by this time, however,

there were found no worthwhile shipping tar-

gets east of Palau.

In the southwest Pacific, with planes operat-
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ing from bases at Biak, Noemfoor, and Cape

Sansapor, the scope of attacks on shipping was
broadened throughout the neighboring seas; the

heavy bombers went as far west as western

Borneo, and included Davao Gulf in their op-

erations. All of the shipping claims of the

southwest Pacific planes during August were

west of the Carolines.

Morotai, Leyte

In September, with the Central Pacific air-

craft concentrating their attack on the Vol-

canoes and Bonins, the southwest Pacific forces

and the carrier aircraft were mainly concerned

with tlie simultaneous landings in the southern

Palau group and on Morotai. The land-based air-

craft covered the sea areas as far north as Min-

danao ; the carriers began a series of operations

early in the month which were to result in over

200,000 tons of enemy shipping sunk. Attacks

were made against the Palaus, Yap and Ulithi,

then Mindanao, the Palaus again for a three-

day strike, and back to the Philippines. Ship-

ping was a major target in these raids and was
found in abundance.

In October 1944, prior to the Leyte landing,

the carrier forces struck first at Okinawa and

next at Formosa. Shipping targets were numer-
ous and successive strikes were made against

them. Attacks followed against shipping in

Manila harbor and off the northern Luzon coast,

with the attacks against Luzon (the Manila

area in particular) continuing up to and past

the landing on Leyte, and on into November. In

October, carrier aircraft sank 130,000 tons in

the Philippines, Formosa, and the Ryukyus.

The submarines were now experiencing their

most productive period of the war (July-Decem-

ber) . Some 2,600 days on patrol during the two
months October-November resulted in a total of

423 attacks, as part of a six months' period

which produced monthly averages of 1,163 pa-

trol days and 172 attacks. The brunt of these

attacks was felt by Japanese shipping in the

China coast and Philippines areas, with consid-

erable effort still having been maintained in the

south China Sea and in the Netherlands East In-

dies. The efforts in the Yellow Sea in November
produced the heaviest attack month of the war
in those waters. Altogether submarines sank
.540,000 tons of merchant shipping in these two
months.

Operations in the Burma theater were re-

sumed in October against the Burmese ports

and the mining progi'am in those waters was
intensified. These activities continued until the

first of the year, when the Tenth AF turned

almost exclusively to the Burmese railway

system.

Throughout November and December 1944

both carrier- and land-based forces continued

their support of the Philippines operations, with

sliipping attacks second in importance only to

the effort to destroy the Jap air force. The total

tonnage sunk throughout the Philippines by
combined naval and Army air power in these

two months was over 220,000 tons. Further
south, all types of aircraft swept the waters of

the IMakassar Strait and the Banda, Ceram,
Molucca, and Sulu Seas, concentrating attacks

on the small ships with wliich the Japanese
were found to be attempting to supply and
evacuate the Indies. By the end of the year

shipping in the Ambon-Ceram-Celebes area was
reported difficult to find.

The focal point of searches by the forces ad-

vancing from the south was transferred from
Morotai to Leyte in late December, and search

sectors covered the south China Sea from the

vicinity of Formosa south to Saigon. This off-

set the limitations now imposed on the China-

based aircraft which beginning in June liad be-

gun to lose, one after another, bases in eastern

China; for a considerable part they had been

forced to withdraw out of efl'ective range of the

sea. Soon, with the establishment of bases on

Mindoro, there was for the first time no wholly

search-fi-ee shipping route between the Indies

and the Japanese home islands. Regular search

sectors swung in a complete arc from some-
what east of the Bonins around and down the

China coast to Indo-China. Late in January the

move to Luzon further extended the northern

search areas to include the east China Sea, from
near Shangiiai almost to Kyushu.

Early 1945, Luzon

The outstanding event in the Pacific during

the month of January 1945 was the amphibious
invasion of Luzon via Lingayen Gulf. Concur-

rently, a great sweep of the south China Sea

was made by a fast carrier task force ; shipping

and harbor installations from Saigon to Hong-
kong were primary targets. The force proceeded
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first along the coast of Indo-China, making
heavy shipping and harbor attacks, then con-

tinued further north with a series of strikes on

Formosa and the China coast. About 280,000

tons of shipping were destroyed in these raids.

The Fifth and Thirteenth AF, Marine and
carrier aircraft ranged throughout the watei's

in and about the Philippines in the attempt to

prevent reinforcement and supply to enemy
forces ; fleet air wing Black Cats and Army
LABs prowled from the Lingayen Gulf to For-

mosa, the Pescadores and the China coast. From
the Marianas the main efforts continued to be

against the Volcano and Bonin Islands. Daily

shipping searches and numerous attacks were
carried out over the same area and islands by

fleet air wing aircraft; rocket-armed night

searches by Marine mediums, which had begun

in November, found targets more plentiful than

previously in the waters north and northwest

of the Marianas as the enemy appeared to

realize the imminence of an amphibious opera-

tion against Iwo Jima.

Submarine sinkings fell off after December,

because of the reduced size and exposure of the

enemy merchant fleet, and sinkings by aircraft

for the first time (with the exception of No-
vember, 1942) exceeded submarine sinkings.

This was the result particularly of the heavy
activity of carrier aircraft in this month, but

thereafter submarine activity was of less rela-

tive significance.

Iwo Jima, Okinawa

During February and March carrier opera-

tions centered about the Iwo Jima and Okinawa
landings. In the east China Sea, particularly in

the waters between Okinawa and Kyushu, over

30,000 tons of enemy shipping were destroyed.

By February aircraft from the Philippines

had extended their operations to the area along

the China coast still partially covered by the

Fourteenth AF operating from China, thus

Bringing under constant air attack Japan's re-

maining shipping route to the southern area.

The approaches to Shanghai, and the Yangtze,

were mined by the Fourteenth and Twentieth

to reduce further Japanese communication with

central China; in the first four months of the

year a considerable loss of enemy tonnage was
attributed to the latter program. By March

1945 Japanese shipping through the south China
Sea had virtually ceased.

Spring 1945

During the spring the Seventh AF continued

neutralization attacks against the Bonins and
Volcanoes and the by-passed Caroline Islands.

The Fifth AF operated in the northern half of

the Philippines, and sent missions against the

ports of China and Formosa; both LABs and
daylight strafing missions were sent along the

coastal convoy routes in the east China Sea.

The Thirteenth operated to the south of the

Fifth, and in addition to continuing the isola-

tion of the by-passed areas of the central and
southern Philippines, made long-range strikes

against ports along the Asiatic coast as far as

Malaya and Java. Fleet air wing search sectors

also were further extended in that direction, in

April and May reaching southwest as far as

Singapore ; soon after that they covered the en-

tire southern extremities of the south China
Sea, extending even into the Gulf of Siam.

To the north, as early as February, Fleet Air

Wing 1 began operations from a floating sea-

plane base south of Iwo Jima, and searches 500

miles north and west were instituted. This was
followed in March by the basing of a limited

number of aircraft on Iwo proper, which en-

abled PB4Ys and rocket-firing Venturas to

make coordinated efforts against shipping in

the waters to the north—the Liberators "flush-

ing" and the Venturas attacking. In April long-

range search began from Okinawa, with the

new Privateers forming the vanguard, and sec-

tors extended past the east China Sea into the

Tsushima Straits, soon reaching into the Yel-

low Sea and Sea of Japan. In May in the straits

and along the coasts of southern Korea about

56,000 tons of shipping were destroyed by fleet

air wing Privateers. Late in the spring, fleet air

wing aircraft undertook also a series of mining

flights to block the passages among the small

islancjs of southern and southwest Korea.

Summer 1945

Movements of the Fifth and Seventh AF to

Okinawa began in July. Before the end of the

war these combined forces reached a total of

over 1,000 aircraft operating from that island

against the empire. Their first priority objec-
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tive was, as usual, neutralization of enemy air

power; following that, the disruption of com-
munications on land and sea.

The general plan against communications and

transport was to employ the fighters and fight-

er-bombers to the fullest extent when air su-

periority was achieved, to sweep the harbors

and coasts and then to sweep the waters of the

Inland Sea and Tsushima Straits. The heavies

were to bomb rail centers and harbor installa-

tions.

Shipping attacks by the Seventh during the

period were largely confined to single sea-search

sorties and attacks against harbor installations

as secondary or last resort targets, except for

naval units and shipping attacked in Kure and

Sasebo harbors. The Fifth reports altogether

some 2,000 sorties flown in the execution of the

plan, with attacks on shipping absorbing al-

most half the sorties flown; all missions were

flown at medium altitude. In addition four har-

bors on the west coast, one on the south, and

two on the east received concentrations of

fighter sweeps, and fighters as dive-bombers

attacked many bridges.

The general plan for the disruption of trans-

portation facilities in Kyushu, slated as a

major eff"ort of the tactical air forces (the Fifth

and Seventh) prior to the planned invasions of

southern Kyushu, was begun late in July but

never reached full force, partly because of the

continued priority of enemy air power, mainly

because the war ended.

The July carrier operations, in which the en-

tire fast carrier force was directed fulltime

against Japan proper, involved a maximum ef-

fort against shipping as well as airfields. The

critical water transportation facilities between

Hokkaido and Honshu were the targets of a

two-day strike in the middle of July. Thereafter

the carrier aircraft struck at fleet units in

Tokyo Bay, and late in the month launched ex-

tensive strikes against shipping and naval units

in the Inland Sea.

During the last weeks of the war, although

search and attack by the fleet air wing through-

out the waters surrounding lower Japan and

Korea continued, some of their effort was

turned to the Korean rail system, after the

withdrawal of shipping from the Yellow Sea.

Mine Laying by the Twentieth AF

Mine laying plans of the Twentieth AF in-

tended that operations should be initiated and
maintained against:

The enemy's main shipping artery, Shimono-
seki Straits;

The Inland Sea lanes which connect Japan's

industrial zones;

The northwest Kyushu and Honshu ports

;

Korean ports (if possible).

Phase I, 28 March to 3 May: Procedure was
to begin by cutting oflF the enemy's shipping in

the Inland Sea area by mining the Shimonoseki
Straits, at the same time preventing the passage

of enemy fleet units; mine fields near Kure-
Hiroshima were to interfere further with any
attempted fleet sortie. This first phase was car-

ried out in late March. Later, in April, action

was taken to reinforce gaps in the mine fields

at Kure-Hiroshima, and to harass the fleet units

by dropping mines in Kure harbor and at

Sasebo.

Phase II, 3 May to 12 May: In this phase an
industrial center blockade was extended to the

Inland Sea as originally planned—to Kobe,

Osaka, and along the entire Inland Sea routes.

The Shimonoseki Straits blockade was main-

tained by remining, and mining of Tokyo and

Nagoya was undertaken.

Phase III, 13 May to 6 June : The third phase

was directed against the northwest Honshu
ports. During this phase frequent remining,

rather than large scale efforts once or twice a

month, was carried out, and target widths were
narrowed.

Phase IV, 7 June to 8 July (intensified Hon-
shu-Kyushu blockade) : A general study of the

enemy shipping situation having indicated that

mining of Tokyo, Nagoya, Nagasaki, Sasebo

and the general Inland Sea areas would no

longer be profitable provided the Shimonoseki

Straits were kept closed, it was decided that

second in priority to the latter objective would

be the continuation of efforts against the north-

west Honshu ports. In the execution of this

phase, substantially longer periods of closure

were believed to have been obtained at the

smaller ports.

Phase V, 9 July to 15 August (complete

blockade) : The final phase of minelaying wasl

planned against the ports lying the length of;

the Sea of Japan coast of Honshu, and those

along the northern half of the east coast of
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Korea. The blockade of the Shimonoseki Straits

and Honshu ports was to be maintained. As
Phase V proceeded into operation, success of

other agencies made it possible to reduce the

extent of attack and concentrate on mining

heavily the ports of Genzan, Seishin, and Ra-

shin as the enemy's main Korean terminals.

Weight of Attack

Throughout the entire period 27 March-10
August a total of 5,343 mines was laid in the

Shimonoseki Straits. In the Inland Sea a total

of over 2,300 was laid, generally in the pe-

riod May-August, although somewhat earlier at

Kure-Hiroshima. Forty-one mines were laid at

Nagoya.

Along the northwestern shores of Kyushu
and Honshu, generally from the middle of May
on, almost 4,000 mines were laid. Among
Nanao-Fushiki, Maizuru-Tsuruga and Niigata

were distributed about 2,500 of the total.

The mining of Korean waters was begun in

early July. Rashin and Seishin were the most
heavily mined areas, with 420 and 208 mines
respectively. An additional 310 were distributed

among Genzan (133) and four other areas.

The Tokyo-Yokohama area was mined twice,

a total of 33 mines being laid.

B-29 Attacks Against Transportation ,

Indo-China: During the period/ of the XX
Bomber Command operations from the conti-

nent, between August 1944 and March 1945 18

attacks (including mining) of 2,487 tons were
made on 7 ports and harbor areas from Shang-
hai to Singapore : 8 attacks were made on rail

facilities at 5 cities in Burma during the same
period.

Marianas : From the Marianas, up to the end
of hostilities, 87 urban area attacks were made
against the Japanese Empire; 33 of the total

were spread among 9 cities, the most heavily

bombed being Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka and Kobe.

Urban areas of 62 other cities were attacked at

least once. Approximately 90 percent of the

total tonnage was dropped during the final five

months of the war.

Area Raids: Aiming points on area raids

were selected for the purpose of coverage of in-

dustrial targets within the area. Generally

speaking, consideration was given to transpor-

tation targets, such as rail installations, within

the area. Obviously, many urban areas con-

tained their share of railroad yards, repair

shops, dock yards, harbor facilities, etc., and
the destruction of these was part of the lai-ger

purpose of the attacks.

Iwakuni Railroad Yards: This was the only

target in Japan bombed by the Twentieth AF
as a specific rail transportation target. The
yards were bombed visually by 180 aircraft

dropping 709 tons of high-explosives. All build-

ings were destroyed and the yards were inoper-

ative for 102 hours.
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CHAPTER V

THE EFFECTS OF ATTACKS ON
TRANSPORTATION

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE
MERCHANT FLEET

The loss of the Japanese cargo and tanker

fleet under the advancing attack of Allied power

is illustrated in Figures 27-43, where the rela-

tion between various forms of attack and the re-

sults achieved during different phases of the

war are clearly shown. Figure 44 lists these

losses month by month. (The information on

which these maps and tables are based is from

a compilation of Japanese sources, accounting

for over 95 percent of the merchant tonnage

controlled by the Japanese.)

The first target to feel the weight of Allied

power was the Japanese merchant fleet. Even
during the period of Allied retreat through the

Philippines, Malaya, and the Indies, serious

damage was done to Japanese merchant ship-

ping by Allied air power. During these 5 months
prior to the battle of the Coral Sea, the Japa-

nese lost about 60 ships aggregating about

375,000 tons. Nearly two-thirds of this tonnage

was sunk by Allied submarines. In spite of the

valuable additions of merchant tonnage by con-

quest and their shipbuilding at home, the bal-

ance of shipping afloat and available to the Jap-

anese began to decline as a result of preponder-

ant losses as early as April 1942. Total service-

able tonnage reached its peak about February
1942 and declined steadily thereafter.

In the opening months of the war, during the

period of retreat and defense, sinkings were
few and scattered. Few submarines were on

duty, but they sank ships from Tokyo to Singa-

pore. Some surface skiiTnishes in the Straits of

Macassar in January 1942 resulted in losses. Oc-

casional scattered aircraft sinkings indicated

success on the part of the few aircraft available.

In this period it is astonishing that the Japan-

ese should have prepared so inadequately for an

ocean war that, in spite of the windfall of cap-

tured ships, an attack as weak and spoi'adic as

that directed against them during the first 9

months of the war should have been able to ac-

complish the signal success of starting Japan-

ese net merchant tonnage on the downward
trend as early as April 1942 (Figure 28).

The submarine campaign continued with fluc-

tuating results but without any significant

events through 1942 and the first half of 1943

as the forces available were gradually in-

creased.

Air activity began increasing rapidly after

the battle of Guadalcanal and the securing of

Henderson field. The merchant shipping sent by
the Japanese to reinforce their forces in the

Solomons was largely lost to air attack. At the

same time the air forces in New Guinea were

able to accomplish a steady attrition of the ship-

ping along the New Guinea coast in the Bis-

marck Strait.

During the twelve months of the campaign

in the Solomons and New Guinea areas after the

Guadalcanal landing. Army and Navy air forces,

almost entirely land-based, sank about 250,000

tons of ships (Figure 29). This expenditure of

shipping by the Japanese was a very potent fac-

tor in reducing her total war potential at this

time. During the closing months of 1943 and

early 1944, land-based air power in New Guinea

and the Solomons accounted for another 175,000

tons of shipping in this area. In December 1943

and January 1944, carrier aircraft first began

to strike successfully at merchant shipping in

the Marshalls and the Bismarcks. The first

really serious concentrated blow by carrier air-

craft came at Truk in February 1944. About

186,000 tons of shipping were sunk in two days

(Figure 30).

Meanwhile the advancing Fourteenth AF in

China had commenced to prey upon the Japan-

ese supply line along the China coast. Begin-

ning in November 1943 and reaching a peak in

February of 1944, the Fourteenth AF attacked

shipping on the coast between Shanghai and

Hongkong.

In March 1944 another carrier raid against

Palau resulted in the destruction of 86,000 tons
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MAP SERIES SHOWING THE DESTRUCTION

OF THE JAPANESE MERCHANT MARINE

Figures 28 to 43 inclusive portray the time, place, and manner of

destruction of the Japanese Merchant Marine and the disposition of Amer-
ican attacking forces during the progress of the war. Figures 28 to 39

inclusive indicate the action taking place in the Outer Zone. Figures 40 to

43 illustrate the action in the Inner Zone.

Shipy

Over 10,000 gross tons

6,000 to 10,000 tons

3,000 to 6,000 tons

500 to 3,000 tons



LEGEND
FOR MAP SERIES SHOWING THE

DESTRUCTION OF THE JAPANESE MERCHANT MARINE.

THE FOLLOWING 16 MAPS PORTRAY, FOR VARIOUS PERIODS DURING THE PACIFIC WAR, THE LOSSES SUSTAINED BY THE JAPANESE MERCHANT
MARINE IN RELATION TO THE ATTACKS OF THE UNITED STATES AND ALLIED FORCES. IN THESE MAPS ONLY SINKINGS AND DISABLING DAMAGE TO

SHIPS OVER 500 GROSS TONS, RESULTING FROM SUBMARINE, AIRCRAFT, AND MINE ATTACKS, ARE SHOWN. LOSSES BY SURFACE GUNFIRE AND MARINE

ACCIDENTS (AMOUNTING TO LESS THAN 5 % OF THE TOTAL) ARE OMITTED, AS WELL AS ALL SHIPS UNDER 500 TONS WHICH ALSO AMOUNTED TO A RELA-

TIVELY UNIMPORTANT TONNAGE. THESE MAPS ARE PLOTTED FROM SHIP SINKING LISTS COMPILED BY THE SURVEY, SUMMARIZED IN TABLE 44, AND BELIEVED

TO BE AT LEAST 95 % ACCURATE.

ARMY AIR FORCES:

US. NAVY LAND BASED AIR FORCES:

FORWARD BASES AT THE END OF

EACH PERIOD ARE SHOWN THUS -^ (IN RED).

600 - MILE RADIUS AROUND FORWARD BASES

SHOWN IN RED.

SHIP SINKINGS ISe« BY U.S. AAF) SHOWN IN RED.

SAME AS ABOVE, IN SREEN.

MINES: BLACK ARCS REPRESENT MINING ACTIVITY; NUMBER OF

CONCENTRIC ARCS INDICATES INTENSITY OF MININS.

1 ARC INDICATES LESS THAN 100 ACTIVE MINES IN THE AREA.

2 ARCS " 100 — 500 " ... .

3 " " 500 - 1,000 " .... ..

4 " " OVER 1,000 " "

SHIP SINKINGS SHOWN IN BLACK.

CARRIER AIR FORCES:

U.S. SUBMARINES:

CARRIER FORWARD BASES SHOWN THUS I (IN GREEN).

APPROXIMATE CARRIER TRACKS IN SHIPPING RAIDS SHOWN

THUS -« -^fc^ -f (IN GREEN).

eOO-MILE RADIUS AROUND AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING POINTS

SHOWN IN SREEN.

SHIP SINKINGS SHOWN IN SREEN. (99% BY U.S.N.)

SHIP LOSSES:

BLUE symbol: «

BLUE symbol; ^^
SUBMARINE ON OFFENSIVE P

SHIP SINKINGS SHOWN IN BLlI

SUBMARINE BASE.

AN AVERAGE OF ONE

ITROL IN THE AREA.
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of shipping. These two raids at Truk and Palau

almost completely wiped out the means of rein-

forcement of Japanese forces to the south and
greatly weakened the Japanese potential in this

area (Figure 30).

Beginning about September 1943 the subma-
rine campaign had been stepped up to the point

where tremendous tonnages of shipping were
being lost by the Japanese all over the ocean.

No route was secure from their attack ; no ship

was safe south of Honshu. In the 16 months
from September 1943 through the end of 1944,

the period of heaviest submarine sinkings, the

Japanese lost over 3,000,000 tons to submarine
attacks alone. This tremendous loss of tonnage
(averaging about 192,000 tons a month) repre-

sented more than half of the effective fleet with

which the Japanese began the war. During this

same period the combined United States and
Allied Army and Navy air forces sank only

about 1,400,000 tons, including those sunk in

the heavy strikes at Truk and Palau. This ratio

between the air and undersea attack against

shipping was the dominant theme throughout
the entire middle part of the war. The successes

of various air forces, though spectacular and
locally significant from a tactical point of view,

were only a relatively minor factor in the gen-

eral strategic attrition of the Japanese "bridge

of ships."

Incident to the Saipan landings, carrier air-

craft again bit a sizable chunk from the

dwindling Japanese fleet—some 65,000 tons in

June 1944. The relative unimportance of this

strike in the over-all shipping situation, para-

lyzing though it was locally, is best illustrated

by the fact that in the same month submarines,

ranging from Singapore to Kamchatka, sank
195,000 tons of shipping—45,000 tons in the

Marianas area alone (Figure 31).

In a report on the "state of the nation" sub-

mitted to the cabinet at the end of the year, the

total mobilization bureau summarized the ship-

ping situation up to the summer of 1944 as fol-

lows: "Shipping lost and damaged (since the

beginning of the war) amounts to two and one-

half times newly-constructed shipping, and
formed the chief cause of the constant impover-

ishment of national strength."

In the fall of 1944 the Allied attack against

Japanese shipping reached a crescendo. In Sep-

tember, October, and November, immediately

before the Leyte landings and during the first

efforts of the Japanese to reinforce the Philip-

pine garrison, carrier aircraft struck terrific

blows against Japanese shipping. In September
naval aircraft sank over 200,000 tons of ships

in the Philippines. In October the concentration

of submarines off Luzon sank about 205,000

tons of shipping in this area alone. Carrier air-

craft ranging from central Luzon to Formosa
and the Ryukyus sank another 130,000 tons of

shipping. In November, in combined crushing

blows against Japanese logistic efforts, subma-
rines and planes, largely carrier aircraft, sank
over 230,000 tons of Japanese shipping in the

Philippine area, thus putting an end to the

hope of logistic support of Japanese resistance

in the Philippines.

These 3 months of the Philippine campaign
finally and completely broke the back of

the Japanese merchant marine. During these

months, in all areas and from all causes, the

Japanese lost over 1,300,000 tons of ships, more
than a third of the tonnage afloat at the be-

ginning of this campaign. Again it should be

pointed out that in spite of the intense carrier

activity, 55 percent of the ships lost in this

period were sunk by submarine. (Figures 32-

34).

JAPANESE COUNTERMEASURES
The Japanese apparently went into the war

without providing adequately for the vulner-

ability of their merchant marine to attack. In

the early months of the war, merchant vessels

were not armed, and no effective convoy system
was in use. Until about March 1944 there were
only about 25 vessels regularly assigned to con-

voy escort duty. An additional 40 subchasers

too small for open-water sailing were distrib-

uted among the various naval bases for local

defense. Convoying was not regularly begun
until 1943 and then only on the Singapore run.

But escort was provided to some degree, at

least in the southern area, early in the war.

What few convoying ships there were were
stepchildren of the Navy, wornout vessels that

were no longer of use to the fleet. The great

bulk of the ships went unescorted. Each naval

base was responsible for the safety of ships

passing through its area of operation and ship

captains were required to check with the local
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Navy control office for information concerning

the presence of Allied submarines. The only

protection afforded, however, were such patrols

as the local commander might feel inclined to

make. Apparently for the purpose of mutual

rescue, the plan of traveling in groups, even

when unescorted, was adopted. The real, im-

portant and dire necessity of effective convoy

of merchant ships did not become apparent to

the Japanese until the first months of 1944.

Then in rapid succession regular convoy routes

were established to Saipan, Manila, Saigon,

North Borneo, and Formosa. At the same time

a large expansion in the convoy escort fleet was
begun and by the end of 1944 the number of

vessels regularly assigned to such duty had in-

creased to more than 150.

The effectiveness of this belated effort was
low. The most glaring shortcoming was in tech-

nical equipment. Sound and electronic devices

for detecting submarines were almost entirely

absent in the beginning. Merchant vessels trav-

eling alone during the first 2 years of the war
were sitting ducks for any sort of attack; no

deck guns or antiaircraft guns were provided.

Ships' officers and crews were not trained or

given any indoctrination in anti-submarine

tactics, and all vessels were allowed to navigate

between all ports independently according to

the captain's discretion. No centralized system

of disseminating information about submarines

and other hazards existed. When the arming of

merchant vessels began early in 1943, the most
ridiculous strategems were employed. Ships in

the service of the Navy got top priority on

naval guns, while the Army was frequently re-

ported to be equipping its ships with field guns

on wheels. Ships operated by the shipping con-

trol association received the least attention of

all and were reported to have been driven to

the installation of wooden guns to achieve at

least the appearance of armament. Air cover

for merchant convoys, when provided, was in-

adequate and poorly organized. No carrier es-

corts were ever provided, and poor liaison ex-

isted between land-based air headquarters and
convoys. The construction of special convoy

vessels was not even begun until the end of

1942 after the submarine attack had already

reached serious proportions. By the time con-

voying began, the merchant fleet had suffered

such serious damage already that the collections

of merchant and escort ships assembled into a
convoy were usually unsuited for travel to-

gether. Fast ships sacrificed their speed to

match the slowest; ships with long cruising

radius had to put into port while ships with

lesser fuel capacity refueled ; staunch seawor-

thy merchant ships had to seek shelter and wait

out storms which their less seaworthy escorts

could not weather.

In spite of all the most intensive efforts of

whicli the Japanese were capable in convoying,

effective protection was impossible in the open

sea. The short, straight-line routes between var-

ious empire points therefore had to be aban-

doned, and by the middle of 1944 all convoys

were hugging the coastline wherever possible to

stay in shallow waters beyond the range of sub-

marines and within range of whatever land-

based air protection was available. They even

began to abandon night operations as being too

dangerous from the point of view of submarine
exposure.

The combination of all of the shortcomings of

the Japanese convoy system and practices and
the hindrances of ever-increasing Allied air and
undersea attack very seriously impeded the

movement of shipping In the early days of the

war, a one-way trip between Japan and Singa-

pore required less than ten days. In the latter

part of 1944 these trips sometimes took as long

as 24 days. Countermeasures adopted by the

convoys against submarines, hugging the China
coastline and limiting their travel to daytime,

only played into the hands of the Fourteenth

AF in China. Following coastal waters to avoid

submarines took shipping into shallow waters

where mine laying by aircraft was feasible. No
strategem was successful against all forms of

attack, and every effort made by the Japanese

to improve their position was countered by
heavier and increasing attacks by the Allied

forces.

Various convey routes were maintained by
the Japanese in the face of all attacks. In spite

of incredible losses, their network of routes

reached a maximum in mid-1944 and was pro-

gressively abandoned during the succeeding 12

months. Figure 45, reproduced from a chart

provided by the Japanese Navy, gives a rough
idea of when and why various routes were aban-

doned. The route to the Marshall Islands was
abandoned in December 1943 on account of the
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carrier raid that month. The route from Truk

to Rabaul was abandoned the same month in the

face of air attack from the Solomons and New
Guinea. After the February and March 1944

raids against Truk and Palau, the routes from

Palau to Truk and New Guinea were abandoned

in March as the Japanese fleet was withdrawn

from Truk and the task of reinforcing New
Guinea from Palau became hopeless.

INDEX FOR CHART OF JAPANESE
CONVOY ROUTES

Figure 45.—Date and reason for termination of

convoy operations

1. Truk to Marshalls-Abandoned December 1943 on

account of carrier raids.

2. Truk to Rabatd—December 1943, on account of

Cape Gloucester landings and the menace of land-based

planes.

3. Palati to Hollandia-Jsinuairy 1944, on account of

menace of landbased planes.

4. Direct route, Moji to Shanghai - Convoy opera-

tions abandoned January 1944; escorts transferred to

Japan-Formosa run. Ships on this route traveled unes-

corted thereafter.

5. Palau to Truk— February 1944, on account of car-

rier raid and abandonment of Truk as fleet base. (No

more need for Borneo oil.)

6. Direct Route from Japan to Fata?/—Abandoned

March 1944. In order to meet increasing submarine

menace with insufficient number of ocean escorts, it be-

came necessary to concentrate ocean escorts to fewer

and more indispensable lanes, and this lane was aban-

doned to save escorts for other communication lines,

e.g., the lines in the East China Sea and the South

China Sea as well as a newly initiated line between

Formosa and Palau to be substituted for this old line.

7. Morotai to Biak—May 1944, occupation of Biak.

8. Surabaya to Ambon — May 1944, abandoned on

account of menace of land-based planes from Biak.

9. Saipan to Truk—June 1944, occupation of Saipan.

10. Saipan to Palau — June 1944, occupation of

Saipan.

11. Japan to Saipan — June 1944, occupation of

Saipan.

12. Balikpapan to Manila—June 1944, abandoned on

account of excessive submarine menace in the Sulu and

Celebes Seas.

13. Direct route, Takao to Palau—Ju\y 1944, pro-

tection of Palau convoys transferred to Manila fleet

headquarters; convoys routed Formosa to Palau via

Manila.

14. Manila to Poiau—Abandoned August 1944, ex-

pected occupation of Palau.

15. Davao to Palau — Abandoned August 1944, ex-

pected occupation of Palau.

16. Balikpapan to Pataw—Abandoned August 1944,

expected occupation of Palau.

17. Takao to Hainan Island—August 1944, shipping

tonnage declined much. Bottoms for iron ore were trans-

ferred for carriage of bauxite which was more needed.

18. Hongkong to Hainan — August 1944, shipping
needed more urgently on Singapore run.

19. Davao to Halmahera—September 1944, occupa-
tion of Morotai.

20. Manila to Saigon—September 1944, abandoned
"to transfer escorts to more important routes which
had felt shortage of escorts."

21. Singapore to Madan— October 1944, submarines
in Malacca Strait shortage of tankers.

22. Saigon to Mm—November 1944, "to save escort

vessels."

23. Miri to Manila—'November 1944, "harassed by
shore-based enemy planes" from Leyte; anticipation of

heavier losses.

24. Singapore to Balikpapan—November 1944, air

raids from Morotai.

25. Surabaya to Balikpapan — November 1944, air

raids from Morotai.

26. Manila to Ormoc and Dat^ao—November 1944,

"Leyte proved unsustainable."

27. Singapore to Miri—January 1945, shortage of

tankers; Miri unnecessary; menaced by shore-based

planes from Morotai anchorage difficult on account of

sunken ships.

28. Singapore to Rangoon— Shipping driven close in

shore by submarines in the Andaman Sea; abandoned

January 1945.

29. Takao to Hongkong — Abandoned in February

1945 to save merchant shipping, and because the forti-

fication of Hongkong was finished.

30. Shanghai to Takao — Abandoned in February

1945 to save merchant shipping, and because the forti-

fication of Hongkong was finished.

31. Moji to TaA-ao-Abandoned in February 1945 to

save merchant shipping, and because the fortification of

Hongkong was finished.

32. Takao to Singapore — March 1945, on account

of the expected imminent occupation of Formosa or

Okinawa.

34. Tokyo to the Bonins—March 1945, on account of

expected losses from land planes on Iwo Jima.

35. Tokyo to Osaka—March 1945, on account of ex-

pected losses from land planes on Iwo Jima.

36. Moji to Tsing tao—Abandoned June 1945 on ac-

count of land planes from Okinawa.

37. Moji to Dairen—Abandoned June 1945 on ac-

count of land planes from Okinawa.

38. Roundabout route, Moji to Shanghai via the

Yellow Sea—Abandoned June 1945.

39. Surabaya to Kendari—Never abandoned.

40. Singapore to Surabaya— Never abandoned.

41. Singapore to Palembang—Airplane mines recur-

rent menace after summer of 1944 sailings interrupted

occasionally but never abandoned.

42. Singapore to Saigon— Never abandoned.

43. Tokyo to Muroran — Never abandoned; more

shipping diverted elsewhere; balance protected by anti-

submarine mine barrage.

44. Otaru to Paramushiru—Never abandoned.

45. Niigata to Rashin—Never abandoned.

46. Maizuru to Genzan—Never abandoned.

47. Moji to Genzan-Never abandoned.
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Occupation of Saipan in June 1944 caused

the abandonment of routes from Japan and

Palau to Saipan. In March 1944 direct com-

munication between Japan and Palau was
abandoned because of the shortage of escort

vessels ; all traffic was routed via Formosa to

take advantage of the main Japanese-Singa-

pore convoy system. Between March and June

Palau-bound ships formed part of Singapore

convoys as far south as Keelung in Formosa, at

which point they broke off under separate es-

cort for Palau. Though that routing almost

halved the distance for which separate escort

was required, the saving was still insufficient

and in July Palau-bound ships continued south-

bound as far as Manila, crossed through the

Philippines and sailed almost due east to Palau.

The direct routes from Manila and from the

Borneo oil fields to Palau were abandoned only

when Palau was occupied. The direct route be-

tween Manila and Balikpapan through the Sulu

Sea was abandoned in June 1944 on account of

the increasing submarine danger in the Celebes

Sea. In September 1944 direct communication

between Saigon and Manila was abandoned on

account of the shortage of escort vessels. In the

same month convoy communication between

Formosa and the Hainan iron mines was aban-

doned entirely on account of a general shortage

of bottoms. In November 1944 direct communi-

cations between the north Borneo oil fields and

Saigon was abandoned on account of the short-

age of escort vessels, and for the rest of the

year ships going from Miri to Japan first went

south along the Borneo coast to Singapore

where they joined the Japan-bound convoys. In

the same month communication from Borneo to

Manila was interrupted because it was "har-

assed by shore-based enemy planes," this in

spite of the fact that 12 vessels were sunk off

north Borneo by submarines in October and

November as compared with three by planes.

The year 1944 ended with the Japanese re-

taining only a tenuous foothold in Luzon. The
remaining merchant marine, reduced by this

time to a little over two and a half million tons

(of which nearly a third were tankers), was
engaged largely in frantic efforts to reinforce

garrisons in Formosa and along the China

coast where the next attack was expected, and

in trying to bring in to Japan last-minute im-

ports of vital goods from the southern area. All

communications with the southern area were
limited to roundabout and devious voyages down
the China coast from Formosa to Hainan and
down the coast of French Indo-China to the

Gulf of Siam.

Efficiency of Marine Transportation

The various hindering effects of the convoy

system, aggravated by all of the other manifold

symtoms of war, such as the slowdown and
congestion in ports, gradually reduced the ef-

fectiveness of the available Japanese merchant
fleet during the war. The Japanese measure of

vessel efficiency was a factor called "kakoritsu."

This factor was computed by dividing actual

cargo carried (in metric tons) in a given time

period by the cargo-carrying capacity of ships

in use during that period in that particular

service. The following tables, though inade-

quate and incomplete, will serve to indicate the

gradual decline in efficiency of shipping

:

Kakoritsu Factors

Period



Merchant Marine Crews

At the beginning- of the war Japan had a

highly trained and efficient personnel aboard its

merchant ships. On kisen there were about

16,000 officers and 60,000 crew (something over

0.01 man per gross ton). Kihansen crews

amounted to about 45,000 officers and 77,000

crew. The crew problem during the war was

largely in kisen on account of their greater ex-

posure and loss to the hazards of war. During

the war, casualties to crews of kisen were as

follows

:

Type of

action



I began to think that the war was lost." His

reason for that conclusion was stated as "the

fact that few or no ships were able to arrive at

their destination safely." When quei'ied as to

his reaction to the fact that Japan's shipping

balance had begun to decline early in 1942, he

replied, "I didn't believe the actual state of af-

fairs. I believed in the statements of Japanese

imperial headquarters that Japan was winning

the war. I actually knew the merchant fleet was
becoming smaller and smaller, but I liked to be-

lieve in the statements issued by Japanese im-

perial headquarters that Japan was winning the

war against America."

In the latter part of the war there were also

considerable crew troubles in manning kihansen

as these small vessels were coming off the ways
in such large numbers and had to have a cer-

tain proportion of competent personnel.

Japan ended the war with about 8,000 of-

ficers and 42,000 men on kisen (0.07 men per

gross ton) and 34,000 officers and 60,000 men
on kihansen. The relative ineff'ectiveness of

manpower on kihansen can be illustrated by the

April 1945 ration of about 20 tons of cargo han-

dled per man in kisen as against about 6 tons

per man in kihansen.

Steel Shipbuilding

The shipbuilding industry in Japan at the

beginning of the war was primarily devoted to

naval construction. Combatant ships had top

priority in 1941 and well into 1942. The Navy
had the pick of shipyard capacity for this pur-

pose and had no interest in merchant ship con-

struction. The latter was under the control of

the Ministry of Transport, and they had to be

content with such shipyard capacity as the

Navy was not using. Merchant shipbuilding

sufl"ered and after reaching a peak of 374,000

tons in 1937, declined steadily to 210,000 tons

in 1941 (Figure 20). In 1942 construction still

lagged ; only 214,000 tons were built in the first

II months—this in spite of the fact that in this

same period 880,000 tons of ships were sunk.

However, the urgency of the situation be-

came apparent to Japan's leaders early in the

year, and the Navy took over all vessel con-

struction, combatant and non-combatant, in the

summer of 1942. The reorganization of the in-

dustry took some time, and the effect was not

felt in shipbuilding until November. Beginning

in November 1942 the shipbuilding index shot
up rapidly. Assuming the 1941 rate of produc-
tion as 100, it had only increased to 113 by
October 1942. In November this index of pro-

duction stood at 147. By February of 1943 it

had increased to 210.

Up to this time merchant shipbuilding in

Japan had been retarded, primarily by the top
priority of naval shipbuilding, but also by the
lack of imagination and failure to expand ship-

yard capacity. Maximum production was lim-

ited to about the same tonnages as were
achieved in World War I. It was not until

March 1943 when Japan had already lost a mil-

lion and a quarter tons in the war, when her
serviceable merchant fleet, in spite of large con-

quests, was reduced 71/0 percent below its Pearl
Harbor size and when sinkings were occuring
at the rate of about 125,000 tons a month, that
any really ambitious merchant shipbuilding
plan was inaugurated. This plan called for an
expansion of shipyard capacity beyond the pre-

vious approximate maximum of one-half mil-

lion tons a year to reach a goal of 1,400,000

tons in 1944. Under the impetus of this plan
construction increased rapidly (Table 46). The
shipbuilding index rose to 272 by May, 357 by
August, and 392 in November, 1943. Deliveries

increased from 20,000 tons in April to 60,000
tons in August and 96,000 tons in November.
Japan was making an all-out effort to adjust

her replacement effort to match her losses. How-
ever, it was a losing battle. Total ship construc-

tion in 1943 was only 769,000 tons compared
with 1,803,000 tons of ships sunk. Replacement
was less than 45 percent of losses. Eventual
culmination of this situation could only be dis-

aster, and the Japanese apparently belatedly

realized the seriousness of the situation.

At the same time that the far-flung though
ineffectual convoy system was planned and in-

augurated, an even more ambitious construc-

tion program was undertaken in December
1943, calling for the production of nearly

2,000,000 tons of merchant ships in 1944. The
production index rose to 591 in January 1944,

nearly six times the 1941 rate. That month the

industry reached its peak. Yard capacity was
probably reached and certainly the consumption
of steel was about all that the hard-pressed

steel industry could maintain. (Production of

steel had passed the peak the month before.)
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During 1944 Japan devoted about one-third of

her steel production to merchant shipbuilding.

At about this time the loss of tankers had

brought the tanker situation into the limelight

for the first time. Although Japan started the

war with a comparatively small fleet of 575,000

tons (not counting fleet oilers) and had added

only 275,000 tons by construction in 1942 and

1943, her tankers had been singularly immune
from attack during this period (largely because

of their comparatively high speed and distance

Figure A6.—Japanese merchant ship construction
during the war

(Monthly deliveries in gross tons—ships over 500 tons)

Month
and year
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program was well underway and constituted

83 percent of all merchant ship production. In

1944 the industry was 97 percent devoted to

the production of standard-type ships. How-
ever, by their own admission, the Japanese

were never quite able to master the mass pro-

duction of large merchant ships, and although

the results were remarkable, by Japanese stand-

ards, the volume as shown above fell far short

of the goal. Even more important, the quality

of vessels produced suffered very considerably

from the haste and hysteria which character-

ized the program. Harbor officials and ship

captains tell monotonously similar stories of in-

cessant breakdown of machinery at sea and

cargo gear in port. Furthermore, in the inter-

ests of simplicity and speed of construction, ev-

ery possible feature that could be dispensed

with was abandoned. Bulkheads were mini-

mized, double bottoms were eliminated. The net

result made the product even more vulnerable

to submarine, air, and mine attack. The likeli-

hood of a hit resulting in a sinking was greatly

increased.

During 1942 the emphasis in construction

was on middle-sized ships between 1,000 and

6,000 tons, and 73 percent of the tonnage pro-

duced was in this tonnage range. In 1943 the

production of the E-type (830-ton ships) was

stimulated, and about 70 of these ships

were produced. E-type ships were the only size

in which the Japanese were able successfully to

apply mass-production assembly-line methods.

Four special yards were built just to produce

these ships. Some additional construction in the

large A-type (6,800 ton ships) was accom-

plished, but the bulk of construction was still

in the 1,000-6,000-ton range, 64 percent. Begin-

ning early in 1944 the production of "E" ships

was stepped up as well as production of "A"
ships. In this year 266 E-type cargo ships were

built and 83 A-type cargo ships against only 92

of all other sizes. However, the large numbers
of "E" ships are deceptive until the tonnages

are examined and it is seen that the great fleet

of "E" ships constituted only 24 percent of the

tonnage built, while the smaller number of large

"A" ships accounted for 51 percent. Although

the construction of "E" ships was continued

vigorously in 1945, the emphasis was shifted

to "A" ships, and in that year "A" ships, the

more efficient unit, constituted 66 percent of

the tonnage produced.

The size of ships the Japanese built was sig-

nificant in several ways. The smaller the ship,

the poorer the target it offers and the more at-

tacks are necessary to secure comparable dam-
age to the merchant marine. However, at the

same time, the smaller the ship, the greater the

investment in national effort and resources, and
the greater the cost in fuel and manpower and
all other contingent factors, in each ton of

freight handled. It is apparent that in addition

to the assembly-line production possibilities

mentioned above, the abortive emphasis on E-

type ships in late 1943 and 1944 was the result

of an attempt to spread the tai'get and mini-

mize the effect of each torpedo and bomb reach-

ing a Japanese ship. However, the Japanese

must early have seen that the disadvantage of

greater cost and lesser effectiveness of these

small ships offset the advantage of their being

a poorer target and shifted the emphasis in

1943 to the larger, more efficient A-type.

Increased Use and Construction of Kihansen

In addition to these efforts to preserve and

augment her oceangoing fleet, Japan early

planned to increase her kihansen strength in

order to free the greatest number of kisen for

the long hauls. In March 1942, all kihansen over

150 grt were transferred to control of the ship-

ping control association, which in turn dele-

gated their operation to 16 operating com-

panies. (In November 1943 kihansen in the

home islands between 50 and 150 grt also were

transferred to the shipping control association.)

At the same time an expanded program of ki-

hansen construction was instituted along lines

similar to those established for kisen. Standard

designs wei'e prepared, priorities in labor and

material were established and an organization

was ci'eated to coordinate orders and requisi-

tions by the shipyards (Figure 48).

Like most other Japanese plans, results fell

short of expectations. The standard designs

were not too satisfactory, labor and material

shortages appeared despite the priorities, and

inexperience and corruption on the part of

many shipyards seriously affected the perform-

ance of the ships built. Green lumber, green

castings and inexperienced supervisors resulted

in poor ships. While subsequent emphasis on

quality instead of quantity effected marked:
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improvement in performance, the efficiency

of these ships remained far below that of

the larger vessels.

A report of the total mobilization bureau

summarizes the situation: "Transportation pro-

vided by kihansen was lower than planned be-

cause of delays in the completion of kihansen,

their continued inoperative condition, the de-

crease in number of kihansen mobilized, and the

shortage of fuel." Planned and actual produc-

tion of kihansen

:

Fiscal year
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struction. Further, although the southern area

was rich in oil, sufficient shipping could not be

spared for its local distribution, and front line

operation even of the few boats available was
seriously curtailed. By 1944 the situation had
become so acute that even with top priority

on available local shipping it had not been pos-

sible to move two divisions from the Ambon
area to Singapore in six months' time.

ARMY-NAVY Vs. CIVILIAN SHIPPING

Pearl Harbor to Guadalcanal.—As described

elsewliere, one of the most important features

of the Japanese preparations for war was a

very intensive requisitioning of ships by the

Army and Navy. This activity began in earnest

in July 1941, and in the 5 months preceding

Pearl Harbor 2i/-> million tons of civilian ship-

ping, tlie cream of the merchant marine, were
taken by the Army and Navy. Japan entered

the war with her merchant fleet distributed ap-

proximately as follows: Army, 2,163,000 tons;

Navy, 1,899,000 tons; civilian, 1,934,000 tons.

The approximate size of these various fleets

during the war is shown in Figure 49. In the

opening months of the war the Army and
Navy fleets were devoted entirely to operational

uses, and the movement of essential goods for

the people and industries in Japan had to be

performed by the very much reduced fleet

available to civilian control. It was understood

and well known by all concerned that this ton-

nage for civilian use was entirely inadequate

to meet the needs of the Japanese economy. It

was therefore expected and promised that the

bulk of the 21/0 million tons taken by the mili-

tary in the latter part of 1941 would be returned

to civilian control immediately after the com-
pletion of the initial plan of conquest. This ex-

pectation is further evidence of the wishful

thinking of the Japanese that they were not

about to engage in a long war but a quick, pain-

less, and uncontested occupation of the terri-

toiies they sought.

At what point in the war the Japanese were
awakened to reality is hard to estimate, but it

was plain early in 1942 that the return of any
substantial portion of the 21/2 million tons was
out of the question. Two factors operated to

prevent this. The ease with which the initial

military successes were gained encouraged the

741066 0—47—5

Japanese to improvise an extension of the orig-

inal occupation plan calling for further unan-
ticipated committments farther and farther
afield, increasing in geometric proportion their
need for bottoms. At the same time the damage
suffered by the merchant marine exceeded all

expectation. In the first 4 months of the war
the Army and Navy together suffered sinkings
and serious damage totalling nearly 700,000
tons of shipping (Figui'e 28).

In the face of these events the program of
returning ships to civilian control was so re-

duced as to be almost ineflrective. The Navy
made no real effort to return any ships to the
civilians. On the contrary, during the first nine
months of the war the Navy requisitioned 295,-

000 additional tons, while releasing only 55,000
tons (mostly damaged or unsuited to Naval
service). The net loss to the naval service from
the civilian pool was about 240,000 tons. During
the same period the Army, which apparently
had quite an ample fleet as of Pearl Harbor,
only requisitioned two more ships. Beginning
in April, "because of the termination of the op-
eration of the first period," the Army made a
determined effort for 5 months to get ships
back to the civilian pool. About 721,000 tons
were released.

Meanwhile in accordance with the over-all

plan to begin the movement of essential raw
materials from the southeni area back to Japan,
a gesture was made by the Army toward util-

izing some of the space in their ships returning
from Singapore. After April 1942, a total of

some 460,000 gross tons of shipping space was
utilized this way. This amounted to an esti-

mated 85-90 percent of the Army cargo space
returning from areas where civilian shipments
for Japan were waiting to be loaded.

Between the Army and Navy requisitioning

and releasing, the civilian cargo shipping pool

made a gain from Pearl Harbor to Guadalcanal
of 550,000 tons. At the same time war losses

from the civilian pool (not yet subjected to

heavy attack) were considerably less than those
sustained by the fleets of the services. In the
first nine months of the war the civilian ship-

ping pool lost only about 209,000 tons of cargo
ships sunk or seriously damaged. Meanwhile
the product of the shipyards was almost en-

tirely allocated to the civilian pool where the

shortage of bottoms was most acute. A total of
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181,000 tons was built in this period. The ap-

proximate arithmetic of the factors contribut-

ing to the size of the civilian shipping pool is

summarized herewith.

Pearl Harbor to Guadalcanal

[Tons of Cargo and Transport Ships]

Navy requisitions —192,162

Navy releases + 35,649

Army requisitions —11,402

Army releases +721,380

Civilian shipping sunk —107,013

New construction +181,662

Captures +561,180

Approximate net gain to civilian

shipping pool +1,189,294

This first phase of the war, therefore, al-

though it resulted in an over-all reduction in the

Japanese merchant fleet, left the civilian ship-

ping pool in a vastly improved condition with

about 2i/o million tons of serviceable cargo ship-

ping under the control of the shipping control

association. This was the peak of their fleet.

The Repercussions of Guadalcanal.—The re-

verses at Guadalcanal and the shipping lost by

the Army and Navy in prolonged eff'orts to

throw back the first dent made in their line,

(Figure 29) was the beginning of the end of

the civilian merchant marine. During the next

phase of the war, from September 1942 through

March 1943, the civilian shipping pool lost heav-

ily. In November and December the Army
requisitioned moderate numbers of ships to re-

place their own losses which were becoming

considerable. Neither the Army nor the Navy
released any considerable number of ships, and

it is to be assumed that those to be released

were more in the nature of rejects. Meanwhile,

civilian shipping losses mounted, and while the

rate of new construction had also begun to

rise under the stimulus of Navy management

in the fall of 1942, the net result was a terrific

loss to the civilian cargo shipping pool as sum-

marized herewith:

September 19i2 through March 19U3
[Tons of CarKo and Transport Ships]

Army requisitions ... : —515,599

Army releases +4,422

Navy requisitions —173,162

Navy releases +28,065

Civilian shipping sunk ..-. —191,791

New construction +192,042

Captures +77,741

Approximate net loss to civilian

cargo shipping pool —578,282

At the very time that the need for Guadal-

canal reinforcement was greatest, the growing
necessity for increasing southern area imports

was felt. In this see-saw of conflicting needs the

Army reluctantly transferred to Formosa and
the Philippines (where they could do double

duty in hauling military goods out and return-

ing with civilian necessities) ships which might
have been used for the evacuation of the Sol-

omon's garrisons.

These disasters left the shipping control asso-

ciation in the spring of 1943 with about 1,800,-

000 tons of serviceable cargo ships, little more
than the "temporarily" reduced fleet with which

they began the war. The plans and potential-

ities of the Japanese war eff'ort, depending en-

tirely on shipping as a measure of their capa-

bilities, had been held in check by the shortage

of civilian shipping from the start. The direc-

tors of this pool had submitted patiently to the

extravagant requisitioning of tonnage on the

eve of war on the promise that the bulk of their

tonnage would quickly be returned to the nor-

mal channels of supplying the wants of indus-

try and the people. When this did not happen as

rapidly as expected in the opening phase of the

war, they were nevertheless content, as a very

substantial improvement over Pearl Harbor was

made. However, the disaster in the Solomons

combined with the steady attrition elsewhere

put an entirely new face on the situation. The

shipping control association found its fleet not

increasing slowly, but shrinking disastrously

toward the irreducible minimum with which

they entered the war. The seriousness of the

situation was such that the civilian leaders

were able to prevail upon the war council to

limit the tonnage of the military and effect an

immediate transfer of ships to the shipping con-

trol association. An arbitrary ceiling of 1,150,-

000 tons was placed on the size of the Army's

cargo fleet (a drastic and significant reduction

from the 2,150,000 tons with which the Army
began the war). In line with this decision the

Army immediately returned to the civilian ship

ping pool something in the neighborhood of

180,000 tons. For the next ten months the

Army took as a share of new construction only

enough to compensate for losses. The Navy was

apparently able to avoid this arbitrary reallo-

cation of ships. No significant releases were

made by the Navy at this time.
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1943: The Beginning of Disintegration

Meanwhile losses from all causes to tlie ships

of tlie Army, Navy and sliipping control asso-

ciation continued to mount disastrously as more
and more submarines ]iatroled the Japanese sea

lanes. In the summer and fall of 1943, Army
and Navy requisitions took increasingly large

portions of the available shipping. Combined
Army and Navy losses in the last 7 months of

this year were in the neighborhood of 750,000

tons. In partial compensation both services req-

uisitioned all the chips they could get their

hands on in the face of mounting resistance by
the civilian forces in the government. Having
control of the siiipbuilding industry, the Navy
fared somewhat better in getting new ships

than did the Army. Meanwhile, the Navy made
substantial releases of tankers during the pe-

riod, not so much because they were damaged
or unserviceable, but more probably because of

the shift in administration of the oil-importing

fleet. Army and Navy requisitions of cargo

ships nearly equaled the total output of the

shipyards so that the net results to the civilian

shipping pool was approximately equal to their

losses.

April through December 1943
[Tons of Cargo and Transport Ships]

Navy requisitions — 264,475

Navy releases +27,402
Army requisitions — 173,296

Army releases (180,000 tons in April) +196,912
New construction +385,126
Civilian losses—sunk —496,695
Captures : +73,121

Approximate net loss to civilian

cargo fleet —251,905

Thus we find that in spite of the pressure

which was put on the government in the spring

and the bi'ief resultant flurry of solicitude for

the needs of civilian shipping, the year 1943

closed with the civilian cargo pool reduced to

less than two million tons afloat and only about

1,500,000 tons in a serviceable condition.

During this year new factors began to inter-

fere with the Army's ability to return raw ma-
terials from the southern area. With the insti-

tution of the convoy system the urgent desire

to maintain schedules frequently resulted in

curtailment of loading to meet convoy sailing

dates. As a result, not only were Army ships

diverted from the Singapore run to meet the

tactical needs of succeeding campaigns, but the

average utilization of Army cargo space return-

ing from Singai^ore dropped to about 80 per-

cent. During 1943 not more than 90,000 gross

tons of Army shijiping all told participated in

the return movement of "mobilization goods."

In the latter part of 1943 and early 1944 a

typical Japanese paradox existed in the declin-

ing utilization of the few Army ships in a po-

sition to bring in "mobilization goods," while at

the same time the shipping control association

was urging the overloading of civilian ships and
in March 1944 instituted special bonuses for

extra loading of heavy cargo and for deck load-

ing of ships carrying light bulky cargo in order

to utilize available dead-weight capacity. Bo-

nuses were also provided for extra fast trips,

cleaning of ships bottoms and boilers, and other

measures tending to increase the transport ca-

pacity of ships on hand. In July 1944 the max-
imum load line on all civilian ships was raised,

and ship owners were directed to remove all

miscellaneous weight on board within the lim-

its of safe navigation.

1944: The Breakdown of the Three Separate Fleets

The year 1944 saw the Allied attack against

shipping reach its peak. In February alone when
submarine sinkings reached a new high of a

quarter of a million tons in one month and car-

rier planes sank 186,000 tons of shipping at

Truk, a total of over one-lialf million tons of

shipping was sent to the bottom. Under the im-

pact of these terrific blows the orderly system
of requisitioning and releasing and attempting
to maintain order in each of three separate

autonomous fleets began to disintegrate. After
February the Army was no longer able to main-
tain its cherished ceiling of 1,150,000 tons

which, in the face of all losses, it had held for

ten months. The Truk, Palau and Saipan air

action supplementing the ever-increasing sub-

marine activity had eliminated the possibility

of any orderly maintenance of separate fleet

status. In the first eight months of 1944, prior to

the opening of the Philippine action, a total of

2,300,000 tons of shipping was sunk. In the face

of such colossal losses, even the tremendous
new construction in the same eight months of

over 1,000,000 tons of ships left a deficit so

great that any attempt equitably to distribute

the loss between Army, Navy, and civilian fleets

was impossible. However, the power of the
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shipping control association in the government

had so increased that they were able to keep a

lion's share of the new construction and absorb

a comparatively small share of the net loss. The

first of September 1944 found the serviceable

cargo fleet of the shipping control association

still in excess of 1,100,000 tons, about 79 per-

cent as big as it was on Pearl Harbor day,

whereas the Army and Navy cargo and trans-

port fleets had shrunk under the impact of

attack and civilian demands at home to 28 per-

cent and 43 percent respectively, of their Pearl

Harbor tonnages.

January through August 19U
[Tons of Carco and Transport Ships]

Navy requisitions — 303,661

Navy releases +4,941

Army requisitions —269,263

Army releases - +11,353

Civilian losses—sunk —436,557

New construction +721,447

Captures +20,483

Net loss to civilian cargo pool —251,257

During the summer of 1944 the Marianas

campaign interrupted the Army's efforts to sup-

plement civilian shipping imports, but after the

campaign was abandoned, attention was again

concentrated on coordinating the joint task of

supply and import between Japan, Formosa, the

Philippines, and the southern areas. In this the

dwindling Army fleet was assisted by the tem-

porary diversion of 200,000 tons of civilian ship-

ping from the inner zone. From July to Septem-

ber Ai-my, Navy and civilian ships cooperated

in carrying troops and supplies to the Philip-

pines and in bringing back urgently needed raw

materials.

The importance attached to the attempt to

make the Army and Navy fleets do double duty

appears in the report of the total mobilization

bureau at the end of 1944 in the statement that

"the amount of assistance from 'A' and 'B'

shipping directly afltected the progress of the

war." Their relatively minor contribution to the

"mobilization of goods" is shown in the follow-

ing table

:
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three-fourths million tons of all merchant ships

afloat, of wiiich only about 75 percent were in

serviceable condition. The utmost efforts were
made to use Army and Navy ships for move-
ment of vital imports, and civilian ships were
temporarily devoted to military service as

needed. As early as the late summer of 1944

the civilian branch of the government had been

pressing for the consolidation of all shipping

services under one authority, but the Army
and Navy, enjoying the special privileges per-

taining to the armed services, resisted these at-

tempts, and nothing was accomplished in 1944.

Submarine Transport

Beginning with her defeat in the Solomon's

campaign Japan realized an increasing need

for transport submarines. As allied air strength

in the Solomons area increased, reinforcement

of those garrisons by surface vessel became
impossible, and the Army appealed to the Navy
for submarine transportation. The Navy op-

posed such use of her underseas fleet since Ja-

pan had no specially designed submarines for

cargo carrying and the use of combat-type

ships would seriously reduce the striking power
of the submarine force. Navy opposition was
overcome, however, as the need for such trans-

port became increasingly apparent.

During 1943 ordinary combat submarines
were used with a cargo capacity not much over

100 tonsi, but in 1944 and 1945 one-half of the

submarine building capacity was devoted to the

construction of specially designed transport

submarines, some of which could carry over

1,000 tons of cargo2.

During the course of the war submarines
were used to supply the garrisons on New
Guinea, Truk, Rabaul, the Marshalls, Wake,
Nauru, Ocean, Marcus and other Pacific islands

cut off by the Allied advance. In the closing

' months of the war elaborate plans were made
for blockade-running of oil and other critical

materials from the southern area to Japan by
transport submarine but the Navy considered

the results to be achieved negligible, and only

two trips were actually made.

* The larger part of this had to be carried in waterproof con-
tainers fastened outside the hull.

^ Twenty-four of these ships were built during 1944 and 1945,
one of 2,690 tons, 13 of 1,470 tons and 10 of 370 tons. Some of
these ships were built specifically for the Army and some soldiers
were sent for training to Navy submarine schools.

A separate phase of submarine transport con-

sisted of the exchange of Japanese rubber, gold,

tin and other eastern commodities for German
technical plans, models and critical electronic

items by long-range cargo submarines. At-

tempts were made early in the war to run the

Allied blockade between Germany and Japan by
fast surface vessel but the results were so un-

satisfactory that after 1943 German-Japanese
traffic was limited to submarine transport, 5 or

6 Japanese and probably about a dozen German
submarines being used. Three of four of the

Japanese submarines and a larger number of

the GeiTnan submarines engaged in this traflic

were sunk, most of them by Allied submarines.

Early in 1945 Japan tried to persuade Germany
to devote the larger part of its submarine fleet

to this traffic but Germany refused to divert

her long-range submarines from offensive op-

erations against Allied shipping.

Diversion of Traffic from Ships to the Railroads

By the latter part of 1942 the failure of the

Army and Navy to return to civilian use a sub-

stantial portion of the shipping "temporarily"

requisitioned for the initial war campaigns re-

inforced by the additional requisitions compel-
led by the losses in the Guadalcanal campaign,
finally convinced the Japanese that any hope of

immediate large increase in shipping available

for handling industrial imports was vain. In

an effort to alleviate this continuing shortage,

the policy of shifting bulk traffic from water to

rail haul was initiated and applied with increas-

ing emphasis throughout the war (Figure 50,

A and B).

This transfer generalized itself into two broad
categories: (1) The all-rail haul of commodities
from origin point to destination in place of the

former method of rail movement to the nearest

port for a water haul to a port near the desti-

nation where the freight was then transferred

to the rails for the remaining movement; and
(2) the unloading of ships at ports considerably

distant from the consuming area and their fur-

ther movement by rail to the latter areas. The
most important phases of this activity are de-

scribed in detail herewith.

Freight Traffic Between Hokkaido and Honshu

In describing freight traffic between Hok-
kaido and Honshu during the war it is conven-
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Figure 51.—Coa! shipments from



June 1943) to 59.5 percent (January-March

1945). Shipments from the neighboring port of

Hakodate were inconsequential.

The second most important loading port was
Otaru, which, for the entire war period ac-

counted for 32 percent of total sliipments. While
the quarter-to-quarter changes in this percent-

age were wide, making it difficult to establish

a trend, it is clear that although sliipments

from this port declined in absolute terms they

declined less rapidly than total shipments from
the island. (It should be noted that Otaru, on

the west coast of Hokkaido, was relatively free

from submarine blockade.) Thus, in the first

five months of 1945, shipments from Otaru
were 71 percent as large as they were in the

first 6 months of the war, but in the later pe-

riod they accounted for 38 percent of total ship-

ments and in the earlier period for 26 percent

of total shipments.

Kushiro, the Hokkaido port most exposed to

submarine attack, was the port from which
shipments declined most rapidly. At the begin-

ning of the war they totalled about 350,000

tons per quarter, or 20 percent of the total. In

the last three months of 1943 and the first 3

months of 1944 they reached about 400,000

tons. Thereafter they declined precipitously

and after May 1944, ceased entirely.

A general and significant sequence of events

may be observed in the facts just noted: Ku-
shiro was an exposed port, isolated in the east-

ern part of Hokkaido : its natural markets were
Honshu ports facing the Pacific ocean. Ship-

ments from this port fell off first and most rap-

idly. Muroran, the largest port, is favorably

located in southern Hokkaido. Its natural mar-
kets were the Honshu cities facing the Pacific

but it was also favorably located for shipments
to ports on the Sea of Japan. The decline in

shipments from this port generally paralleled

the decline in total shipments from Hokkaido.

Otaru is the principal port on the west coast

of Hokkaido and its natural outlets are Honshu
ports on the Sea of Japan. Exports from Otaru
fell off less than did those from the other major
shipping ports.

Importance of Individual Ports of Destination

In addition to a 60 percent decline in coal

from Hokkaido by kisen, a pronounced shift

took place in ports of destination. This involved

the progressive curtailing of the long runs
down the Pacific ocean coast of Honshu and the

shifting of the burden to north Honshu ports

on both the eastern and western sides of the

island, principally the latter, away from the

submarine-infested Pacific.

In the first year of the war something in the

order of three-fourths of the outbound Hok-
kaido coal went down the Pacific ocean coast of

Honshu, consisting of the bulk of that shipped

from Muroran and Kushiro, and of smaller frac-

tions of that shipped from Otaru and Rumoi.
Of this coal about 25-30 percent went to ports

south and west of Tokyo, principally to Osaka,

Kobe, Nagoya and Shimizu. The largest frac-

tion, accounting for 50-55 percent, went to the

Tokyo area. The remaining 20 percent went to

scattered ports on both coasts of northern
Honshu.

The traffic for points beyond Tokyo was the

first to suffer, the break coming in the first

three months of 1943. In this quarter, in which
as noted above total shipments from Hokkaido
reached an all-time peak, shipments to ports

beyond Tokyo fell by one-third as compared to

the preceding quarter, accounting for less than
20 percent of the total coming down the Pacific

coast. By the end of 1943 they had dwindled
almost to nothing.

Shipments to the Tokyo bay area held up
well for a few months longer, or until May 1943.

By the July-September quarter of 1943 they
were down to about 30 percent of the total com-
ing down the coast and may have totalled 250,-

000-300,000 tons for the 3 months. After hold-

ing at this rate through February 1944, ship-

ments measured both in absolute terms and as

a fraction of Hokkaido shipments declined

rapidly.

Shipments by kisen to Pacific coast ports

north of Tokyo were of little consequence. At
the beginning of the war they ran to 125,000

tons per quarter. By the last 3 months of 1943
they were down to 80,000 tons. In the first 3
months of 1945 they reached a peak of about
300,000 tons. Since a large fraction of this coal

was used locally at the Kamaishi Iron Works,
the amount of diversionary traffic loaded on
the railroads for further movement south was
small.

With respect to kisen shipments to Honshu
ports on the Sea of Japan, it is clear that there
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was a diversion in the sense that a constantly

increasing fraction of a constantly decreasing

total was routed in this direction. The trend of

total tonnage shipped to these points was more
complex. As noted above, at the outbreak of the

war about three-fourths of all coal shipped by

kisen went down the Pacific coast of Honshu

and about one-fourth or 400,000 to 500,000

tons per quarter, went to ports on the Sea of

Japan. The latter fraction may have increased

to about one-tliird and the total to 800,000-

900,000 tons by the first 3 months of 1943.

Thereafter, down to the end of the war the

fraction increased, finally reaching about one-

half in the first 3 months of 1945 but the abso-

lute total declined to about the 450,000-ton

level. In the second 3 months of 1945, with

Tokyo shipments almost abandoned and those

to points north of Tokyo drastically reduced,

ports on the Sea of Japan accounted for three-

fourths of the total, or about 625,000 tons.

Railborne Coal Movements

The fact that kisen afforded by far the most

efficient means of moving Hokkaido coal to Hon-

shu may be made clear by noting that in the

fiscal year 1942-43, when the normal pattern of

traffic was relatively undisturbed, they handled

about 95 percent of the total of 3.2 million tons

shipped.



Kihansen Traj^c—Shipments in small vessels

were a minor factor throughout the war. Ki-

hansen operating from Hakodate were concen-

trated in the coal trade. Muroran was the only

other port from which these vessels had a rela-

tively short haul in waters at least somewhat
protected. Shipments from this port totalled

only 125,000 tons in the peak fiscal year, 1944-
1945.

Traffic via Rail Fernj.—The rail ferry was a

most important factor in handling miscella-

neous freigiit. Through the 1943-44 fiscal year,

when 8 boats were in operation, the total was
nearly 1 million tons, or 80,000 tons per month.
The addition of a ninth ferry in March 1944
did not increase this miscellaneous tonnage be-

cause of increased emphasis on coal shipments.

The addition of two ferries in July and October
permitted an increase to 60,000 tons per month
which held to the end of the war.

It is convenient to distinguish two features

of the indirect efi'ect of the progress of the war
on freight traffic between Hokkaido and Hon-
shu. First, the over-all attrition of the Japanese
merchant marine had a pervasive effect upon
all shipping movements. The Hokkaido-Honshu
traffic was considered by the Japanese to be

especially vital to the maintenance of economic
activity, and an effort was made to keep kisen

in this trade despite increasingly strong com-
peting demands for their use. Second, the activ-

ity of American submarines off the Pacific

coast of Honshu imposed a specific hazard along

the principal shipping lane between Hokkaido
and Honshu. It was this hazard which led to

the shifting of the traffic to ports on the Sea of

Japan.

Traffic Between Kyushu and Honshu

The analysis of traffic between Kyushu and
Honshu will follow the same general pattern as

that between Hokkaido and Honshu. In the

latter case as in the former, coal was by far the

most important commodity and in addition is

the only commodity for which complete data

are available. The coal traffic will be discussed

in some detail and such comment will be made
on traffic in products other than coal as the

fragmentary data available make possible.

The data forming the framework for the dis-

cussion of coal traffic are drawn from the re-

port on basic materials and are shown in Fig-

ure 52.

The Kanmon Tunnel. — Prior to June 1942,
when the first single track tube of the Kanmon
tunnel was opened, primary reliance was placed
upon kihansen. These carried about 10 million
tons of the annual total 13.8 million tons. Kisen
accounted for 3.3 million tons and rail move-
ments over the now-abandoned Komorie-Shim-
onoseki rail ferry for 400,000 tons. With the
opening of the Kanmon tunnel, coal shipments
by rail totalling 1.9 million tons in the fiscal

year 1942 and 4.4 million tons in the year 1943
were made possible. Between October 1943 and
June 1945, shipments were remarkably stable in

the range of 400,000 to 490,000 tons per month.
The total for 1944-45 was 5.5 million tons.

In October 1944 a second tube was opened. It

is a somewhat remarkable fact that the ton-
nage of coal moved through the two tubes was
no greater than it had been previously through
the single tube. It seems clear that tunnel ca-

pacity was not the limiting factor on coal move-
ment by rail, but rather that the capacity of the
mines had declined by the time the second tube
was completed. Of the total Kyushu and Hon-
shu coal movement, the tunnel accounted for

the following percentages:

Percent

1941-42 3.2

1942-43 30.3

1943-44 45.5

1944-45 60.9

Water transport.—The trend of traffic han-
dled by water, other than by kisen, was down-
ward throughout the war, the annual totals for

the years 1941-44 being 10 million, 9.9 million,

8.7 million and 4.6 million tons. Comparable
totals for kisen movements were 3.3 million,

2.1 million, 1.4 million and 2.0 million tons.

From these facts it is evident that the Kanmon
tunnel absorbed the burden not primarily from
kisen, which actually carried more coal in 1944
than they had in 1943, but rather from the

sundry types of small vessels, kihansen and
barges. This situation, somewhat surprising in

view of the fact that kisen capacity was the

short element in the shipping field, is probably
to be explained on the following grounds, whose
relative importance cannot, however, be as-

sessed. The primary requirement was long-haul

movement through the length of the Inland Sea.

The impact of the progressive shortage of fuel

oil fell with particular severity on kihansen.
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Figure 52.—Coal shipments



Figure r^Z.—Carloads of important freight moved through the Kavm.on tunnel from Kyii:<hii to Hovshu.



of the total imports into Japan from north

China, Manchuria, and Korea was routed over

the tenka system. Short of an over-all compari-

son, however, it is possible to make a compari-

son on a list of individual items sufficiently long

to arrive at a generally valid estimate of the

importance of tenka traffic. The direct compari-

son includes 90 to 99 percent of all tenka traffic

and a somewhat smaller percentage of total

traffic. The data in Figure 54 omits tenka traf-

fic for the first month of the program, Decem-

ber 1942.

The volume of imports of the specified pro-

ducts originating in tenka territory was about

12.1 million tons in 1942. This total excludes

several important items, notably nonferrous

metals and fertilizer materials. Nevertheless it

suggests the great importance of this territory

to the Japanese war economy. In 1943 the total

imports of the specified products fell to 8.8 mil-

lion tons, in 1944 to 7.1 million tons, and in the

first six months of 1945 to an annual rate of

5.0 million tons. Part of this decrease was at-

tributable to failure of supplies at their source,

tiie decreases in imports of Korean rice, due to

the 1943 crop failure, being a conspicuous case

in point. With this reservation in mind how-

ever, it remains that the principal over-all bot-

tleneck was transportation.

The tenka route became an increasingly im-

portant factor in maintaining such traffic as

was possible. The data in Figure 54 suggests

that for the enumerated products the tenka

route handled about 15 percent of the trade in

1943, 37 pei-cent in 1944 and 55 percent in the

first 6 months of 1945.

Two subsidiary breakdowns of the data in

Figure 54 are of interest. The first such break-

down is shown in Figure 55, which classifies

tenka traffic by country of origin.

It will be noted that Manchurian goods were

by all odds the most important component of

tenka traffic during the entire period. The de-

crease in the traffic from north China toward

the end of the war apparently resulted from

increasing difficulties in production and rail

shipment at that end. Korean products became

a significant factor only in the first six months

of 1945, when they accounted for nearly 20 per-

cent of total tenka traffic. In earlier years the

shipping pinch was not sufficiently acute to in-

duce the diversion of normal short-haul Korean

water shipments by rail to ports even closer to

Japan.

The second subsidiary breakdown of Figure

54 is shown in Figure 56, indicating by country

of origin the fraction of total shipments of

goods to Japan which traveled over the tenka

route.

It is evident that tenka traffic constituted the

largest fraction of total traffic in the case of

Manchuria, more than 60 percent in 1944 and
1945. In 1945 tenka handled half of the total

exports from Korea to Japan and more than a

third of those from north China.

It is difficult to determine whether by the

latter months of the war Japan had exploited

fully the potentialities of the tenka route.

Between 1944 and 1945 only a fairly small in-

crease in the volume of tenka traffic took

place, (from 2.8 million tons in 1944 to an an-

nual rate of 3.1 million tors in the first six

months of 1945). This suggests that the peak

was being approached. Furthermore, there is

considerable evidence that goods were piling up

at the transshipment ports in southern Korea;

the total volume of outbound shipments, includ-

ing normal traffic of Korean origin and goods

brought to port by the tenka route was taxing

the capacity of the ports.

On the other hand, it appears that the rail-

roads of Korea were capable of handling a

larger volume of tenka traffic.

In the fiscal year 1943, the Korean state rail-

ways moved a total tonnage of 27,541,257 met-

ric tons. This represented 87 percent of a

planned movement of 31,706,905 tons. Planned

tenka traffic comprised 2,076,347 metric tons or

15.3 percent of the planned total traffic. Actual

tenka movements totaled 1,725,507 tons or 15.9

percent of all rail traffic. The 1944 fiscal year

called for a total planned movement of 34,728,-

344 metric tons. Actual tonnage hauled was only

31,015,290 tons or 89 percent of the planned

haul. Of these tonnages 4,166,514 metric

tons were planned tenka and 2,659,411 tons

were actually carried. The planned and actually

carried tenka traffic thus represented 8.3 per-

cent and 11.7 percent of the total rail tonnage.

In the three months period of April through

June 1945 (only figures available for 1945)

tenka "planned" and tenka "carried" were 1,-

000,409 and 1,072,031 metric tons or 11.4 per-

cent and 13.8 percent of the total tonnages, 8,-
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FiGl'RE 54.— Total versux Tenka route imports of specified products from North China, Manchuria and Korea;
total Tenka route imports; calendar years 19J,:1 and l!>/,4 and (I months lOJir)



Figure 5(y.— Total and Tenka imports into Japan, by coiintry of origin, 19i3 and 194i and 6 months 19i5



Figure 57.-Imports of Soybeans from the Asiatic mainland, classified by general area of ports of destination, by
quarters 104.1-^5





These large increases in freight and passen-

^vr traffic were made during a time when the

increase in rolling stock was only modei'ate. At
tliree less important division headquarters IGR
iillicials declared car shoilages had prevailed

throughout the war. There was an absence of

complete records and a vagueness as to definite

figures. However, no car shortages were report-

<d at the headquarters of the four principal

divisions, Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, and Moji. Rep-

I'esentatives of Japanese industry report that

freight car shortages were not responsible for

the decline in shipments by industry. Industry

definitely blamed their troubles on the difficul-

ties and shortages of water transport.

Doubtless there were many cases of freight

car shortages for varying periods in many lo-

calities but the IGR when pressed for data in-

sisted they maintained no general records of

car shortages or surpluses. Where car short-

ages were admitted the admissions came from
the several division headquarters only as oral

statements and unsuijported by consistently

maintained records.

It is fair to assume that claims of car short-

ages were inflated, and this assumption is sup-

ported by the record of daily average carload-

ings by grand divisions. Carloadings were re-

markably consistent until the year 1945 (Fig-

ures 59 and 60).
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Figure 59.—Japanese Government Railways—Daily carloadings—10-Day averages by divisions



Figure 59.—Japanese Government Railways—Daily carloadings— 10-Day averages by divisions (Cont.)



Figure b9.—Japanese Government Railways—Daily carloadings—l()-I)ay averages by divisions (Cont.)



Figure bO. -Japanese Government Railways—Daily carloadint/s- 10-Day averageH by dirisionti (Cont.)



Figure 59.—Japanese Government Railways—Daily carloadings—10-Day averages by divisions (Coyit.)
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CHAPTER VI

TRANSPORTATION IN 1945

The Japanese railroads were operating at vir-

tual capacity on all of their main trunk lines.

Some of the secondary lines operated less than

their maximum capacity of trains and lience

carried less tonnage than they might theoreti-

cally have carried. However, these lines do not

have any particular beai'ing on the situation

since, obviously, they were not suitable routes

for the hauling of goods. The salient point is

that the main lines were operating at capacity

and would have been unable to carry any more
traffic. There was no war damage to the rail-

roads prior to 1945.

Motor transport.—As a result of shortages

of steel and rubber, few motor vehicles were
manufactured during the war, and these all

went to the military. Commercial vehicle opera-

tion was handicapped by an acute shortage of

spare parts and strict gasoline rationing. By
the end of 1944 there were only 57,000 trucks

of which 40 percent were operational, and

18,000 buses, of which 45 percent were opera-

tional. These, it will be recalled, were employed
entirely in urban and local services since no

highway system worthy of the name existed.

The Status Quo: January 1

The year 1945 opened with little activity in

the Allied attack against transportation. The
Philippine campaign had passed the critical

stage, and the Army was consolidating its

gains. Japanese shipping had been driven from
this area. The thin remaining "life line of em-
pire" of the Japanese was a trickle of ships

from Formosa along the south China coast to

Indo-China and on to Malaya and the Indies.

For the most part the Japanese were secure in

navigation of the Sea of Japan and the Yellow

Sea. Railroad transportation was being utilized

to the fullest extent possible and inter-island

trade was routed as nearly as possible to use the

shortest sea haul and stretch the services of

the shrinking merchant marine by increasing

tonnage at the expense of ton-miles. On the

continent, the tenka system was absorbing as

much of the transportation load as could be di-

verted from ships. No effective interference

with the domestic transportation system had
yet been caused by the B-29 raids. Although
the railroads as well as the port services suf-

fered to some extent from the nation's ills of

growing manpower and material shortages, no

significant slowdowns resulted therefrom. It

was a brief period of calm before the storm. In

six months the Japanese transportation system

dissolved into chaos under the heavy blows of

the many and varied attacks to which it was
subjected.

Early Carrier Raids

The first event of the year came in the mid-

dle of January when the greatly reinforced car-

rier fleets swooped down into the south China

Sea. In intense sweeping activity around For-

mosa, Hongkong, and French Indo-China, car-

rier planes sank about 280,000 tons of shipping,

more than 10 percent of the existing merchant
marine and nearly two and one-half as much
tonnage as the Japanese built that month (Fig-

ure 36). It would seem that this blow would
have cut the lifeline to the south completely,

but so desperate were the Japanese for the pro-

ducts of this area that even in the face of such

catastrophic losses, the attempt to maintain sea

communication with French Indo-China, Ma-
laya, and the Indies was continued thereafter.

In February there was a lull while the Allies

concentrated on the Iwo campaign and prepara-

tions for the landing on Okinawa. The Japanese

lost only 87,000 tons of ships, less than in any
month since 1942. Construction was beginning

to fail under the cumulative effect of shortages,

but 140,000 tons were delivered in that month,

and for the first time since September 1942, the

net tonnage afloat made a slight gain. In March
came the Okinawa campaign and carriers pene-

trated for the first time into the east China Sea,

sinking over 30,000 tons of shipping (Figure

38). It is interesting to note that the average

size of these ships was only 1838 tons whereas
the average size of the ships sunk in the raid

at Truk 13 months before was 6,439 tons; the

interesting preference of submarines for larger

ships had considerably reduced the average size

of the remaining ships afloat.
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The End of the Singapore Run

In March the last attempts to run convoys

between Japan and Singapore were discontin-

ued. Careful investigation of the reasons behind

this final surrender of the southern empire in-

dicates that the deciding factor influencing the

decision to abandon all efforts to maintain con-

tact with the south was the anticipated immi-

nent occupation of Formosa or Okinawa ex-

pected by the Japanese before any landings

took place. The carrier raids on shipping were

considered a very serious menace but were spo-

radic. It was expected that in spite of the ter-

rific losses sustained from carrier attacks,

enough shipping could get through between

raids to justify the attempt to maintain com-

munications. Submarine losses on this route

had always been heavy, but the various coun-

ter-measures adopted were sufficiently success-

ful so that no route as important to the Japa-

nese economy as the Singapore run was ever

abandoned on that account. The Japanese cam-

paigns in China had pushed the Fourteenth AF
bases back far enough from the sea so that

losses from this source had not been serious

since May 1944. The newly-established air bases

in the Philippines has established constant cover

of the south China Sea, but were not considered

sufficiently eff'ective by the Japanese to warrant

complete cessation of operations. However, the

expected occupation of Formosa or Okinawa,

either one of which would put Japanese ship-

ping lanes to the south under constant short-

range air patrol, decided the matter' and no

more convoys were run. In the same month
communication with Formosa was interrupted

on account of the occupation of Okinawa and

the institution of short-range air patrol, and
the direct route from Japan to Shanghai was
abandoned in favor of a more circuitous course

through the coastal waters of southern Korea,

the Yellow Sea, and down the coast of China.

The occupation of Iwo and Okinawa had con-

tracted Japan's sea sphere to the Sea of Japan,

Tsushima Straits, and the Yellow Sea, with a

tenuous connection with Shanghai and the

Yangtze River.

The City Raids

Early in March began the low-level B-29
I'aids against the larger cities in Japan. In rapid

succession large areas of Tokyo, Nagoya, Osaka,

and Kobe were reduced to ashes and confusion.

(Yokohama was not bombed until 29 May.) It

should be noted that these cities are all on the

Pacific coast side of Japan, and their importance

as seaports had long since commenced to wane.

Tokyo, Yokohama, and Nagoya felt the com-

bined eff'ect of submarine blockade, shrinkage

in the merchant fleet, and diversion of traffic to

the rails very early in the war. The traffic in the

Kobe-Osaka port area, though protected from

submarines by the Inland Sea, began to diminish

with the increasing shortage of shipping and
with the practice of shortening sea lanes by
unloading cargoes at the first railhead instead

of continuing on by water to the port of ulti-

mate destination. The status of these cities as

seaports at the time of the great B-29 raids

beginning in March is shown clearly in Figure

61.

In these statistics it can easily be seen that

the load of port activity on these cities had so

decreased from other causes and as a result of

the general shrinkage in the merchant fleet

that a very considerable cushion of excess port

capacity existed. Although harbor masters de-

scribe vividly the conditions of shortage and

poor quality of labor, disruption of local trans-

port, the damage to warehouse space, close ex-

FiGURE 61.—Port activity in principal Japanese seaports



amination of the facts indicates that in spite of

these chaotic conditions the diminished amounts
of seaborne freight i-eaching port were handled

at about the normal rate. Certainly the differ-

ences, where traceable to the results of the fire

raids, are insignificant as compared with other

larger forces at work on the shipping situation.

(An exception worthy of mention is Osaka,

where the heavy B-29 raids early in June dam-
aged the pumping system by which the harbor
area, mostly "made" land below the level of the

sea, was kept dry. Port activity in this area in

relation to the various forces of attack is

shown in Figure 64.

The city raids did not destroy railroad track-

age or seriously impair the operating capacity

still required of the rails. The primary effect

on the railroad was the interruption of car un-

loadings. The damage to warehouses, unloading

platforms, and drayage facilities, together with

the loss of trucks and carts used for hauling the

merchandise fi'om railhead to plant or market
greatly retarded car unloadings. In addition

to the actual physical damage there was also a

resultant labor absenteeism. Railroad officials

disclosed that labor did not report promptly af-

ter a raid. Many moved to the country for shel-

ter and food. Besides, a certain amount of con-

fusion ensued in getting those laborers that did

report for work to pi-oper assignments. It was
often necessary to shift the unloading and load-

ing of cars from the normal place to a temporary
site. This occasioned a transfer of labor with

a consequent delay.

These attacks were partly responsible for re-

ducing the demand for railroad services. The
destruction of industries or their evacuation to

other areas relieved the strain upon the rails

which would have been present had production

continued unabated. In short then, the rails

were able to meet the demands made upon them
during and after these attacks. An examination
of the carloadings (Figures 62 and 63) shows no
significant correlation between fire raids and the

number of cars loaded in those divisions sub-

jected to such attacks.

A byproduct of these city raids which serious-

ly affected the shipping situation was the re-

duced shipyard activity. To what extent it can

be traced directly to the city raids is difficult to

determine, but Figure 62 illustrates a dramatic
connection between the B-29 raids and ship-

yard production.

Figure 62.—Japanese Government Railways—Daily carloadings—10-day averages by divisions

JANUARY 1945
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Figure 62. -Japanese Government Railways—Daily carloadings-
FEBRUARY 1945

10-day avera(, >'s by divisions (Cont.)
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Figure 62.—Japanese Government Railways—Daily carloadings-
JUNE 1945

10-day averages by divisions (Cont.)
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May 1945, the chief activity was to deplore the

poor results in siiippnig in ^pm; i,iov^,uvjO

tons in kisen and 534,000 tons in kihansen.

This represents all sea transportation under the

control of the government, a considerable re-

duction from April 1942, when over 3,000,000

tons were handled in civilian kisen alone, with-

out counting the contributions of Army and

Navy ships and kihansen. The reasons given

for the poor showing in April (not counting the

simple fact that the combined merchant fleet

had been reduced to less than 1,300,000 tons

of serviceable cargo ships all told) are here

quoted

:

(1) Suspension of water transport due to

enemy submarines between Japan and Man-

churia-north China.

(2) Blockade of water routes by air mining

in the Shimonoseki Straits, at Kobe-Osaka, and

in the Inland Sea.

(3) Decline of loading capacity for north

China salt, alumina, etc.

(4) Reduction of loading capacity for north

Korean cereals.

(5) Irregularity in the distribution of feul

oil.

(6) Increase in the percentage of ships need-

ing repairs.

(7) Falling off of cargoes arriving by trans-

shipment from southern Korea (tenka traffic).

The low performance of kihansen was partly

due to the poor quality of the vessels produced

in the hysterical wooden shipbuilding pro-

gram ; their efficiency was very low, and they

gave constant trouble. The chief difficulty at

this time, however, was the fuel situation. In

April the fuel allocation for kihansen was only

1,104 kiloliters, an all-time low. The council's

report cites 3,544 ship-days of delay to kihan-

sen during April while waiting for fuel. This

severe fuel shortage for kihansen was in distil-

late. The April allocation was only 10 percent

of the 1943 average. The amount was improved

in subsequent months, but did not again reach

the level of the March allocation.

The fact that there was an increase in allo-

cation of fuel to kihansen in the late spring in

the face of complete stoppage of supply of pe-

troleum from the south underlines the extreme

importance attached to their continued opera-

tion.

Although the supply of oil bunker fuel for

Allocation of distillate fuel for kihannen

kiloliters

August 1943 12,881

February 1944 11,018

August 1944 7,918

November 1944 6,016

February 1945 3,692

March 1945 3,282

April 1945 - - 1,104

May 1945 - 2,611

June 1945 2,472

July 1945 2,614

August 1945 2,385

kisen was somewhat spotty during the spring of

1945, there was not the precipitous drop which

occurred in distillate fuel, and although fuel

shortage is frequently mentioned vaguely as an

explanation for decreasing transport, there is

no evidence of any widespread or recurrent de-

lays of kisen on this account. A number of rea-

sons explain this : as between coal-burners and

oil-burners, the latter were generally more effi-

cient and had a longer cruising radius. There-

fore, they were the first to be requisitioned by

the Army and Navy and the first to be sunk.

When oil began to be short for ship fuel late

in 1944, the remaining oil-burners were when-

ever possible detailed to service in the southern

area, near the oil fields ; coal-burners were call-

ed home. At the same time the emphasis in pro-

duction was shifted from oil to coal, and the

conversion of ships already in service to the

burning of coal was undertaken. There were,

therefore, relatively few oil-burning steamships

left in Japanese waters by the spring of 1945,

and these were the most efficient units of the

merchant marine in service ; it was unthinkable

that they should be allowed to run short of fuel.

When civilian stocks ran dry, steamships were

even allowed access to the precious, dwindling

stocks of the Army and Navy so that they

might keep going and bring into Honshu every

bushel of rice and every pound of coal possible.

The Beginning of th* End: May 1945

In May the conquest of Okinawa had pro-

duced the needed air bases, and Navy Privateer

planes began extensive shipping patrols over

south Korean waters and the Korean Straits,

sinking 29 ships of 57,041 tons. Meanwhile the

Twentieth AF laid more and more mines in the

Shimonoseki Straits and through the whole

length of the Inland Sea. In this month mine

explosions sank or seriously damaged and put
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out of action in Japanese waters 85 ships of

:^ 13,000 tons, 9 percent of the remaining Japan-

rse fleet afloat (Figure 41). Heavy mine losses

and tlie confused and disorganized attempts at

iiiinesweeping disrupted maritime traffic with

the continent. In the middle of May an average

of about 80 ships were detained daily on ac-

count of mine blockade.

In this month, in spite of the utmost efforts

at coordination, shipping shranl\ a little more.

Kisen only brought in about 1,100,000 tons.

The outlook for eff'ective performance by ki-

hansen is illusti'ated by the council's prognosti-

cation for May : "The kihansen transportation

plans will be similar to those for April, and the

actual results will probably show no improve-

ment worth mentioning."

The Japanese merchant marine was really on

its last legs. Sinkings and serious damages
were proceeding at the rate of 21 percent of

servicable shipping a month. Steel shipbuilding

was down to about 20 percent of the January

1944 peak and was falling fast. Wooden ship-

building was down to about 12 percent of the

peak, and fuel for those already built was only

available at about 10-20 percent of former

amounts. The repair problem was beginning to

become serious. Over a half-million tons of

shipping were in the yards for repair in May,
and this did not begin to tell the whole story;

on account of the mining of the straits, ships

on the west coast needing repairs were denied

access to the Inland Sea where the major yards

were located.

As the throttling of the Shimonoseki Straits

by mines became increasingly effective, more
and more attention was paid to the Honshu
ports on the Sea of Japan. As described else-

where, beginning in late 1942, the main ports on

this side of the island were developed and in-

tensively used, both to avoid exposing ships to

submarine attack in Pacific waters and to

shorten the water haul from Hokkaido and
Korea wherever possible. To increase the capa-

city of these ports when a ceiling was reached

in the rate of cargo moved through them, a big

project of transferring heavy dock machinery

from the blockaded Pacific ports to ports on the

Japan Sea was begun in the fall of 1944 and

continued through the winter and spring of

1945. Over 30 heavy cranes and conveyors were
so shifted, and numerous new railroad sidings

were installed. Now with the added difliculties

of mines in the straits, adding the Inland sea

ports to the list of Pacific ports to which free

access was denied, even the increased capacity

of the regular Japan Sea ports of Tsuruga,
Nanao, Fushiki, Niigata, etc., was inadequate,

and small fishing villages where ocean ships

had never before entered were used to help

funnel in the goods from the continent. Need-
less to say, the results obtained by last-minute

opening of these small ports were insignificant.

Even during the period of most intense use,

April-June 1945, all these little ports only han-

dled about 15 percent of the traffic coming in

(Figure 57).

The large ports in Japan had taken a con-

siderable pounding from the B-29s, a measure
of which is indicated in the following table, but

as the great bulk of the remaining traffic had
been shifted to large and small ports on the

Japan Sea, which themselves had not yet been
raided, this damage was not a critical factor in

the shipping situation.



tending to reduce the usefulness of the Kobe-

Osaka port area are illustrated in Figure 64.

In the Japan Sea ports there was an entirely

different story. These ports normally handled

a comparatively small amount of traffic, and

when activity was artifically increased in 1943,

a manpower shortage was immediately felt. At-

tempts were made to transfer highly skilled

and organized stevedore gangs in units from

Osaka to these ports, but the usual immobil-

ity of labor plus housing shortages limited the

success of this expedient. Foreigners were

brought in, and over 8,500 Chinese and Koreans

were employed in this work in Niigata, Tsuru-

ga, Fusliiki, Sakata and Funakawa.

By the middle of May the mine-laying in the

Shimonoseki Straits had begun to bear real

fruit. For four days no ships passed through

at all, and the total traffic through this gate-

way in ]\Iay was only 404,000 tons of shipping,

less than half the April traffic (Figure 65) . The
introduction of more and more complicated

mines made effective sweeping well-nigh im-

possible, and the Japanese had the difficult

choice of sending ships through regardless of

danger (about every third ship navigating this

strait in May was put out of action), or wait-

ing in hopes that the channel would eventually

be cleared, meanwhile losing precious ship-

time when every ton of imports was worth its

weight in gold.

The outlook of the war power council for

shipping in June was gloomy. Fuel was still a

critical item; in the Shimonoseki area alone

there were 779 ship-days' delay of "E" ships

(830-tonners) waiting for fuel, and 4,266 of

kihansen. In spite of the consolidation of all

shipping, Army and Navy ships were still get-

ting first priority on fuel. The council gravely

decided to put all ships on an equal footing in

fuel supply, to expedite the reconversion to coal

of 235 "E" type ships (only 78 were expected

to be finished by September), and to see what
could be done about using tar as a fuel.

The percentage of cargo ships in need of

repair had risen during May from 33 percent

to 35 percent; labor troubles in the shipyards

resulting from the B-29 raids, increasing ma-
terial shortages, and the inaccessibility of the

majoi- yards east of the mine barrier at the

sti-aits combined to make a solution of this

problem difficult.

The interference with ship repair caused by
the mining of the Shimonoseki Straits was se-

rious. Eighteen of Japan's 21 major yards were
located in the straits area, the Inland Sea, or

on the Pacifis coast of Honshu. Only 2 in Hok-
kaido, 1 in Nagasaki, and 1 in Dairen were
freely accessible. While all Japanese yards
were overwhelmed with repair work as the

war moved closer in 1945, those behind the

mine barrier averaged but 59 percent more
repair business per month after the beginning

of the mine campaign than in the year preced-

ing it. The four big yards and three small ones

accessible without passing through the mine
fields received an increase of 126 percent in

their monthly average of repair business. Ship

repair at the little yard at Toyama, the only

one on the Japan Sea coast of Honshu, in-

creased 50-fold (Figure 66).

The council belatedly undertook to transfer

repair facilities to the Japan Sea coast (noth-

ing ever came of the plan) , to activate more re-

pair ships, to coddle shipyard workers, and to

give top priority to the shipment of ship-repair

materials. Ship repair was given top priority

over construction in the shipyard industry.

Oddly enough, the question of food and cloth-

ing for seaman now assumed critical import-

ance; ships were being delayed while these

items were being secured, and the council de-

cided "to give these necessities the same status

as munitions and to arrange it so they can be

gotten immediately whenever they are wanted."

In the minutes of the 31 May meeting of the

council is recorded the decision: "We will give

priority to the transportation of cereals and

salt ; other necessary materials controlled by the

material mobilization plan will be shipped as

far as possible along with cereals and salt." This

clear statement of policy had apparently been

developing unofficially for some time under the

squeeze of the parallel shortages of food in the

home islands and ships on the high seas. The

increasing importance of these items is shown

in Figure 67.

During June 1945, submarines, mostly oper

ating in the Sea of Japan, and even entering

Nanao Bay, sank 92,000 tons of shipping. Air

craft, patrolling the Korean coast and making

an occasional foray into the Inland Sea, sank oi

put out of action for the rest of the war 56,00C

tons (a 1 June B-29 raid accounted for ovei
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was to be increased, and the establishment of

"an appropri?.te shipping section having cog-

nizance of this matter" was to be expedited.

(14) The separate Army and Navy anti-

mine headquarters were to negotiate to accom-

plish a unification under the command of the

Navy.
Under the surface of all this pantomine the

shipping people knew they were powerless to

avert complete and total stoppage of water

transportation and were just going through

the motions of dealing with the manifold trou-

bles arising on all sides.

In the light of the above it is interesting to

examine in Figure 68 the complicated arith-

metical processes whereby the council, starting

Figure 68.

Computation chart for transport capacity) for July 1945

[Kisen only—figured in units of 1,000 dead-weight tons)

12 June 1945



The lost kisen and kihansen coal-carrying ca-

pacity could, of course, be replaced from sliips

in service elsewhere, but only at the expense of

other vital commodity movements. The excess

rail capacity between Aomori and Tokyo created

by the reduction in ferry capacity could not be

utilized in moving coal from other ports, as the

shipping bottleneck and mine blockade precluded

any increase in these other channels of Hok-
kaido-Honshu coal movement.

Later in the month the carriers returned and

attacked the Inland Sea area, sinking and dis-

abling some 42,000 tons of shipping. It is inter-

esting to note that large ships had been removed
from this area and concentrated in offshore deep

water service. In the Inland Sea raid, two-thirds

of the ships hit were under 1,000 tons; in the

earlier raid on the Hokkaido area, 80 percent of

the ships hit were over 1,000 tons.

In these July raids, British aircraft carriers

also participated in the attack against shipping

and sank and disabled a number of ships in the

ports on the Japan Sea north of Osaka.

Army aircraft, operating from their newly-

established bases in Okinawa, began a substan-

tial attack in the Korean Straits area and

around northern Kyushu, sinking and disabling

17 ships of 35,000 tons.

From these bases also, attacks against rail

installations on Kyushu began about the first of

July. These attacks were tactical in concept, de-

signed to prevent troop movements. They were
all centered around the southern half of tlie is-

land, particularly around Kagoshima. The first

attacks were secondary bombings and strafings

of trains and rail installations by fighters and
fighter-bombers. On 27 July and 31 July, Kago-
shima yards and station were attacked, and the

damage was severe. In these two raids the sta-

tion, coal loading hoist, much of the track in the

yard, 180 freight cars, and 120 passenger cars

were destroyed. Six locomotives, the round-

house, and other buildings were damaged. On
30 July the Sendai river bridge north of Sendai

on the Kagoshima main line was cut by a high-

explosive bomb. The bridge was out of operation

for 431/2 days as a result of the attack. While it

was inoperative, Japanese Army engineers built

an emergency truck bridge adjacent to the dam-
aged structure. By means of this temporary
span the railroad was able to get an average of

six carloads a day across the cut.

Because of the reduced volume of traflic mov-
ing in Japanese waters, the passive attack of

mines achieved somewhat smaller results in

July than in previous months. Seventy-eight
ships of 198,000 tons were sunk or disabled.

Some ships were put out of action in most of the
ports along the Japan Sea and Inland Sea, par-

ticularly Niigata, Maizuru, and Osaka, but 55
percent of the total tonnage lost to this attack

was in the Shimonoseki Straits. The blockade of

this passage had become extremely effective.

During July there were nine days on which no
ships passed through and eight more days vv'hen

traffic amounted to three ships or less. The
total daily traffic since March, before the straits

were mined, is shown in Figure 65. The accu-
mulating effect of the blockade of the straits was
disastrous on the Japanese shipping industry,

built as it was around the hub of the Inland Sea.

As described elsewhere, the major repair yards
were in the Inland Sea, but although the num-
ber of damaged ships had increased to a point

of major concern to the war council, access to

shipyards was so limited that the number of

ships in repair in all Japanese yards fell from
550,000 tons in April to 370,000 tons in July.

The combined port activity of Kobe-Osaka, pre-

viously reduced by the diminishing size of the
merchant fleet and the various subterfuges to

transfer freight to the railroads from a monthly
average of 720,000 gross tons of shipping in

1942 to 320,000 tons in March 1945, had been
further reduced by the Shimonoseki and Kobe-
Osaka mine blockade and the 1 June B-29 raid

on Osaka to 44,000 tons (28 ships), a minuscule
6 percent of the 1942 activity.

The Last Meeting of the Council

The war power council at its last meeting,

the 18 July imperial headquarters shipping
conference, presented a picture of ineffectual

indecision. The business transacted at this

meeting is summarized as follows:

(1) Shipping schedule for August (Figure

69) "The August schedule will be followed as

outlined in this plan; however, efforts will be
made to increase amounts shipped and if such
efforts are successful, the added shipping will

be given to salt and cereals."

(2) Emergency measures in the Aomori-
Hakodate area. Various agencies were adjured

to consult with the inspectorate general of na-
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val transportation to develop ways and means
to patch up the demoraHzation of the Hokkaido
coal trade, and particularly of the railroad fer-

ries, caused by the 11 July carrier raid.

(3) The Navy and the imperial Japanese

railroad were directed to consult and come to

an agreement as to the method of operating a

certain two railroad ferries.

(-1) Six different government agencies were

directed to consult on ways and means to uti-

lize for tlie "mobilization of goods" certain fish-

ing vessels returned from northern waters.

(5) Special arrangements were to be made
to expedite the transportation of food to Kyu-

shu by ship and railroad.

In Figure 69 the increasing allotment of ship-

ping to the import of food on account of the

Figure 69.—Shipping schtdide for Aiu/ust, l!)i5

IKisen only!

Commodities
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Shipbuilding was almost at a standstill. In

August only 5 steel ships were delivered, 11,-

801 tons, 10 percent of March deliveries. Only
9 kihansen, 1,650 tons, were delivered, again

10 percent of March deliveries.

In August total seaborne traffic in kisen

amounted to only 312,000 tons, 27.4 percent of

the traffic in March 1945, and only 7.8 percent

of October 1942, the peak war month in sea-

borne traffic.

Motor transport in Japan at the end of the

war.

By August 1945 bus and truck operation was
negligible. There were only 17,000 trucks and

4,000 buses in operation. Of these a large per-

centage were charcoal burners. To supplement
their poor motor vehicle situation the Japanese

had resorted to extensive use of horse and ox-

drawn carts and sleighs.

Summary of Rail Attacks

Aside from the raids directed against the

Aomori - Hakodate car ferries, and yards at

Kagoshima and Iwakuni, the few attacks sus-

tained by the rails were the result of spillage

or opportunity bombing and were not a part

of any planned bombing offensive directed

against the railroads specifically.

Not one of the many vulnerable and acces-

sible line-cut points on the main trunk lines had
been attacked in planned aerial assault. Incal-

culable damage could have been done to the

railroads and in turn to the Japanese economy
by one or two line cuts on the Tokaido and
Sanyo main lines over which moved the bulk

of the freight traffic transported between Tok-

yo and Shimonoseki and intermediate indus-

trial areas (Figure 3).

Classification yards, which in themselves are

a poor alternate to line interdictions, were the

object of only two attacks by the USAAF. They
were the previously mentioned Kagoshima and
Iwakuni yards, neither one of which was of crit-

ical importance to the rail system. The IGR rail-

road equipment damaged by bombing was con-

siderable in total during the war period but the

peak of tlie damage did not occur until the clos-

ing months of the war. The most extensive dam-
age occurred to passenger car equipment burned
in area raids on the large cities. The final inven-

tory revealed that approximately 12.3 percent

of the total passenger car equipment, steam and
electric, was damaged beyond repair. This loss

accentuated the shortage of rail passenger

transportation and caused the use after the war
ended of box and gondola cars for short-haul

and suburban service to augment the depleted

passenger car fleet.

Air raids did not substantially increase the

shortages of locomotives or freight cars. Ap-
proximately 5.3 percent of the total number of

locomotives and 3.1 percent of the freight cars

were destroyed. Based upon the best obtainable

data it is probable that at no time were there

more than 2 percent IGR locomotives out of serv-

ice as a result of air-raid damage and the per-

centage of freight cars unusable for the same
reason was much less. There were delays to

traffic in areas raided as a result of bombings,

but the delays were of short duration, and the

quantity of the equipment destroyed or dam-
aged was too little to have a sustained crippling

effect on the whole system.

Bombing damage to equipment began grow-

ing about the same time that traffic began to

diminish, and therefore the impact of the lost

equipment was less severe than under continu-

ing heavy movement.
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CHAPTER VII

THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF THE ATTACK
ON TRANSPORTATION

General Considerations

An attempt to evaluate the effect of strategic

bombing on the economic life of Japan presents

two major difficulties. First, it is impossible to

break down the over-all effect into easily dis-

tinguishable shares of the disturbance attrib-

utable to attack on transportation and the

shares attributable to other causes that took

place simultaneously, namely, loss of territory,

urban area attacks, and attacks on production

facilities. Second, it appears equally difficult to

isolate the share of the result of the attack on

transportation attributable to strategic bomb-
ing from that attributable to submarine or sur-

face-vessel attack, or purely tactical air attack

and mine blockade. It is the responsibility of

this Survey only to report on the effects of stra-

tegic bombing. However, the problem is ob-

viously less simple than the statement of a con-

clusion, for instance, to the effect that since 30

percent of the total shipping lost was sunk by

aerial bombing, 30 percent of the reduction of

imports or industrial output decline can be thus

attributed.

For want of a better solution, the following

conclusions relate to the effect of the attack on

Japanese transportation, regardless of attack-

ing agent. It is necessary to keep in mind that

in the effect on shipping, in particular, only the

smaller share is the specific result of air attack,

and that this air attack was mainly tactical in

concept. As for the distinction between economic
effects due to attack on transportation and

those due to other causes, it is made only when
the available evidence appears to justify it. In

most instances it must be recognized that any
single effect is the product of two or more of

the causes, results of which fail to group them-
selves conveniently into neat compartments.

Actually the presentation consists of two
stories that unfold simultaneously; first, the

story of the prosecution of the war with its pro-

gram of attack of all types and occupation of

enemy territory, and second, the story of the

enemy's economic structure. The close parallel-

ing of the two, step by step and item by item,

though admittedly desirable, is impossible.

Tiie ultimate purpose of strategic attack is

to weaken the enemy at the fighting front. This

is accomplished through the more immediate
purpose of the attack, namely, the weakening
of the enemy on the economic front. Such an
attack eventually means a less well-supplied and
consequently a less strong, active, and effective

fighting front.

Attack on transportation affects the delivery

of finished goods to the front and the receipt of

raw materials in the industrial homeland. In

both of these Japan found herself particularly

vulnerable. The occupation of southeastern Asia

and the far-flung islands of the western Pacific

resulted in the establishment of literally hun-

dreds of scattered military units, most of them
largely dependent and many of them wholly

dependent on the uninterrupted flow of water-

borne supplies for their maintenance. The de-

pendence of the industries of insular Japan on

overseas raw materials is likewise familiar and

has been discussed in an earlier chapter.

Characteristics of the Attack on Transportation

Attack on the stream of transportation into

the industrial heart of a country has two gen-

eral characteristics. It is primarily an attack on

raw materials. The effect on industrial output

is, therefore, delayed. The quantity of material

in stockpiles and in partial process (goods-in-

process), may be sufficient to introduce a lag of

several months between the time of loss of raw

material and the first appreciable decrease in

output of finished products. An exception may
be found in the case of fuels for which no sub-

stitute exists and which cannot be readily

stored in sufficient quantities.

Such an attack leaves with the enemy the de-

cision as to where the final impact is to fall.

Assuming no great inflexibility in interchange

of carriers, the impact can be made to fall upon
the imports whose utility for war purposes is
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lowest, and weakening of the war potential can

thus be postponed or avoided entirely if losses

are not too severe or of too great duration.

Frequently the effect of such an attack is the

imposition of a blockade, in which case the

threat of loss of shipping is of as great concern

as the actual loss of shipping. Such a condition

of blockade provides an extremely important

exception to the second characteristic described

above in that the enemy no longer maintains

the initiative in determining the direction of the

impact. Except for the unlikely possibility that

numerous widespread sources of equally high

quality raw materials are at the enemy's dis-

posal, by selective blockade he can be made to

bear the impact where it hurts most. Restric-

tion of the area in which the fleet can operate

may be just as effective as the physical disa-

bling or destruction of the fleet. However, it

must be emphasized that in this war the condi-

tions of blockade were not attained until well

into 1945.

Failing the imposition of blockade, the next

alternative is to secure a decline in imports by

attrition of the merchant marine and interfer-

ence with the free and efficient use thereof. As
stated earlier, the beginning of this reduction

preceded the outbreak of war with the United

States and hence any attack on shipping. Maxi-

mum imports on a tonnage basis were reached

in 1937; on a value basis in 1940. A number of

factors contributed to the steady decrease in

imports following these peak years, some of

them effective before the outbreak of war,

others dependent on and concurrent with the

existence of a state of war.

The Decline in Imports

The total result was continual decrease (at

an increasing rate) of imports from 1940 to

the end of the war. Although total tonnage fig-

ures are not available, Figure 73, giving the

figures for many of the bulky products involv-

ing the largest tonnages from year to year,

illustrates the trend. Imports of the 16 com-
modities included fell from 20 millioii metric

tons in 1941 to 10 million in 1944 and 2.7 mil-

lion in the first six months of 1945. Figures of

the total value of all imports (Figure 74) like-

wise illustrate the trend showing a steady re-

duction from 1940 to 1942. (The slight increase

in the 1943 figure is a product of the change
in value of the yen rather than increase in vol-

ume, as in some cases, e.g., cotton, coal, dolo-

mite and magnesite, an increased value is shown
in spite of a decreased tonnage, and in others

the increased value is out of proportion to the

increase in tonnage, or had decreased less than

the tonnage figures.)

Among the first influences was a presumable
voluntary reduction in the importation of non-

essential goods of all types as the nation pre-

pared for war. Somewhat similar was a decline

in the import of goods, a large part of which
eventually entered the export market after

processing. This became necessary with gradual

loss of foreign markets because of the Euro-
pean war, credit freezing, and the general re-

striction of world trade preceding the war, and
of course the further loss of markets with the

outbreak of the war. A conspicuous example is

the loss of the huge Indian market for cotton

textiles resulting in a sharp decrease in the

need for foreigii cotton, formerly the largest

single import. In addition to cotton, the imports

of similarly destined products—wool, lumber,

rayon pulp, paper and wheat, all suffered steady

declines after 1940. Presumably this reduction

in imports of materials not contributing to the

war might have been offset in volume by the
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Finally, there was a reduction in available

space through actual physical loss. Allied attack

on shipping began with the first day of war and

continued at an increasing tempo for the dura-

tion. In spite of a vastly enlarged shipbuilding

program and considerable tonnage acquisition

by conquest, the serviceable cargo tonnage

available for civilian use increased slowly after

Pearl Harbor and reached a crest in September

1942. Thereafter losses consistently surpassed

additions to the merchant fleet. Tlie total ton-

nage of imports (on tlie basis of the incomplete

information available) appears to have in-

creased and decreased from 1941 to 1945 at

almost exactly tlie same rate as the size of the

merchant fleet (Figure 2).

Of equal importance in explaining the declin-

ing imports is the blockade effect of the in-

creasing attack on the life line to the south.

Japanese penetration to the south had brought

under their control the vast wealth of the south-

ern area—Indo-China, Siam, Malaya, the Phil-

ippines and the Netherlands East Indies. This

wealth was exploited to the fullest extent pos-

sible with the shipping available until the grow-

ing strength of Allied sea and air power pre-

sented an impossible threat to Japanese ship-

ping in the area. This tightening blockade cul-

minated with the occupation of the Philippines

after which imports from the south were re-

duced to a mere trickle. Only small quantities of

the most vitally needed materials were im-

ported in 1945.

It is important to note that shortage of ship-

ping alone was not sufficient to bring about re-

duction in the volume of imports of all items.

The determination of the direction of impact

remained with the enemy. More important items

continued to be imported in the same or even

greater amounts at the expense of less impor-

tant items. Such southern area products as

bauxite, manganese, tin, copper ore, chrome
ore, nickel ore, copra and Manila hemp showed
maximum imports in 1943. In 1944, however,

the intensification of Allied attack against mer-

chant shipping resulted in the decline of im-

ports of all southern area products. Iron ore,

coal, phosphorite and rice imports for that year

were less than half of those for 1942. In 1945

the only shipments getting through were very

small quantities of iron ore (27,000 tons) , baux-

ite (15,500 tons), tin (3,600 tons), rubber (16,-

500 tons) and rice (200 tons).

Petroleum.—The story of Japan's efforts to

import petroleum from the East Indies is the

story of the waxing and waning of the pulse

of the lifeblood of her air force, her Navy, and
her merchant marine, the three most critical

arms of her defense. With insignificant oil re-

sources at home, Japan had to secure maximum
returns from the conquest of the southern oil

fields or her war eff'ort would collapse. The war-
time history of the tanker fleet and oil imports

from the south are summarized in Figure 75.

In the early months of the war during the

period of conquest and subsequent rehabilita-

tion, the oil import program was quiescent. Ex-
cept for the considerable tonnage servicing the

fleet, Japan's tankers were idle. Because of this

large idle tonnage, augmented by the capture

of some 75,000 tons of foreign tankers, con-

struction of tankers was neglected. Merchant
shipbuilding, stifled in 1941 and early 1942 by
naval priorities, and just beginning to be

pushed in the latter part of 1942, was directed

almost entirely at increasing the cargo fleet,

where a severe shortage existed from the start

of the war. In the entire 12-month period after

Pearl Harbor, only 9,000 tons of tankers were
built.

By May of 1942, the rehabilitation of south-

ern oil fields had proceeded to the point where
substantial shipments could be made to Japan,

and some 250,000 tons of tankers were engaged

in that service. During the ensuing twelve

months, while the total Japanese tanker ton-

nage (excluding fleet oilers), increased 26 per-

cent, the proportion devoted to importing oil

into Japan from the Indies jumped from 42

percent in May 1942 to about 90 percent in May
1943. Tanker sinkings were negligible during

this period ; except for a brief flurry of activity

during the late spring of 1943 in which some
75,000 tons were sunk, the tanker fleet was
singularly free from serious attack until the

winter of 1943-44.

In this favorable atmosphere imports in-

creased by leaps and bounds and were coming
in at the rate of over a million barrels a month
by the end of 1942. Meanwhile, the large losses

of cargo vessels resulted in the establishment

in early 1943 of convoying on the Japan-

Singapore run. The ineflRciency of this system

and the lost motion resulting from the reorgan-
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ization of the entire shipping industry around
this unplanned-for necessity disrupted the

smooth flow of oil imports in the first half of

1943. The tanker tonnage allocated to oil im-

ports increased 15 percent during the first six

months of 1943 ; imports increased only moder-
ately, to an average of about a million and a

half barrels a month.

After the initial hesitation in setting up the

convoy system, the flow began to rise again as

the system began to work. In July and August
imports rose rapidly, reaching a peak of 1%
million barrels. This favorable result coincided

with the peak in cargo shipping efficiency at

about the same time. The Singapore convoy
route was at its peak of eff"ectiveness.

Then Allied submarines moved in—in earn-

est. Although tanker losses in the fall of 1943

were not serious (only about 3 percent of the

total afloat each month), and these losses were
more than oflfset by a construction rate of about

30,000 tons a month, the damage to the cargo

fleet was serious; total submarine sinkings in

the last four months of 1943 amounted to

637,000 tons, an increase of 65 percent over the

previous four months. In the face of such losses

the convoy system was tightened up, and every

evasive technique possible was employed. The
most noticeable result was to reduce efficiency;

submarine sinkings in general continued to in-

crease, while the kakoritsu factor for the Singa-

pore run, which had risen from 0.426 in spring

1943 to 0.470 in the summer, declined precipi-

tously to 0.349 in the fall. Imports of oil from

the south suff'ered accordingly, and had declined

by the end of the year to a little over a million

barrels a month.
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The year 1944 opened with a determinerl ef-

fort by the Japanese to move oil in quantity

from the southern fields and refineries into the

home islands. The accelerated tanker construc-

tion in the latter half of 1943 (186,000 tons in

six months) and the relatively insignificant

sinkings had boosted the total fleet to an all-

time high as of 1 January of 837,000 tons.

Three-fourths of the serviceable tanker ton-

nage was engaged in the main job of hauling oil

home. Intensive efforts to speed up oil move-

ment resulted in a fitful burst of energy, and in

February imports nearly equaled the peak

reached in August 1943. It is interesting to note

that the ratio of imports to tanker tonnage en-

gaged in the service in February 1944 was near-

ly the same as in the month of August 1943,

and it is evidence of the attention focussed on

oil imports that in the same period the over-all

efficiency of shipping on the Singapore run had

declined 36 percent. In tiiis month the dis-

astrous carrier raid at Truk so decimated Navy
tanker strength that the total tankei' fleet de-

creased 13 percent in the first two months of

the year. Meanwhile tankers assigned to liaul-

ing oil home continued to increase ; on 1 March

80 percent of the total serviceable tonnage was
in this essential service.

As a result of the failure to achieve a full

uninterrupted flow of oil from the southern

fields, Japan began early in 1944 to revive at-

tention to her synthetic oil industry, neglected

since the occupation of the rich oil lands in the

south. The entire Inner Zone was searched for

new oil resources which would at once be a safe-

guard for the future and a tremendous saving

of transportation.

The tremendous tanker losses in the Truk
and Palau raids so alarmed the Japanese that

new emphasis was also placed on tanker con-

struction. During 1942 and 1943 only about 25

percent of the product of the shipyards had

been tankers, but in early 1944 emphasis was
shifted and tanker production increased rapid-

ly, reaching a peak of 78,000 tons in March.

During the last ten months of the year tanker

deliveries constituted 37i/o percent of the out-

put of the shipyards.

Coincident with the intensified tanker build-

ing program came a very great increase in the

convoy fleet. This multiplied evasive tactics and

delays, and although total tanker tonnage and

tonnage devoted to imports began to climb again

after the slump produced by the Truk raid

(tanker sinkings did not again exceed construc-

tion until August 1944) the efficiency of the

system deteriorated greatly. By midsummer the

submarine off'ensive had driven convoys into

hugging the China coastline and anchoring at

night in sheltered harbors. These restrictive

practices, although they held tanker losses to

a minimum (less than 8 percent of the total

fleet afloat each month in June, July, and Aug-
ust), played havoc with shipping efficiency. By
July a one-way convoy trip to Singapore took

over three weeks. In this month, although only

48,000 tons of tankers were lost, imports into

Japan hit an all-time low of 360,000 barrels.

In August came another rally in imports of

a million barrels, the last time this figure was
reached. Tiie tonnage of tankers devoted to this

service continued to rise, reaching 690,000 tons

on 1 October. Thereafter, the climax came rap-

idly. In the tremendous confusion of the Philip-

pipes campaign during the fall of 1944, when
carriers and submarines sank 350,000 tons of

tankers in four months, and when in tlie at-

tempt to reinforce the Philippines the Singa-

pore convoy system was thrown into hopeless

confusion, oil imports into Japan were pushed

aside ; in October and November tliey averaged

less than 300,000 barrels. In spite of heavy

losses the intensive tanker construction during

the year supplemented by a heavy conversion

of cargo ships to tankers in the fall of 1944,

maintained the total tanker tonnage afloat, and
on 1 December serviceable tanker tonnage was
still about 800,000 tons.

At about this time the urgent need for more
dry-cargo bottoms again took precedence over

the need for tankers, and the construction of

tankers was side-tracked in favor of cargo ves-

sels. Tanker deliveries tapered oflf gradually

tliereafter, reaching zero in April 1945. Recon-

version of converted cargo ships was pushed

through the winter and spring of 1945.

The last act of the drama of oil imports had

not yet been played, however. At the end of

the year the report of the total mobilization

bureau to the cabinet stated: "The preserva-

tion of liaison between the southern occupied

territories and Japan is an absolute necessity

for the fastening and maintenance of national

material strength. It is recognized that if tlie
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resources of the south, especially petroleum,

are abandoned, with the passage of time we will

gradually lose our ability to resist attack."

Again a determined attempt was made to

bring in a supply of oil, this time to implement
a last-ditch defense of the homeland. In the face

of terrific losses in February from carrier raids

into the south China Sea which wiped out whole

convoys, and when half the tanker tonnage re-

maining afloat was sunk, convoy after convoy

was pushed through. Where only about three

convoys a month started for Singapore in 1944,

in early 1945 the number liad increased to 8.

The typical experience of these convoys is

recited by the captain of the Sarmvak, a tanker

which left Japan for Singapore on the last day

of 1944. The convoy consisted of five tankers,

five cargo ships, and eight escorts. Off Fonnosa,

one tanker was sunk by submarine. In Takao
harbor tiiree tankers were sunk by carrier

planes ; one escort broke down and dropped out

of the convoy. On the way down the coast of

Hainan Island news of the approach of carriers

again caused the convoy to put back into Hong
Kong harbor, where it was nevertheless at-

tacked the next day by carrier planes. Four of

the remaining cargo ships were sunk ; the last

one dropped out of the convoy and stayed in

Hong Kong. Three escort ships were damaged
so badly that they had to drop out. The reduced

convoy, now consisting of four escort ships and
one tanker, proceeded down across the Gulf of

Siam. Off" Malaya, one of the escort ships was
damaged by submarine attack and dropped out.

On 27 January, 28 days after leaving Japan, the

convoy arrived at Singapore. The Saraivak, the

cole remaining merchantman, hit a mine in the

channel and had to be beached.

By such heroic efforts over 900,000 barrels of

oil were brought back to Japan in January, but

that was the end of the enterprise. The whole

effort collapsed in March in the face of the ex-

pected invasion of Formosa or Okinawa. By that

time the serviceable tanker tonnage was down
to about .520,000 tons, and only about 30 percent

was assigned to the impossible task of bringing

oil into Japan. The measure of their success

was 156,000 barrels in February. In March the

last tankers to reach Japan from the south

brought in about 350,000 barrels. By the first

of April all traffic with the south had ceased.

The effect in Japan, where stocks had long

since reached rock bottom and where all oil

consumers were on a hand - to - mouth basis,

quarreling over the meager proceeds from the
south was immediate. Oil for fuel for ships,

although next in importance to aviation fuel in

urgency to the nation, began to dry up. Smaller,
less efficient vessels felt the pinch first. In Api-il

kihansen lay-days (on account of fuel) were
3,544; in May 4,266 at the Shimonoseki Straits

alone. In the same month small kisen began to

feel the shortage; there were 799 lay-days of
E-type ships at Shimonoseki, waiting for fuel.

Changes of Sources of Imports

Simultaneous with the reduction in total vol-

ume of imports came a succession of significant

changes in the areas of origin. Again beginning
with the effects of pre-attack influences, the
usual commodity import history included (a)
the elimination of non-Asiatic sources follow-

ing the embargoes, the freezing of Japanese
credits, and finally the outbreak of war, (b) re-

liance on the wealth of the southern area after
its conquest, and (c) with increasing stringency
of shipping and final blockade of the southern
area, eventual sole dependence on the resources
of the Inner Zone (Figure 18).

A few examples will illustrate the trend. In

1940, 81 percent of the phosphorite imports
came from distant sources, 17 percent from the

southern area and about 2 percent from the In-

ner Zone. In 1943 the distant sources had disap-

peared, and southern area deposits were being
exploited to provide 76 percent of the supply,

the i-emainder originating in the Inner Zone.
In 1945 only the Inner Zone sources were drawn
upon. Similar trends are noticed in the imports
of lead, zinc and scrap iron. In the cases of

rice an iron ore, the southern area provided the

largest share of 1940 imports, followed by the

Inner Zone and distant sources. Imports from
the distant sources disappeared after 1941,

leaving the Inner Zone countries essentially the

only source. Such commodities as tin, bauxite
and rubber, the only source of which was the

southern area, continued to be imported, al-

though in reduced amounts, even in 1945, pre-

sumably at the expense of other southern area
products which could be obtained in the Inner
Zone. Another group of commodities—soybeans,
soybean cake, salt, iron and steel, magnesite,

dolomite and coal—the only or the major source
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of which was the Inner Zone likewise continued

to be imported even in 1945. It is significant

that the reduction in the volume of the non-

edible products was far greater than in that of

the foodstuffs.

A final stage in the effective blocking-off of

territories and restriction of shipments is rep-

resented by the conquest or re-conquest and

actual occupation of the territory. Obviously,

after the occupation of the Philippine Islands

and Okinawa, imports from these (Philippine

ores, hemp, sugar and copra, and Okinawa
sugar) had to cease.

Planned Self-Sufficiency Within the Inner Zone

The continuing threat to all lines of contact

with the southern area focussed attention on

programs of self-suflficiency within the Inner

Zone, the "yen bloc" of northeastern Asia. The

steady decline in her merchant tonnage and its

growing operating inefficiency gave additional

impetus to Japan's attempts to develop the self-

sufficiency of the Inner Zone and thus to im-

prove her defensive position while at the same

time cutting her shipping needs. In early 1945

stock was taken of the current dependence on

continental raw materials in the light of the

rapidly-worsening shipping situation. This re-

sulted in recommendations designed to lessen

such dependence and to utilize to best advan-

tage the alarmingly small pool of shipping still

available. The '-eport of the research section,

general affairs oflfice, Greater East Asia depart-

ment, reveals a recognition of the fact that the

situation was becoming desperate.

It was concluded that the two products for

which there was the most urgent need for a

guaranteed supply were salt and soybeans. Of

secondary importance, due to lack of substi-

tutes in Japan proper, were phosphorite, alumi-

na shale (for abrasives and fire brick), magnes-

ite, graphite, manganese and other ferro-alloys.

A third group of continental materials described

as "necessary" were iron ore, coal, pig iron,

alumina shale (for aluminum), raw cotton, fats

and oils, asbestos and mica.

Conclusions were made with regard to the use

of these materials in Japan, the comparative

importance of continental sources, and the pol-

icy with regard to the future.

Salt: Domestic production of salt was only

400,000 metric tons per year, or 20 percent of

annual requirements, the remainder coming
from China and Manchuria. As well as being

considered indispensable in the diet, salt was the

foundation of the chemical industry and a re-

quirement in such essential industries as oil re-

fining and light metals and explosives manu-
facture. In addition to attempting to remedy
the situation responsible for the piling up of

salt at the sites of manufacture due to lack of

transport, thereby interfering with the creation

of stockpiles in Japan, it was recommended that

(1) technology be revised to economize the use

of salt in industry, (2) the minimum require-

ments for human subsistence be established

definitely, and (3) domestic production be in-

creased above its former 20 percent of annual

requirements figure.

Soybeans: Annual imports of soybeans in-

creased during most of the war period with the

increasing dependence on them as a food (the

protein content compensating for the lack of

animal food products) and as a source of oil

for lubricants and various industrial uses. Total

imports reached 728,000 metric tons in 1944,

the bulk from Manchuria. Imports were to be

maintained at the highest possible figure.

Phosphorite: After the loss of the Pacific

islands, phosphorite was obtained, in smaller

quantities, from the seaboard provinces of cen-

ti-al China. The peak figure of 66,000 tons for

1944 was only about one-quarter of the amount
formerly obtained annually from the Pacific

islands. Phosphorus was one of the essential

fertilizers on which maintenance of Japan's in-

tensive agriculture was dependent, and a prod-

uct with countless vital uses in industrial chem-

istry. As current supplies were far below needs,

it was declared essential that the maximum
amount of phosphorite ore obtainable be shipped

from China for storage in Japan.

Alumina Shale: North China alumina shale

and Foochow clay were required in large quan-

tities in the manufacture of abrasives and fire

brick materials, both essential in the mainte-

nance of the wartime metal industries. As no

satisfactory substitute was available in Japan,

it was demanded that imports be continued to

build up a stockpile of one year's supply within

the country. It was recognized that the dete-

rioratihg shipping situation would probably not

allow the delivery of sufficient shale to meet

the above needs and those of the metallic indus-
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try. The recommendation was to sacrifice a por-

tion of the latter, if necessary. The ahmiinum
program, based on shale, had proved disap-

pointing due to delay in conversion of the Japa-

nese jilants, and lack of shijjping to transport

tlie increased production of continental shale.

It was recommended that the aluminum indus-

try search for (1) methods of producing alu-

mina from Japanese materials, (2) techniques

which did not require the use of soda, and

(3) substitutes for aluminum in the aircraft

industry.

Magnesite: Magnesite found its principal

uses in the manufacture of magnesia brick for

electric steel furnaces, and the manufacture of

metallic magnesium. To lessen dependence on

shipping space for continental magnesite, plans

were made (1) to develop techniques enabling

the substitution of domestic dolomite for mag-
nesite, and (2) to emphasize the refining of

metallic magnesium in Korea and Manchuria,

thus eliminating the need for shipping bulky

raw materials.

Graphite: Graphite of a grade sufficiently

high for use in electrodes was not found in

Japan, but came entirely from Manchuria. As
there was no surplus of pitchcoke for artificial

graphite electrodes, there was immediate need

for transportation and storage of continental

graphite.

Iron ore: In 1940 the ore for Japan's iron

and steel industry came largely from the south-

ern area. In 1942 and 1943 China was the prin-

cipal source of supply. Japanese ore was be-

coming important in 1944. The sources of the

ore used in Japan in 1943 were as follows:

Source



pendence on coke ovens.

3. Prepare steel manufacturing methods

which would enable the industry to be inde-

pendent of coke oven gas.

4. Increase home production of coking coal.

5. Attach more importance to the operation

of small and medium furnaces in Japan (based

on domestic coal).

6. Construct small blast furnaces in Japan

(mainly in Hokkaido).

7. Strengthen and scatter electrically-oper-

ated plants.

Anthracite Coal: Formerly anthracite coal

was imported from Indo-China. With the cur-

tailment of shipments from the south, increas-

ing amounts were shipped from Korea and

Yangchuan, China, the total reaching 280,000

metric tons in 1943. In order to reduce this

shipping requirement and to avoid suffering in

case of stoppage of supply, it was declared im-

perative that measures be taken to substitute

locally produced anthracite, charcoal, coke and

coalite.

Cotton: China remained as practically the

only source of raw cotton which was required

in large quantities for clothing, guncotton, au-

tomobile and airplane tires. It was advised that

every effort be made to reach maximum im-

ports of Chinese cotton and to increase recovery

of old cotton in Japan.

In conclusion, it was admitted that "should

there ever come a time that supplies of raw

material from the Asia continent are cut off,

we cannot but predict that the continuation of

this modern war will become almost impossible."

The decision was made to continue at all ex-

pense the importation of salt and soybeans,

even abandoning, if necessary, the former prin-

ciple of emphasising the shipment of materials

for the iron and steel industry which normally

made up 60-70 percent of all imports.

The urgent demand for the acquisition of

stocks of strategic continental materials, the

frantic search for substitute materials and tech-

niques, and above all the abandonment of the

traditional "iron and steel first" policy in favor

of the simple element, food, speak eloquently of

the far-reaching effect that shortage of ship-

ping had introduced in the Japanese economy

at the beginning of the last year of war. In the

first six months of 1945, imports of salt and

foodstuffs, for the first time since Japan's in-

dustrialization, exceeded in total tonnage that

devoted to basic industrial materials.

Endeavors to impose blockade conditions on
the Inner Zone necessarily took place much
later than the attack against the life line to

the southern area, and the situation is reflected

in the imports. Shipments of salt, soybean cake,

and grains, all Inner Zone products, held up
fairly well through most of 1944. Soybeans, ex-

clusively an Inner Zone product, were imported
in larger amounts in 1944 than in any preced-

ing year, and in 1945 showed a still gi ,ater

rate of increase.

Final collapse was threatened toward the end
of the war when bombing and mining disrupted

shipping routes from the continent, and the

mining of ports in Japan proper interfered se-

riously with the ability of the reduced fleet to

deliver continental goods to Japan. The reduced

merchant fleet was probably sufficient to carry

the required imports had their efficiency and
field of operation not been so restricted. Com-
plete demoralization of shipping at the heart of

the empire rather than total loss of merchant
fleet, dominated the last few months of distress.

Decline in Industrial Output

A second major effect on the economy of

Japan resulting from the attack on shipping is

found in the declining quantity and quality of

industrial output. The relationship between this

decline and the decline in receipts of raw ma-
terials is apparent. It is, however, necessary to

avoid overemphasis on this simple cause and
effect. As was true of the reduction in imports,

reduction in industrial output in many in-

stances preceded the outbreak of war. Factors

quite unrelated to the loss of the merchant fleet

or tlie approach to blockade conditions effected

material reduction.

The actual peak in production for Japanese

industry was readied in 1939 under the stimu-

lus of the Sino-Japanese war and before the

general restriction of world trade. Total indus-

trial output fell after that year with loss of raw
material sources and markets, following the

general restriction of world trade, and the spe-

cific restriction of Japan's foreign trade due to

the several factors mentioned earlier. Larger
percentage decreases in the production of a'

cotton, wool, rayon and silk textiles, wood and

paper products, pottery and porcelains were
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experienced in the year immediately preceding

and the first few years of the war. (On the

other hand this same period witnessed large

increases in the output of many industries pro-

ducing necessary war materials, steel, cement,

electrical goods, shipbuilding, synthetic oil,

ordnance and munitions, and in addition, the

birth of new industries such as aluminum, and

magnesium.)

The productivity of industry was further re-

duced by the loss of manpower to the armed
fon -8. and the general upset accompanying the

phenomenal disorders that characterized Ja-

pan's wartime economy. Progress in the Allied

prosecution of the war to the point where direct

attack by bombing of industrial facilities and
urban areas was possible obviously represents

another factor in the decline of output that is

not associated with overseas transportation

problems.

With these many factors at work it is not

easy to assess the effect of transport difficulties

on tlie reduction of industrial output. How-
ever, when the output of an industry, essential

enough to enjoy high priorities in labor and
otiier requirements, experiences serious decline

preceding attack on the plant or city itself—

a

decline which parallels the decline in receipt of

raw materials—it is not out of order to relate

the two. Such instances are numerous.

Reduced imports resulted in severe shortages

in basic raw materials and in fuels, each of

which in turn contributed to tlie declining out-

put of Japan's industrial machine.

Iron and steel, basic to the Japanese wartime
industry, enjoyed top priority throughout most
of the war period. In spite of this, however, its

great dependence on huge quantities of im-

ported coal and ore meant a vulnerability to

shipping attrition that ultimately resulted in

reduced output. The earliest losses. United

States scrap iron, and Philippine and Malayan
iron ore, were partially overcome by increased

domestic production of ore, increased use of

Chinese and Korean ores, scrap drives, and the

use of accumulated stocks. Although coal im-

ports declined throughout the war, the affect

on this industry was postponed by placing em-
phasis on the import of coking coal and by the

^creased use of domestic coals. As a result of

these measures, output of pig iron and steel

was maintained through 1943. However, with

increased shipping difficulties and consequent

i-educed receipts of coal and ore and the dwin-

dling of stocks, the effect on output eventually

became apparent.

Coke production fell from its peak of 8,000,-

000 tons in 194.3 to 538,000 tons in the first

quarter of 1945. Pig iron production declined

after March 1943 from a maximum monthly
production of 400,000 tons to 100,000 tons in

June 1945. Ingot steel production after reach-

ing a peak of 700,000 tons in December 1943,

fell to under 300,000 tons in June 1945. The
relative position of imported raw materials and
products of the industry during the war are

sliown in the table which follows. (It can be
seen that the increased importation of pig iron

following the expansion of blast furnace ca-

pacity on the continent, aided in postponing
steel output decline long after ore imports had
been seriously curtailed.)

[In metric tons]

Fiscal year



a precipitate drop ot almost 500,000 tons from
the preceding year. In the face of this trend,

the Japanese government made every effort to

construct new shale plants on the continent and

to convert Japanese plants to the use of shale.

Shale production and imports increased but

large amounts accumulated at mines, railheads,

and harbors due to inadequate shipping and

handling facilities.

Despite the utilization of shale, alunite, and

clay from the Inner Zone, total alumina pro-

duction in 1944 dropped to 70 percent of the

production figure in 1943. By the last quarter

of 1944, bauxite imports were sporadic, ceasing

entirely after January 1945. Reflecting this

shortage of raw materials, the rate of produc-

tion of aluminum in the first quarter of 1945

was only 24 percent of that of the preceding

year.

Imports and stocks of bauxite and aluminous

shale in Japan proper, Korea, and Formosa (in

metric tons) :

Fiscal year



coal functions in dual capacity as fuel and raw
material, but many other industries using- coal

primarily as fuel suffered serious shoi-tages.

Domestic coal production increased for a time

and then fell precipitously when other material

shortages were experienced.

Imports declined continuously after 1942.

Less dependent on foreign sources for general-

purpose coal than for coking coal, Japanese in-

dustry still required shipping for the receipt

of supplies, the bulk of which originated in

Kyushu or Hokkaido. With the upset of intei'-

island transport, Honshu receipts of outer

island coal were reduced to a fraction of the

former totals. Japan Sea ports were unable to

handle the volume formerly entering Pacific

ports.

A shortage of coal caused a decline in domes-
tic copper output, hindered the manufacture
of optical equipment during the last two years

of the war, and after November 1944, became a

serious factor in the shipbuilding industry. By
the end of July 1945, domestic coal production

had fallen 65 percent from the peak of 1940,

inter-island transport was almost at a stand-

still, and imports had ceased because of the

acute shipping shortage and the top priority

given to food and salt. Practically all fuel-con-

suming industi'ies that had not ceased operation

as a result of other factors were faced with a

critical coal shortage.

Countermeasures of Japanese Industry

The anticipation and the later materializa-

tion of the shortages of overseas materials

brought forth a number of countermeasures de-

signed to alleviate the losses. The following ex-

amples will suffice to illustrate the various

reactions of industry to the ever-tightening

effects of loss of shipping. (More detailed his-

tories of the wartime experience of individual

industries are presented in the reports of other

sections of the Survey, specifically, the reports

on basic materials, civilian supplies, capital

equipment, military supplies, oil and chemicals,

and aircraft.)

The most obvious of these measures designed

to counterbalance the effect of loss of foreign

materials was the use of domestic materials for

the creation or expansion of domestic industries

producing materials heretofore obtained over-

seas. For example, domestic coal production in-

creased 50 percent from 28,000,000 tons in 1931
to 42,000,000 tons in 1936, and the production
of domestic iron ore increased 230 percent from
1937 to 1941 and an additional 100 percent

from 1941 to 1943. With the loss of Indian man-
ganese ore, domestic production inci-oased fi-om

196,000 tons in 1911 to 400,000 tons in 1944.

Lead production in the home islands continued
to increase through 1944.

As the southern area sources of bauxite be-

came unavailable, there was an attempt to base
the aluminum industry on domestic clays and
otiier bauxite substitutes.

Where domestic resources could not supply
tlie needed materials, recourse was made to

near-by overseas sources, thus reducing the

ship time and hazards involved in utilizing the
more distant overseas sources. In 1941 embar-
goes affected the importation of iron ore result-

ing in smaller quantities being imported from
the Philippines and Malaya and larger quanti-

ties from China and Korea. Ore imports from
the south began to decline in 1941. China im-
ports increased during 1941-42 but did not

offset the loss of Philippine and Malaya ores.

In the final stages of the war, southern area

ore imports almost stopped, China supplies

dwindled, and Korea was the only reliable

source.

In 1941 the embargo cut off the foreign sup-

ply of copper metal and forced reliance on do-

mestic and Korean blister copper and ore from
China, Formosa, and the Philippines. In the

early phases of the war Japan lost access to In-

dian manganese ore and depended in part on
lower grade Philippine ore.

In a further attempt to shorten shipping

routes and lessen the need for shipping space,

some industries were relocated nearer the raw
materials, thus eliminating the need for ship-

ping bulky raw materials. In the early stages

of the war, when the iron production schedule

was threatened, a proposal was made to estab-

lish a small blast furnace program near the

materials on the continent. Nothing came of

this. In March 1945 a plan was approved to

move some of the Japanese iron and steel

plants and mills to Manchuria, north China,

Korea, and Inner Mongolia. This was done part-

ly to conserve transportation, but also to avoid

bombing. Only three were nearing completion

at the end of the war. The precarious position
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of the aluminum industry based on materials

from the south was recognized early, and there

was attempted construction of new aluminum

shale plants on the continent. The Korean mag-

nesium industry, near the source of magnesite,

had expanded by the end of the war to have a

capacity almost equal to that of the Japanese

industry. Paper mills were established in out-

lying possessions to convert bulky pulp into

paper, thus saving shipping space.

In many instances, in anticipation of loss of

overseas sources or difficulty in transport, there

were attempts to build up large stocks of mate-

rials while the situation permitted. In June 1936

the Japanese Iron Manufacturing Company was

directed to build up a stockpile of .5.5 percent Fe

iron ore of 3,000,000 tons. In the early stages of

the war, pig iron output was maintained by

drawing down this stockpile. In June 1939 the

company was ordered to build and maintain a

stockpile of 115,000 tons of high-grade man-

ganese ore above its own requirements. But at

the end of August 1945, existing stocks of

ferro-alloys were equal to only one to three

months' supply.

Bauxite stocks in 1941 were 2.50,000 tons (six

to nine months' supply). These were rapidly re-

duced after the outbreak of war but with the

conquest of the south, stocks again reached

the prewar level. The tin shortage resulted from

postponing an adequate stockpile until too late

to effect the shipment. Petroleum stock in 1941

was equal to a two-year supply but storage was

low by the end of 1943. Rubber stockpiles were

going down rapidly toward the end of the war.

By early summer 1944, aircraft producers had

to dig into their stockpiles and by midsummer

all reserves were exhausted.

A common experience in the metal industries

was the increased use of scrap when imports

of metal ore fell below requirements. The iron

scrap drive commenced as early as the middle

thirties. In 1939 it reached an all-time peak of

5,800,000 tons. The drive was intensified from

time to time when the production schedule was

threatened. There were frequent copper scrap

drives eventually resulting in deteriorating

quality with the increased use of secondary

metal. The lead industry announced a special

scrap drive in 1944. By the last quarter of 1944

scrap aluminum accounted for 80 percent of the

supply available to the aircraft industry.

Reflecting the desperate situation faced by

many industries as other countermeasures

failed, the use of a great variety of substitute

materials characterized Japanese industry to-

wards the end of the war. Substitutes for cop-

per included aluminum in wire cables, steel for

cai'tridge cases, bamboo for containers and steel

for copper alloy parts in shipbuilding and ord-

nance. In the optical equipment industry, iron

and aluminum were frequently substituted for

copper. The aluminum industry attempted to

use alunite for bauxite with limited success. In

the chemical fertilizer industry a product de-

rived from a primitive process of wood ash

leaching was used in place of potash.

In the aircraft industry steel parts and fit-

tings were substituted for dural parts; steel

and brass rivets were used to make up the

joints. By the spring of 1945 the end of the

aluminum supply was in sight and designers

turned their attention to all-wood construction.

Wood was substituted for wing tips, tail sur-

faces and whole tail assemblies. There were a

few examples of all-wood replacement, but pro-

duction was not extensive. Wood or glass was

used in place of plastics. Substitutes in the pe-

troleum industry included pine root oil, fish oil

and vegetable oils; alcohol used for aviation

gasoline ; and lubricating oil made from rubber.

In spite of all effort to oflfset the effect, the

destruction of shipping and the establishment

of blockade reduced the flow of imports at a

pace greater than could be overcome by all the

foregoing attempts. Stockpiles and the possi-

bilities of scrap recovery disappeared, domestic

resources proved inadequate, and substitute

measures failed. The inevitable result was a de-

cline in industrial output.

As the all-important iron and steel industry,

particularly dependent on waterborae raw mate-

rials, began to feel the pinch, every industry,

more or less dependent on iron and steel, suf-

fered likewise. There were a few apparent ex-

ceptions, as was true for a time in the qualitative

control of reduced imports, the enemy main-

taining some degree of control of the direction

in which the impact would fall. Production in

the most essential war industries was main-

tained until quite late in the war, but always

at the expense of another phase of production.

Chemicals for explosives were always available

in sufficient quantities, an accomplishment,
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however, made possible only by the sacrifice of

the chemical needs of many other products.

The shrinkage of all Japanese industry gave

rise to another type of apparent exception to

the general shortage. In spite of vastly cui'tailed

output of sulphuric acid, industry generally,

and hence demands for the product, had de-

clined so much further that no shortage was
experienced, and it could be maintained that

actual overcapacity had appeared.

In the last few months of the war the small

fleet remaining to Japan was so restricted in its

field of operations that imports, already dwin-

dling rapidly, began to fall at a precipitous rate.

Industrial raw materials, even coal, were re-

quired to give way to foodstuffs. Industry un-

able to cushion the shock at this late stage was
faced with collapse.

Decline in quality—Accormpanying the de-

cline in total output was a decline in quality of

product of many industries, the price paid for

use of poorer grade domestic or near-by raw
materials, makeshift substitute processes, and
unsatisfactory substitute materials.

By the last quarter of 1944 scrap aluminum
accounted for 80 percent of the supply availa-

ble to the aircraft industry, resulting in a seri-

ous deterioration in quality. The industry

likewise faced a deterioration in quality of dur-

alumin because of the shortage of copper and

other alloys. As the use of domestic iron ore

increased, the iron content decreased. There

was also a higher sulphur content. The quality

of coke decreased as a higher percentage of do-

mestic coal was used. Certain chemicals declined

in quality with the reduction in the quality of

imported coal.

Many instances of quality decline are found

in the ferro-alloys industry. As early as 1939

only 30 percent of the cobalt and nickel require-

ments could be obtained. This resulted in a re-

duction in the cobalt content of higher speed

and magnet steel and the elimination of nickel

from structural steel. High speed steels, form-

erly 16 percent cobalt, were often produced with

no cobalt. Nickel-chrome stainless steel was
made without nickel and molybdenum struc-

tural steel was made without molybdenum. The
nickel content of gun barrels and armour plate

was reduced. The quality of ferro-manganese

deteriorated with greater dependence on Philip-

pine and domestic ores after the loss of Indian

manganese.

Industry was not the only segment of the
Japanese economy to feel the effects of the
dwindling overseas trade. Civilian supplies and
services, almost without exception, suffered

likewise. Outstanding was the effect on food.

Obviously, all phases of the war effort depended
on an adequate supply. As stated earlier, 20
percent of normal requirements was shipped

from overseas, although largely from the Inner
Zone.

As the war progressed Japan found herself

faced with the unhappy situation of an in-

creased demand for food meeting a decreased

domestic supply. Several factors contributed to

the diminishing local supply. All food-produc-

ing industries had lost manpower to the

services. Various agricultural products were
suffering rapidly declining yields partly from
lack of the fertilizers formerly imported in

large quantities. The fishing industry not only

lost boats to the military, but the attack on
shipping or threat of attack, restricted the fish-

ing waters. In addition, the hazards of shipping
from the southern area caused severe shortages

of fuel for the fishing fleet and of Manila hemp
for fishnets. The catch declined from 4,800,000

tons in 1939 to 2,080,000 tons (estimate for the

entire year) in 1945. Imports dropped sharply

after 1941 and disappeared entirely after 1943.

In spite of the cessation of exports and of the

use of fish for fertilizer and feed, the total

quantity available for food decreased 35 per-

cent during the war.

The resulting increased demand for food-

stuffs from abroad was curbed somewhat by a
reduction in the civilian ration. However, in

1944 10 percent of the reduced basic ration

(grains only, excluding sugar and bean prod-

ucts) still had to be imported.

Before the war Japan normally imported 20
percent of her rice requirements or about
2,000,000 tons, 60 percent from Korea and 40
percent from Formosa. After the failure of the

Korean crop in 1940, imports were largely from
the southern area, Siam, Indo-China, and
Burma. Until 1944, the southern area exceeded
the Inner Zone as a source of Japan's rice. A
peak figure of 1,500,000 tons was reached in

1942. This was reduced in the following year by
nearly 50 percent as the rice-producing areas
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suffered a shortage of bag materials and trans-

port difficulties due to flood conditions, and as

it became necessary to devote more space to

southern area raw materials for the munitions

industries. In 1944 the shortage of shipping

and tightening blockade of the southern area

caused rice imports to fall to a mere 75,000

tons. In that year the Inner Zone again became
the leading source of Japan's imported rice,

supplying ten times the quantity coming from
the southern area. In 1945 the southern area

supplied no rice, Formosan imports had dwin-

dled to 9,000 tons, and Korean to 142,000 tons

or about 15 percent of the requirements for

the period.

A momentary brightening of the picture oc-

curred in the spring of 1945 as food imports

from the remaining available sources in the

Inner Zone began to rise. The decision in April

to devote practically all shipping space to food-

stuffs reflected not only the importance of the

food supply, but the desperateness of the gen-

eral situation. In the second quarter of 1945,

rice and soybean receipts exceeded those of the

first quarter of the year, and receipts of salt

had dropped but slightly. Soybean receipts in

June were twice as great as those of any pre-

vious month of the entire war period.

This was short-lived, however, as the ever-

tightening blockade prevented the continuation

of adequate receipts even of these vital com-
modities. Soybean shipments fell from 265,400

ton in June to 176,000 tons in July. Manchu-
rian cereal imports, which totaled 48,173 tons

in June were reduced to 21,568 tons in July

and to 11,490 tons in August. The last For-

mosan shipments of rice were received in April

1945 ; the last from Korea, a mere 373 tons, in

September.

Faced with the threat of complete cessation

of food imports at an early date, a drastic but
necessary 10 percent cut in tlie basic ration

was imposed in July as the only possible means
of survival. However, in the face of increasing

losses of stored food supplies by bombing at-

tacks and the inevitable disruption of internal

food distribution accompanying the Allied in-

vasion, it appears probable that even this

emergency measure would have proved ineffec-

tive and that the loss of the merchant fleet and
the consequent loss of overseas food supplies

would have proved decisive.
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Appendix C—Recapitulation of Japanese Merchant Tanker Situation Monthly
During the War (Tankers Excluded)

Year and
month

I9J,1

December..
191,2

January—
February...
March
April.-

May
June.„
July
August
September.
October
November
December..

19iS
January
February...
March
April
May._
June.-
July
August.
September,
October
November.
December.

19l,i
January . .

February...
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December.

19J,5

January..
February...
March
April
May
June.
July
August
15 August.

Tonnage
afloat tirst

of
month (')

575,464

587,245
598.023
606,037
604,985
607,329
606,425
611,883
624,864
631,280
648,368
662,356
662,356

686,498
727,935
780,944
788,162
768,197
772,670
785,151
817,022
832,387
844,706
870,205
863,953

873,070
839,576
760,507
793,833
798,822
835,358
837,326
852.735
835,882
872,333
838.947
868.962

860.971
679.984
618,748
.562,136
460,077
377,840
324,782
275,525
266,948

In service-
able con-
dition

—

1st (')

510,464

516,116
539,070
560,647
556,976
579,285
554,170
552,793
554,117
544,828
618,.560
594,895
622,335

650,029
677,210
728,972
740,783
701,921
712,185
747,285
756,300
753,131
770,560
815,491
811,220

753,769
787,497
728,146
767.539
768,625
770,647
766,127
777,957
762,640
806,.533
759,881
803,019

787.911
541.245
522.606
441.028
351.758
255,893
204,247
101,196
86,287

Importing
oil into
Japan(^)

256,140
2,56,140
272.313
294.637
306.348
402.080
402.080
428,855

444,549
471,730
534,492
533,833
493,971
501.235
536,335
551,350
547,181
563.610
614,541
606.270

558.819
594.547
588.196
643,589
644,675
627,697
633,177
645,007
640,690
693,583
667,241
716,379

700,000
388,605
1.50,000
100,000
'=70,000
'=65,000
"50,000
"35,000
"25,000

Servicing
the Army
—Over-
seas (')

Servicing
the Navy,
tnot count-
ing fleet oil-

ers) (^)

13,480

13,480
13,480
13,480
13,480
13,480
13,480
13,480
13,480
13,480
13,480
13,480
13,480

13,480
13,480
13,480
12,950
12,950
12,950
12,9.50

12,950
12,9.50

12,960
12,950
12,950

12,9,50
1'2,950

12,950
12,950
12,950
12,950
12,9.50

12,950
12,950
12,950
2,640
2,640

2,640
2,640
2,640
2,640
2,640
2.640
2,640
2,640

160,000

160,000
160,000
160,000
160,000
160,000
160,000
160,000
160,000
160,000
160,000
160,000
160,000

172,000
172,000
161,000
174,000
175,000
178,000
178,000
172,000
173,000
174,000
168,000
172,000

162,000
160,000
107,000
91,000
91,000
110.000
100.000
100.000
89.000
60.000
70.000
64,000

60,000
50.000
35,000
30,000
27,000
27,000
25,000
25,000

In local

use around
Japan (^)

336,984

342,636
365,590
387,167
383,496
149,665
124,550
107,000
86,000
65,000
43,000
19,335
20,000

20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000

20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000

25,271
100,000
334,966
308,388
252,118
161,253
126,607
38,556

In need of
repairs,
repairing
or convert-
ing (esti-

mate) V)

65,000

71,129
58,953
45,390
48,009
28,044
52.255
59,090
70,747
86,452
29,808
67,461
40,021

36.469
50.725
51.972
47.379
66.276
60.485
37.866
60.722
79.256
74.146
54,714
52,733

119,301
52,079
32,361
26,294
30,197
64,711
71,199
74,778
73,242
65,800
79,066
65,943

73,060
138,729
96.142
121.108
108,319
121,947
120,535
174,329

Converted
during

month (**)

Built
during

month (»)

-I- 4,000
-I- 5,000

-1-15,000

-1-12,000

+ 30,000
-1-40,000

-i-20,000
-I- 5,000
+ 5,000

+ 4,000
-t- 3,000
+ 3,000
+ 4,000
-I- 8,000
-(-40,000
-1-60,000
-1-30,000

4-30,000

-30,000
-55,000
-15,000
-89,000
-71,000
-40,000
-18,000

1,186

12,142

5,240
13,009
16,666

17,077
16,678
31,871
15,365
43,388
25,499
39,421
30,713

35,874
40,849
78,031
10,108
66,387
49,060
55,428
28,688
81,724
69,155
62,295
46,691

31,015
40,730
13,906

Captured
or sal-

vaged ('»)

10,806

10,778
8,014
7,601
1,158

1,458
7,981

2,088
13,416

6,197

Sunk
during

month (")

8,653

904

29,448
24,965
17,604
4,197

45,673
21,596

75,447
119,918
48,705
8,119

32,851
51,092
48,019
85,541

105,273
132,541
62,280
54,682

182,002
46,966
55,518
13,059
11,237
13.058
31,257
8,577

Tonnage
afloat at
end of

month (")

' BeRinninsT with tonnape available at Pearl Harbor, addinc alge-

braically columns s. 9. 10. and 11.
2 Column 1 minus column 7.

"From the ShippinK Control Association in Tokyo, adjusted to

correct discrei>:\ncies. to preserve a reasonable relation to column 1.

* From Shipping Section. Japanese Army. Tokyo.
' From Shipping Section. Japanese Navy. Tokyo.

587,245

598.023
606.037
604.985
607.329
606.425
611.883
624.864
631.280
648.368
662.356
662,356
686,498

727,935
780,944
788,162
768.197
772.670
785.151
817.022
832.387
844.706
870.205
863.953
873,070

839,576
760,507
793,833
798,822
835,358
837,326
852,735
835,882
872,333
838,947
868,962
860,971

679,984
618.748
562.136
460.077
377,840
324,782
275,525
266.948

" From Shipping Control Association, Tokyo.
' Estimates.
" Estimates.
" USSBS Military Supplies Division, shipbuilding section.

'"Shipping Control Association. Tokyo.
" USSBS Shiii Sinking List, expanded by 2 percent.
' - Cut off in the southern area.
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P.ART a.—U. S. Carrier-based air

Whole war



Appendix E.-STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF THE
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Part ^.-Fourteenth AF operations against merchant

shipping
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Part 1.-Combined AAF (excluding Twentieth opera-
tionx against merchant shipping)



Part 8A.-Navy and Marine-



Navy and Marine—Land-based aircraft—Operations against merchant shipping by areas



Navy and Marine—Land-based aircraft—Operations against merchant shipping by areas



Part 9A.-Navy and Marine-Cnrrier-lmsed aircraft—Operations against merchant shippinr/ by areas



Nai'y and Marine—Carrier-based aircraft—Operations against merchant shipping by areas

Navy and Mariite—Carrier-based aircraft—Operations

against merchant sliipping by areas



Part dB.—All Navy and Marine-land and carrier-

batted aircraft operations against merchant shipping



Part 11.— Twentieth AF operations against merchant
shipping (mining)







Submarine operations againat



Part 13B.—Submarine operations against merchant
shipping

Part 14.—Combined operations—all forces—against
merchant shipping



APPENDIX F.-TRANSPORT BY SHIPPING UNDER CIVILIAN CONTROL DURING THE WAR
Part l.-Comparison by fiscal years of steamship transport in ships controlled by the shipping control association

including import, colonial, inter-island and coastal trade
[In 1,000 MT. Yearfl



APPENDIX F.-TRANSPORT BY SHIPPING UNDER CIVILIAN CONTROL DURING THE WAR (Cont.)

Part 3.— Table of seaborne traffic by the civilian merchant marine (steel ships) during year ending 1 April 194i'



APPENDIX F.-TRANSPORT BY SHIPPING
UNDER CIVILIAN CONTROL DURING

THE WAR (Cont.)

Part 5.— Table of seaborne traffic by the civilian mer-
chant marine (Meel ships) from April to August 1945
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